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ABSTRACT

Volume 2 Is identical to a Ph.D. thesis with the title
The
Transient Ulectromagnetic Far Fields of a Paraboloid Reflector/TEM
Horn Antenna Using Time Domain Techniques, submitted to the Univer\sity of Vermont.
This research employs a direct time domain model applicable
to aperture antennas of any shape excited by fields of any form in
space and time to study theoretically the electromagnetic ¢ir fields
of a paraboloid reflector when fed by a transverse electromagnetic
(TEN) horn antenna.
First, the TEM horn antenna is considered as an
aperture antenna with an arbitrary excitation V(t) applied to its
apex.
The time domain model is then applied to determine the electric
far fields of the TEM horn, and the theoretical results are compared
with published experimental data on a relative basis. Reasonable
agreement is obtained.
Approximate closed form solutions for the
electric far fields of the TON horn in the azimuth plane are also
found.
Secondly, the TEM horn is studied in terms of current sheets
using the vector potential formulation in order to confirm the apprcoximate closed form solutions found in the azimuth plane using the
aperture model.
From the theoretical results of the aperture model of the
TEM horn, this feed is then reduced to an anisotropic point source
located at the focus of the paraboloid reflector.
The fields arising from this point source are then transformed to the resulting
fields over the exit aperture of the paraboloid by utilizing the
geometrical optici approximation.
The time domain model is then
applied to the exit aperture of the paraboloid to determine the electric far fields of the antenna system.
Theoretical results are
obtained for both the boresight direction and directions away frox
boresIght, in order to characterize the sidelobe structure of the
system.
The theoretical boresight response is compared, also on
a relative basis, with published experiaental data, with reasoable

agreement.
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Chapter I
SrATEMENT AND BACKGROUND OF PROBLEM

1.1

INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of this research was to study theoretically, directly in the time domain, the electromagnetic far fields of a
paraboloid reflector fed by a TEM horn.

The TEM horn, located near

the focus of the paraboloid, is excited at its apex by a voltage V(t).
The TEM horn consists of two metallic circular sectors separated by a
small gap at the apex and flared apart away from the apex.

The parab-

oloid reflector/TEM horn antenna system is shown in Figure 1.1.

At

the present time, no direct time domain models to describe the radiation
of the TEM horn or the paraboloid reflector/rEM hurn antenna system
at an arbitrary observation point in the far field exist.
Specifically, the study of the above antenna system was accomplished as follows.

The general theoretical model applicable to

aperture antennas of any type excited by electromagnetic fields of any
form in space and time is a set of time domain integrals which were
derived by Chernousov (1965).

The electromagnetic fields at the

aperture surface mast be known (or gressed at).
Fir_.±, the TEM horn was considered as an aperture antenna
z.upporting a TFNI spherical wave within the antenna region due to the
excitation V(t) at the ape,-.

The Chernousov (1965) expressions for

I

/J

Figure 1.1
The Paraboloid RLeflectorirEi Horn Antenna System.

2

the TnL horn apertures were then applied, and the general expressions
for the resulting electric far fields were found.

Approximate closed

form solutions for the TEll horn far fields in the azlimuth plane were
also determined.

These approximate fields were interpreted in terms

of travelling and standing waves to facilitate engineering interpretation of the behavior of the ITEM horn.

The general expressions for

the electric far fields were then programmed and executed on a digital
computer.

The theoretically computed results were then compared to

experimental rcsults obtained by Susman and Lamensdorf (1970s42-144)
and Martins et al. (1973s2Y'-4).
Secondly, the electric far fields of the TEM horn were also
formula.ted in terms of the current sheets flowing on the two mnata' lic
wedges which comprise the TEM horn.

This furmulation was also per-

formed directly In the time domain.

Approximate closed form solutions

for the electriz far fields in the azimuth plane were determined and
compared to the approximate closed form results obtained by using the
Chiernousov (196') :oŽmula~tion.
Thirdly, the Chernousov (1965) formulation was applied tu find
the electric far fields of a Itaraboloid reflector Ain terms of the fields
over the exit apprturrn for

Uxiation by a general spherical-wave point

source located at the focus of the paxaboloid.

The paraboloid was

assumed to be perfectly con. cingt to 'be In the far field of the point
source, and to~be &ufficiently amooth to allow application of the
plane wave bi2nwdary' condl±tions at- the Iaraboloid 3urface.

The geomet-

rical ýOpticsa approximiatio.n was in'v-okedd Uý allow aone-to-one# point-

t•-point transformation of the fields at the paraboloid surface to the
fields over the exit aperture.

A solution in the boresight direction

for an isotropic feed was also determined.
Finally, the general expressions for the electric far fields
of a TEM horn utilizing the Chernousov (1965) formulation were executed on a digital computer to characterize the fields of the eightinch TEM horn, studied by Martins et al. (1973),
aperture of the paraboloid.

over the angular

The eight-inch TEM horn was then theo-

retically reduced to a point source radiator located at the focus of
the paraboloid.

This reduction was accomplished by interpreting the

results of the compute- runs and then approximating the fields of
the eight-inch TEM horn with a closed form expression.

The general

expressions for the electric far fields of the paraboloid reflector/
pc.int source feed antenna ýjstem were then programmed for a digital
computer using the approximate closed form solution f=r the eightinch TEM horn fields.

Computer runs were performed in both charac-

teristic planes of the paraboloid raf.ector to demonstrate not only
the theoretical bortsight response •2 the antenna system, but also
the theoretical sidelobe strunture of the antenna system.

The theo-

retically computed boresight respoiise of the system was compared to
the experimental boresight response 0stained by .artiz.s et al.,
(19733235).e

1.2

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF TRANSIENT

ANTENNA STUDIES

The two major thrusts of transient antenna studies have been

(a) to investigate theoretically and experimentally antennas whose
electric far fields are replicas or high fidelity derivatives of the
pulse or step applied to the antenna, and (b) to investigate antennas
which not only have the above property, but also have directive characteristics.

Among transient antennas which have been studied both

theoretically and experimentally are the monopole over a ground plane
(dipole) and the conical antenna over a ground plane (biconical).
Among transient antennas which have been studied experimentally are
the monopole exciting a disk, corner reflector, or paraboloid; the
TEM horn; and the paraboloid reflector/TEM horn antenna system.
Recently, Martins et al. (1973)

have studied a wide variety

of antennas both theoretically and experimentally.

These include the

TEM horn and the paraboloid reflector/TEM horn antenna system.

The

theoretical formulation of the various antennas studied by Martins
et al. (1973)

Is performed in the frequency domain.

These frequency

domain models are then interpreted in the time domain only for specific
observation points in the far field.

(Note--The Fourier approach is

a steady-state frequency domain solution, from which the time domain
solution can be obtained only by an inverse transformation.

The Cher-

nousov (1965) formulation is a direct time domain approach.)

Cronson

and Proud (1970a) also studied the paraboloid reflector/TEM horn
antenna experimentally.
Proud (1970a)

However, the TEM horn used by Cronson and

had a considerably different geometry from the eight-

inch TEM horn studied by Martins et al. (1973) or the TEM horns
studied by Suszan and L"mensdorf (1970,1971).

•5

Schmitt (1960) first studied the step function response of the
finite monopole over a ground plane using Fourier techniques.

He in-

terprets the electric far field at the ground plane to consist of a
series of damped oscillations rather than delayed replicas of the
exciting step.

Wu (1961)

solved the current distribution in an infi-

nitely long dipole excited by a step function using Fourier techniques
and contour integration.

Morgan (1962)

distribution as Wu (1961)

using the same techniques and a more direct

obtained the same current

approach.
Four years later, Schmitt,

Harrison, and Williams (1966)

studied the finite monopole over a ground plane using Fourier transforms and computed values of input impedance and effective height
(Harrison;
is

1962,1963b).

The electric far field at the ground plane

shown to be a superposition of delayed replicas of the exciting

pulse, emanating from the base and tip of the monopole.
retical predictions are confirmed experimentally.
(1967)

Harrison, and

to determine the electric far field of an infinitely

long monopole over a ground plane.
is

Harrison and King

used the same theoretical techniquep-as Schmitt,

Williams (1966)

These theo-

The far field at tha ground plane

shown to be a replica of the exciting Gaussian pulse.

Falclauskas

and Beam (1970) generalized the results of Schmitt, Harrison,

and

Wiilliams (1966) to observation points not on the ground plane utilizing the same theoretical techniques.

The resultant far field is a

superposition of pulses which are no longer delayed replicas of the
exciting pulse, but are compressed or stretched in time.

The results

of Palclauskas and Beam (1970) have also been obtained approximately
by using time domain techniques from an accelerated charge viewpoint

(Handelsman, 1972t59-69).
From the studies of the monopole over a ground plane (dipole),
it is clear that this antenna has an electric far field which is a
replica of the exciting pulse only along the ground plane and only for
an infinitely long monopole.

Also, the monopole suffers from the

characteristic that it has no directivity in the azimuth plane (the
plane perpendicular to the monopole).
Another transient antenna which has been studied is the conical
antenna over a ground plane (biconical).

Harrison and Williams (1963,

1965) theoretically studied this antenna using Fourier transforms and
computed values of input impedance and effective height (Harrison,
1963a).

This study shows that the electric far field along the ground

plane is a replica of the exciting pulse only if the cone is electrically extremely long (essentially infinite) and has a certain cone
angle (about 460).

Susman and Lamensdorf (1971)

experimentally studied

the response of electrically short cones to incident transient excitation and interpret the electric far field at the ground plane to be
No

an approximate time derivative of the exciting transient signal.

known studies of the transient response of the biconical antenna at
far field points not in the azimuth plane have been performed.

How-

evear, the biconical antenna, as the dipole, has no directivity in the
azimuth plane.
knop (1970) studied the -esponse of a log-periodic dipole
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array using a simpl fLied theoretical model and rectangular pulse exci-

tation,

Although a log-periodic has fine directivity, the results

unfortunately indicate that the electric far field is a highly dietorted version of the exciting pulse.

Transient aperture antenna studies were begun by Polk (1960).
He employed Fourier Integrals and the Kirchno*"io
diffraction problem.

solution of the scalar

The vector wave solution was not attemted.

Corrections to Polk (1960) are given by Mayo (1961).

Cheng and Tseng

(1964) and Tseng and Cheng (1964) state that due to the evaluation
of infinite integrals by the theory of residues, the method of Polk
(1960) is involved even for simple time signals and aperture distri-

butions.

Therefore, they offer a simple expression for a one-

dimensional aperture with a known current distribution .(x,t) and
state that extension to a two-dimensional aperture is trivial when
the spatial distribution is separable in the two dimensions.
ever, this trivial extension is not carried out.

How-

Finally, Chernousov

(1965) employed the Huygens-Kirchhoff principle to derive time domain
equations for the electromagnetic fields arising from aperture antennas
of any shape excited by electromagnetic fields of any form in space
and time.

Nonetheless, the general equations are not restricted to

the radiation fields, but also include the static and Inductlon fields.
Investigation of the scattered fields from a rectangular plate
was conducted by DeLorenzo (1967) using a long monopole transmitter
and a modified short monopole receiver.

Th! boresight response is

shown to be the negative time derivate of the field Incident upon

8

the plate.

The properties of the receiving antenna used by DeLorenzo

(1967) are described by Ross (1967).

Cronson (1969)

employed a pulse

radiated from the base of a long monopole to study the radiation field
of disks in the azimuth plane of the exciting monopole.

lie interprets

the radiated fields of the disks to be delayed replicas of the exciting
pulse.

Cronson and Proud (1970b) used the same excitation technique

as Cronson (1969) to study the radiated fields of disks, corner reflector, and a paraboloid.

They make the same interpretation as

Cronson (1969).
Lamensdorf (1970) studied the coaxial cone antenna (a flared
coaxial line with the aperture located in the ground plane) experimentally in the receive mode.

The received terminal voltage is shown

to be the time derivative of the incident field.
(1972)

Abo-Zena and Beam

studied the radiation fields of a circular loop antenna using

moment methods and Fourier techniques for excitation by a band-limited
rectangular pulse.

The results indicate that the radiation fields in

general are a series of oscillatory and damped replicas of the excitiog pulse.
By Inspection of the Chernousov (1965) equations (1-3) and

(1-5) in the following section of this chapter, the far fields of
aperture antennas are interpreted more preciso.y as surface integrals

of the negative time derivative of the electromagnetic fields at the
aperture surface.

The Charnousov (1965) results can also be Inter-

preted in ter=s of the radiation from equivalent accelerating charges
(Handelsman, 1972s95).
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1.3

OUTLINE OF THE CHERNOUSOV FORMULATION

Chernousov (1965) derived equations for the electromagnetic
fields everywhere due to a closed aperture surface Sa in a homogeneous
source-free medium excited by electromagnetic fields of any form In
space and time.

The aperture fields must be known (or guessed at).

The geometry for the problem is shown in Figure 1.2.

This

figure is identical to Figure A.1, and it is repeated here for the
convenience of the reader.

The various quantities shown in Figure 1.2,

and the symbols used in the derivation, are discussed on the first
and third pages of Appendix A.

The complete mathematical details of

the derivation are also furnished in Appendix A.
A brief outline of the derivation follows.

The development

of the basic equations parallels the development given in Jordan and

Balmain (1968,313-3t5,466-469).
First, Maxwell's equations are written for electric charges
and currents only and then for fictitious magnetic charges and fic-

titious magnetic ctirrents only.

Using standard techniques and appro-

priate electric and magnetic Lorentz gauge conditions, tquations for
the electric and magne-tic fields arc found In terms of the electric
and magnetic vector potentials.
At this point, the fictitious magnetic current ý1is expressed
in terms of the electric field i at the aperture surface.

The electric

current J is expressed In terms of the magnetic field H at the aperture
surface (Jordan and Balmain, 1968,s68-"69).
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Assu•ii

that Sa is a

Figurr

1.

C~eocetry for the Qchrnous-ov Decrivation

source-free aperture surface,

'O~r
TLX

ýrs~--RV-)

(1-2)

Using (1-1) and (1-2), the electric and magnetic fields everywhere due to the electric and magnf..ic source fields at the aperture
surface may be written as (A-45) and (A-46) as giver on the tenth and
eleventh pages of Appendix A.

After utilizing numerous mathematical manipulations, E(i,t)
and i(r,t) everywhere may be written as (A-92) and (A-93) on the
tuentieth and twenty-first pages of Appendix A.

(uote--Euations

(A-92) and (A-93) are not restricted to the far fields of an aperture
antenna.

They aXso account for the induction and static •irlds.)
To find the electr~c far fields of the aperture antenna, I/R2

and 1/R 3 terms are neglected with respect to 1/,R terms.

The appro-

priate conditions for this assumption aze discursed in Appendix A.
Also, employing standard approximation*s for R lrý the far field as
applied to the numerator and denominator of (A-92). and using trivial
identities, E(Zt) in the far field may be written as

--

I

Irr C)L
x-

j
.

where
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•

(-'-3)•

Equation (1-3) Is the same as equation (A-102) on the final page of
Appendix A.

(1-3) is the central general theoretical equation used

in the research.
of i(i,t)

Also, in the far field, R(it) is given in terms

by the simple relationship

[3

Chapter 2
THE TRANSIENr ELECTRIC FAR FIELDS
OF TEM HORN A.TMINNAS UrILIZING
THE CHERNOUSOV MEMHOD

2.1

The TE

DISCUSSION'C
OF THE FIELDS EXCITING THE HORN
AND THE APERTURES CONSIDERFED

horn antenna, shown in Figure 2.1, consists of two

perfectly conducting circular sectors of angle 0o and radius ra soparated by a small gap at the apex and by a distance 2h at r' - ra.
Figure 2.1 is the same as Figure B.1 in Appendix B, and it
here for the convenience of the reader.

is repeated

The TF-M horn, first studied

experimentally by Susman and 1amen.sdorf (1970,1971).

is similar to

the dihedral horn first described by Schelkunoff and FrIls (195Z352U-

5)1 ).
Assimt that due to the excitation V(t) at the apex of.the TEM
horn, there exists a spherical `.&X wave between the wedges descrIbUd
by

/x

and

¢

r

/ra/

' GoY(

XX

•--'''

;
X)/

YY /

X)X

Cartesian source coordinates (x' ,y',zt)
Spherical source coordinates (r',o•, •)
Cartesian observation n.oordinates (xYZ)

Spherical observation coordinates (r,1,0)

Figure 2.1
The TEM Horn Antenna
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-

where /V7 is the impedance of the medium and kv is the effective voltage
reflection coefficient determined from
IV

(2-3)

0

Zeff is the effective terminatlng impedance of the front aperture located at r'-

ra, and Z

is the characteristic impedance of the TEM

horn.
That is,

if the apex is excited by V(t), the E field within

the horn arises from a forward propagating voltage V(t - r'/v) and a
reflected voltage kvV(t + r'/v - 2ra/v) propagating backward toward
the apex from the front aperture.

f(c<,P ) is a function which le-

scribes the taper uf the fields in the two angular coordinates
and

(.

c>C

However, f(oc, () is not the standard illumination function

used in antenna engineering practice.

Then, for TEM horns with small

function be designated by F (c,().
flare in the E-plaae--that is,

Let the standard illumination

when 2h<<ra, f(o(/I)

is related to

Fo(•,•Fo

- (0&)

(2-4)

(3')

Thus, for TEM horns with small flare in the E-planc, ohen Fo(OLk3)
" I (the case for uniform illumination of the front aperture, f(0•,
i/(TT - 2%0).

Equation (2-4) results frora the simple principle

that the line integral of the E field from on, wedge to the other must
be the voltage exi.3ting between the two wedges.
The closed srface S. required by the Cherriousov formulation,
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encompassing the TEM horn, is shown in Figure 2.2.

(Note--The gap at

the apex was enlarged for the sake of clarity in Figure 2.2.)

The

closed surface 'a consists of six parts as followst
1. a front aperture which is a spherical sector at r'

extending from o(to

o(

-()and

from

-

ra

(

3

to
2. a wedge-shaped side ape rture located. at

from r' - 0 to r'

-

ra and froni P-Ctox to

3z(

extending

O' Tf-Do,'

3. another wedge-shaped side aperture located at (
extending from r'

- 0 to r'

-

ra and from

&=Wo

-

(3

to

ITF- N/,
4. a surface on

•

of the upper wedge of the TEM horn.

$ a surface on the bottom of the lower wedge of the TEM horn,
and
6. a small spherical sector located at the apex.
Consider first part 1.
A

in the r

A
The outward normal n to this part is
A -

A

Therefore, both nxH and -nxE-- current sheets

direction.

exist at the front aperture.

Consider next part 2,
A

the (3( direction.

The outward normal to this part is in

ATherefore, there is no nxll current sheet, but there

is a -nxE current sheet at the first wedge-shaped side aperture.
Consider next part 3.
the -(odirection.

The outward normal to this part is in

Therefore,
as for part 2, there is no nxf
AATcurrent
A --

sheot, but .. ,ere is a -tixE sheet at the second wedge-shaped side
aperture.

iliii
I I l11 I["I II

I

'

q'

•

I

I Ii

° I '

"

"1 g

l

"l l '

i ll l i l l E1 1!17

F'gure 2.2
The Closed Surface Encorpassing the TEN Horn

Consider now parts 4 and 5.

The outward normal to part 4 is

approximately in the -i direction for horns with small flare in xhe
The outward normal to part 5 is approximately in the

E-plane.

direction for horns with small flare in the E-plane.

o'ý

The tangential

E - 0 over conduction surfaces 4 and 5.

Therfore, there are negligible

-nxE current sheets over parts 4 and 5o

Theoretically, however, there

A -

exist nxH current sheets over parts 4 and 5.

The exclusion of these

current sheets from the Chernousov formulation was motivated by the
following statement made by Jordan and Balmain (1968s495),
If it can be assumed that the currents on the outside walls
of an open-ended wave guide have negligible effect on the radiation from the guide, the problem of diffraction through an
aperture has direct application ... . Since experimentally
measured radiation patterns are found to agree roughly with
patterns computed by neglecting these outside currents, such
calculations may be used if only approximate answers are sufficient.
Thus, the -4nxE current sheets over parts 4 and 5 are undoubtedly small
and negligible, while the 'nxH current sheets were assumed to be negligible in the subsequent Chernousov analysis.
Finally, the small spherical sector, part 6, was neglected in
the subsequent analysis.
From a physical vector potential viewpoint, the •nxH current
sheets on the bottom surface of the upper wedge of the TEN horn and the
top surface of the lower wedge of the TEM horn account totally for the
radiation from the structure if currents on the outer surfaces of the
wedges are neglected.

This vector potential formulation is discussed

in Chapter 3 by approxivating the TEN horn shown in Figure 2.1 by a
section of a biconical antenna.

The same spherical TFA4 wave as dis-

cussed on the first page of this chapter is assumed to exist between
19

the two wedges, so that the assumed current distribution is self-consistent with the fields distribution.

As a check, approximate closed

form solutions for the electric far fields in the azimuth plane in the
boresight and backfire directions are shown to be the same as for the
aperture model.
Therefore, the closed surface Sa consisting of six parts has
been approximated by three surfaces with radiating fields; namely parts
1, 2, and 3; and three surfaces with zero fields.

The three radiating

surfaces are the front aperture and two wedge-shaped side apertures of
the TEM horn respectively.
It should be emphasized that a useful consequence of the equivalence theorem applied to the closed surface Sat as pointed out by
Schelkunoff and Friis (1952:516-520),

_AA and -nxE
is that the ^x{H
cur-

rent sheets at the three apertures of the TEM horn radiate as though
they were in free space.

That is,

they radiate as if the metal wedges

were removed.
2.2

THE TRANSIENT ELECT.RIC FAR FIELDS

OF A SPERRY RAND TEM HORN
The Sperry Rand TEM horn shown in Figure 2.1 is assumed to be
excited at its apex by a voltage V(t).

The fields exciting the TEM

horn are then the spherical wave described by equations (2-i) and
(2-2).

The Chernousov formulation, namely equation (B-1) on the first

page of Appendix B, was then applied to the TEM horn considering both
the front aperture and two wedge-shaped side apertures.

The resulting

theta and phi components of the electric far field are then given by
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equations (B-89) and (B-90) in Section 8.5 of Appendix B.. Fquatio:is
(B-89) and (B-90) describe the electric far fields of the TEM hozn at
an arbitrary observation point P(Q,g) in the far field.
Equations (B-89) and (B-90) were programmed in Fortran for
execution on a digital computer.

Two programs were written--one for

gaussian excitation V(t) at the apex, and another for error function
excitation V(t) at the apex.

A complete description and listing of

the computer program for gaussian excitation is given in Section D.i
of Appendix D.

A complete description and listing of the computer

program for error function excitation is given in Section D.2 of
Appendix D.

Before applying the Chernousov formulation to the TEM horn,
two other solutions were attempted.

First, because of the similarity

of the TEM horn to a section of a biconical antenna, the boundary value
problem solution for sinusoidal excitation at the apex was attempted
using methods paralleling those used by Schelkunoff (1952,35-49).
Secondly, the time domain fields were formulated in terms of the
current sheets flowing on the two metallic *ectors for step function
excitation at the apex using the geometry shovn in Figure 2.1.

Both

of these attempts led to results which were intractable and gave no
engineering insight into the behavior of the TEM horn.
Recently, however, the TEM horn was approximated by a section
of a biconical antenna.

Then, the current sheets flowing on the bi-

conical section due to the spherical TEN wave described by equations
(2-i) and (2-2) were determined.

Subsequently, the vector potential
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formulation in'the time domain was used to determine the resultant electric far fields of the biconical section.
is discussed in Chapter 3.

This biconical formulation

Approximate closed form results for the

theta component of the electric far field in the azimuth plane are
also determined in chapter 3.

The boresight and backfire closed form

solutions are shown to be self-consistent with the closed form solutions

found in the following section.
2.3

APPROXIMATE CLOSED FORM SOLUTIONS FOR THE
ELECTRIC FAR FIELDS OF THE SPERRY RAND
TEM HORNt THE ROLES OF THE FRONT
APERPURE AND WEDGE-SHAPED
SIDE APERTURES

Consider first the theta component of the electric far field
due to the front aperture of a Sperry Rand TEM horn in the azimuth
(9 - 900) plane.

The general expression fcr an arbitrary observation

point P(9,0) in the far field is given by equation (B-25) on the
seve.ith page of Appendix B.

In the azimuth plane, cosG - 0.

fore, the third and fourth terms of (B-25) are zero.

rFONT (+,t)

There-

Thus,

- 90o°

AO°-,.
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,

,

In the azimuth plane, from equations (B-22) and (B-23) on the sixth
and seventh pages of Appendix B,

- "- -

r

v

-

V
-

(2-6)

,-Tis the retarded time given by T - t - (r/v),
Consider the case when the front aperture is electrically

2%o)/V are less than or

and ra(T-

small--that is, when 2ra (o/v

comparable with the excitation waveform's characteristic time dimenThe following approximations are then in order.

sions.

1) sino(ti

and may be considerod approximately as an even function of
Cos(

(

small, Vi is not strongly dependent on

and cos( .'-1. 2) For

3.

3)

is an even function of (3and sin(3 Is an odd function of(.

Therefore,

the first term of (2-5.) is small uith respect to the second

and third terms.
Then, the theta component of the radiation due to the front
aperture may be approximated as

rE

(itt)

900

+(I vff~Vi'c~~
"The double integral is approximated as followe.
flare in the -plane,

fO(

)

1/(Tt

23

-

2%o).

~(2-7)

For horns with small
Using the mean value

theorem of the calculus,

0

1

A

where ( is some angle between

-

and

o

The approximate closed form result for radiation from the front
aperture In the azimuth plane is then
4 TTrEFONT (it)

1

-

90o

An electrically small front aperture thus radiates an electric
far field which is the time derivative of the excitation V(t) applied
to the apex of the TEM horn.
Define
4TfrE9
and suppose that N
the boresight

(0

(r,t) 9

o90

Is small enough so that cos(e

0

-

0)•

~T]
~

- 900 direction, edge on to the front aperture,

v(

cos0.

For

= 00) direction,

-0

For the

*"(2-10)

) Is defined as 4TrE(

2().
24

(2-11)

0
For the backfire (0

(2-12)

.

900

1800) direction,

v nour

VV

- 1800o

--

Therefore, the time delay of the derivative radiation progresses from T to T - (2ra/v) when changing from the boresight to

backfire direction.

Also, the ratio of the maximum amplitude of the

backfire radiation to the maximum amplitude of the boresight radiation
is -kv.
Consider now the theta component of the electric far field
due to the wedge-shaped side apertures of a Sperry Rand TEM horn in

the azimuth (9 - 900) plane.

The general expression for an arbitrary

point Pt 1!0) in the far field is the sum of equations (B-42) and

(B-56) on the eleventh and fourteenth pages of Appendix B respectively.
Assuming that 'he front aperture is electrically sall, sinOdl and
)_1/(TV-

f(0c(,

rzE.

29.).

Thus,

(•.N)So -9

/ 0
16
0

V4

H IT --

I Tr

o, 0

25

a(3 0

f
c~'Oe

(2-14)

• JL

In the azimuth plane, from equations (B-39) and (B-40) oni the eleventh
r./

r_/

page of Appendix

v+-

(B-53) on the
Also, in the azimuth plane, from equations (8-52) and

&LT

+

fourteenth page of Appendix B,

_L14

& y[lT- ---

T is the retardled time given by T - t

ture was assumed to be small+V

-

2O

(flv).

-

• IT

},--0

.

Utiliing

29o.

Therefore,

+QcaS-)

y.
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Since the front aper-

C

-1Tae
he

cooLd-t,,,(2-18)

Tt r

JIETET

-

-

(2-16)

1 (2-16)

Utilizing the substitutions

and

',-0. •

-

•

sustittion

Vir21]

+I+C(
0.( 0)~ Tv(k

(0f]LT 2Cj(2-20)

The second term of equation (2-14) is 'the same as the first

term with -sin(O + (o) replacing in($ placing cos(O - ýo).

(3o)and

coO(

÷ (3o) re-

The approximate closed form result for radiation

from the wedge-shaped side apertures in the azimuth plane Is then
4T~rE WEDGES (i,t)

0

90°

~

--

VET6-

+r%
v/V

),VLT

Ekuation (2-21) might appear at first to be rather involved.
However, great simplification of (2-21) is possible in the boresight
and backfire directions, and in directions well removed from boresighi.
and backfire.
Consider first the boresight

TrrE

(;,t) 1-

(

900

00) direction.

-

A

Define
(22-22)

Then

0 00
WEGE

A~,

-V[T

(3

4-3

For eo small, the first and second terms in (2-23) aay be combined
to form an approximate derivative as follows.

VI
.]
Therefore,

V [T-] (2-24•)

(2-23) may be wiritten as

v•4o°~\~
•4Q

V

LTJ

Therefore, In the boreght di-rection, the wedge-shaped side
aperturea contribute two for&3 of radiation.

The first term of (2-25)

is a negative derivative of the excitation, whose magnitude i1 hal-f

the magnitude of the positive derivative radiation of the front aperture.

Thus, the wedges reduce the amplitude of the radiation from the

front aperture by a factor of two.

The second and third terms of

(2-25) account for the backward radiation due to the reflected waves
travelling along the wedges from the front aperture back toward the
apex.

This backward radiation consists of delayed replicas of the

excitation.
For the sake of completeness, the approximate theta component
of the radiation from the TEM horn in the boresight direction is

QTAxTr

GBORESIGHT

V[T
vt

'ý-C~ýý)_[-~

(2-26)

Consider next the contribution from the wedges in the backfire
( 1800) direction.

From (2-21) and (2-22),

V4EDGES V- 1800

+

(C'30Vi1
VLy

Vv
For

.
I-C
1±]-vI-C+C1
(2-27)

small, the third and fourth terms of (2-27) may be combined to

form an approximate derivative as follows.

29

I1 po

V[T
Therefore,

(2-28)

(2-27) may be written as

VWEDGES

= 180'

Er-

0~4~V

(2-29)

,o

Thus, in the backfire direction, the wedges again contribute
two forms of radiation.

The first and second terms of (2-29) account

for the forward radiation due to waves travelling along the wedges from
the apex toward the front aperture.

This forward radiation consists

of delayed replicas of the excitation.

The third term of (2-29) is

a positive derivative radiation, whose magnitude is half the magnitude
of the negative derAvative radiation from the front aperture.

The

total radiation of the TEM horn in the backfire direction is the sum
of (2-13) and (2-29).
In directlons well removed from boresight and backfire (0
neither near 00 nor near 1800), equation (2-21) may be greatly sim-

plified by considering

small and approximuting 1 + cos($-

1 + coso and 1 + cos(O +
I
÷ ()

I + cos0.

(3)

Then, using standard

triginometric identities,

vWEDGES

00
S•. t~o

30 ..
"

'_.

V-T

(2-30,

In directions well removed from the boresight and backfire
directions, the wedges radiate a series of delayed replicas of the
excitation.

The amplitudes and time occurrences of the replicas de-

pend upon the observation point in question.

The total radiation of

the TEM horn in directions away from boresight and backfire is the

sum of (2-9) and (2-30).
2.4

THEORErICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
FOR SPERRY RAND TEM HORNS

Susman and Lamensdorf (1970142-44) studied three different TEM
horns in the receive mode using an incident electric field which was a
gaussian pulse.

All three horns had h - 2" and ra = 24".

angles of the three horns were

o0

The wedge

2.5', 30', and 900 respectively.

Due to the time domain consequences of the Carson-Rayleigh Reciprocity
Theorem (Schmitt,

196 0t293), the voltage V(t) received at the apex of

the TEM horn will be of the same form as the radiated fields if the
TEM horn is excited at its apex by the time integral of V(t).

There-

fore, to compare the experimental receive mode results with the theo-

retical formulation using the Chernousov approach, the TEM horns were
excited at the apex by the unit error function*

t(
Bluations (B-89) and (3-90)

'-

(2-31)

in Section B.5 of Appendix B ,were

* The Integral of gausolan function-

31

error function.

then programmed in Fortran for execution on a digital computer using
Since Susman and Lamensdorf (1970)

the unit error function excitation.

did not perform time domain reflectometry measurements to determine
the voltage reflection coefficient, ks,, the effective terminating
impedance of the front aperture was determined numerically as follows.
First, the characteristic impedance of the particular hcrn in question
was read from Susman and Lamensdorf (1970s29),
measured characteristic impedance curves.

which are experimentally

Then, the effective termi-

nating impedance of the front aperture, Zeff, was varied until the
ratio of the maximum amplitude of the boresight response to the maximum amplitude of the backfire response was the same theoretically
and experimentally.

Also, because only relative amplitudes were

measured experimentally, the maximum amplitude of the theoretical
boresight response was made the same as the maximum amplitude of the
experimental boresight response.
The theoretical and experimental results are shown in Figures
2.3, 2.4, and 2.5.

In general, these figures show reasonable agree(Note-- the time retardation

ment between theory and experiment.

between the maximum boresight response and the maximum negative backfire response is due to the fact that the horns were rotated about
the center of the two wedges rather than about the apex for the
receive mode measurements.)
In Pigure 2.3, the theoretical results show spikes on the
fields at

-609,

90°, and 1200.

This effect Is duo to the theo-

retical ruperposition of the time derivative radiation from the front
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aperture as given approximately by equation (2-9) upon the delayed
replica radiation from the side wedges as given approximately by
equation (2-30).

This phenomenon, which does not occur when using a

theoretical current sheet approach, as discussed in Chapter.3, is felt
to be due to the approximation of the horn as a set of three distinct
apertures.

This highlights the separate derivative contribution of

the front aperture, whereas the current model constitutes a single
radiating system.

The spike phenomenon does not occur in directions

at or near boresight, which is the important direction for the paraboloid/horn system.
for the larger

In addition, the spike phenomenon does not occur

(00

-

300 and

-o
- 900)

horns.

Also, there are differences in the dc levels of the theoretical
and experimental results for $ between 1200 and 1800.

This effect is

believed to be due to the fact that Susman and Lamensdorf (1970) established the experimental zero level in these directions to be the
amplitude of the positive delayed replica response when this amplitude
was small and not noticeable experimentally.
Finally, for $ between 900 and 1800, the experimental responses
are smeared in time with respect to the theoretically computed responses.

This effect has not been explained theoretically.
2.5

APPRUIOXIATION OF THE EIGH1r-ICH TE& HORN

BY A SPM•iY HAND TE. HoleN

The etqht-inch TEM horn studied by Martins et al. (1923) is
shown In Figure 2.6.

This horn is very similar to the Sperry "and TFLM

horns except that the front aperture is rectangular rather than being
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3.0"

TT
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I

t/

-7.0

'Figure 2.6
The Eilgt-Inch M"IM

3?

orn Antenna

a spherical sector located at r'

ra,

However, this difference does

not greatly affect the basic characteristics of the electric far fields.
Therefore, the eight-inch TEM horn was approximated by a Sperry
Rand TEM horn with the following parameterss

o

590, h

-

0.65", and

r a= 7,.3"

2.6

THEOREPICAL AND EXPEzIir.fTAL RESULTS
FOR THE EIGHT-INCH TEM HORN

Equations (B-89) and (B-90) in Section B.5 of Appendix 3 were
programmed in Foitran for execution on a digital computer using unit
amplitude gaussian excitation at the apex.
is described by

v(

The gaussian excitation

e

The parameters stated in Section 2.5 above were used.
(1973114?)

!,artins et al.

used time domain reflectometry to measure the characteristic

impedance Z
TIM horn.

(2-32)

and voltage reflection coefficient kv of the eight-inch

The effective terminating impedance Zeff was computed from

Z and kv.

They obtained Z° 0 50 ohms, k V 0.7. and Zeff - 283 ohms.

These parameters were used in the input for the theoretical numerical

computations.
Martins et al. (1973) studied the eight-inch TE1N horn experimentally in the transmit mode using a short asymmetric stub sensor.
The stub senoor's terminal voltage Is an approximate replica of the
Incident electric field (Stekert and Fltzgerald, 1973).
The theoretical and experimental results are shown in Figures
2.7, 2.8, and 2.9.

The experimental results were scaled so that the
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maximum amplitude of the boresight response was the same theoretically
and experimentally.

A discussion of the absolute amplitude of the

experimental results is reserved for Chapter 6. Note--in the theoretical numerical computations, f(o<, 3) was normalized to unity for convenierce.

However, for TEM horns with small flare In the E-plane, the

actual value of f(OL.,3XY1/(T

-

2%0).

TEM horn, f(D), 1)_/(sin'l(2h/ra))

Therefore, for the eight-inch

5.62.
5

Therefore, all theoret-

ical and experimental amplitudes shown in Figures 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9
should be multiplied by 5.62.
Consider first the results for the boresight direction shown
in Figure 2.7.

The theoretical boresight response consists of an

approximately symmetric derivative of the exciting gaussian pulse
followed by a positive replica of the exciting pulse retarded by the
round trip time from the apex.

The experimental boresight response

is a derivative-type radiation of the exciting gaussian pulse followed
by a more complicated series of replicas appiroximately delayed by the

Sround

trip time from the apex.

The asymmetry in the experimental

derivative response Is believed to be due to the rectangular front
aperture.

That is--tnc outward irojagatinlg s.berlcal wave between

the two covduceting wed.ges does not reaach the entire front ayerture at
the smo Instant in time.

The outward

ropagat";

ave reaches the

center of the front apertu"re o"' the eight-Inch 7!X horn firt,

start" to be reflected fram Wh's point.

As the outuard proAtlng

p4onts syxsetrically loca.ted on eacth side

wave pogresses,

It reoahe

of the center o'

the front aperture call

the edges of the frIt

and

aperture.

the time wh-n it reachea

Therefore, the eaxperlmental
Z42

,otsilve

part of the gaussian-derivative radiation is somewhat time compressed
with respect to the negative part of the gaussian-derivative radiation.
This implies that the experimentally measured negative pact of the
gaussian-derivative radiation is reduced in amplitude and smeared in
time with respect to the positive part.
Figures 2.7 and 2.8.

This effect is demonstrated in

The negative going experimental pulses near the

round trip time from the apex of the eight-inch TEM horn in the boresight direction appear to be due to the finiteness of the gap at the
apex,* which was neglected in the theoretical analysis.
firmed in a telephone conversation with Martins

some of the scales

,

shown in Martins et al. (19?3t234) are incorrect.
55-c should have Horizontal - 500 ps/cm.

Also, as con-

Figures 55-b and

Figure 55-c should have

Vertical - 100 mv/cm.

Figure 2.9 shows the electric far field of the

TEM horn at 0 - 1000.

This is a series of delayed replicas of the

gaussian excitation, which is confirmed both theoretically and experimentally.

Around the retarded time T' - t - (r/v) - 0.50 nanoseconds,

the experimental results show a rather flat response which lasts about
300 pi^oseconds.

Therefore, the theoreticalt.! computed second and

third delayef r:plicas are displaced in time fxom the experimentally
determined responses by about 300 picoseconds.

The reason for the

experimentally flat response about T' - 0.50 nanoseconds has not been
resolved.*

Figurb 2.10 shows the theoretical relative amplitudes of

the thita component of the electric far field at various angular
directions in the azimuth plane.
* This statement was obtained during a personal conversation
with Vasco C. 1.artins of Martins et al. (1973) at the Rome Air Development Center, Rome, N. Y. on April 2, 1974.
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Chapter 3
THE TRANSIENT ELECTRIC FAR FIELDS

OF AN APPROXIMATE TEM HORN-A BICONICAL SECTION
3.1

INTRODUCTION

The approximate TEM horn model is two perfectly conducting
surfaces which form a section of a biconical antenna.
shown in Figure 3.1.
and from

(0 -(o

The surfaces extend from r'

This model is

- 0+ to r'

(3" The surfaces are located at

to
1-

oý -TT - 00 respectively.

- ra

oýu

90 and

When the TEM horn has small flare in the

E-plane, that is--when 00 is on the order of 900, the biconical section
model is very similar to the Sperry Rand TEM horn or the eight-inch
TEM horn studied by Martins et al.

(197)).

The electric far fields are found direc-tly from the current

sheets J which flow on the two perfe.:'.ly conducting surfaces.

Ap-

proximate closed form solutions for the theta component of the elec-

tric far field in the azimuth (0 - 900) plane are also found.
3.2

"T4he

DMiIVATION OF THE FLMZ'TRIC FAR FIELDS
FROM 1111',. VtMO P h dTeriaoIAL

fndaninta). equations used In the derivation are
~

(3-k

-

S

/0
II

/

f/

I/

/)X
/

/

Cartesian source coordinates (x',yz)
(7)
Spherical source coordinates (r',<c,
Cartesian observation coordinates (x,y,z)
Spherical observation coordinates (r,9,0)

Figure 3.1
The TEN Horn &a a Biconical Section
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and
~X)
KF)-ý7~

r)

(3-2)

The various quantities involved in equations (3-0) and (3-2) ares
A, the electric vector potential,

R-

Ir

- -j

s', the surface of integration, and
# , the permittivity of the medium.
The coordinate systems are indicated in Figure 3.1.

In the far field,

E(r,t) is found from i(r-,t) by the simple relationship

qýH

(3-3)

-)Xf]

where ý is the impedance of the medium.
Assume that within the region between the two perfectly conducting surfaces the E and H fields are the same as those assumed for
the Sperry Hand derivation in Section 2.1 of Chapter 2.

k
J

Therefore,

and f(o(,ý ) are also discussed in Section 2.1 of Chapter 2. The
current sheets flowing on the upper and lower surfaces are found

from the boundary condition

A

whero n le the Inward wilt normal to tbe Gurface in question.
upper surface, Afn

A

o{.

Therefore,
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At the

AAA
At the lower surface, An = -O,

Therefore,

00.-d)

At,

-arcY~t (3-7)

~ 1Zr/

slower-

Also, at the perfectly conducting surfaces,

I
Also, /V/4 L

1/v, sing0

Then, substituting (3-6),

0
- sin(TT -

3cr

(3-8)

90), and f(0o,

)

f
f(IT-

00,

(3-7), and (3-8) into (3-1),

Vft

,

tA

00(-)

V

l,,--

-

....
((_

0

r-),

"•O ý_

413

v

v/

-

surfaces respecR and R1 are the values of R at the upper and lower
tively.

A

A

A

and r' at the

of r'
u rj. and r' u and rj, are the values
rI and

upper and lower surfaces respectively.
are replaced
Since only the far fields are desired, Ru and RI
of (3-9).
by their approximate values in the numerator and denominator
r.

In the denominator, R v

r

In the arguments of V, Ru

r.Ar

-

and Rl 0r - r.rI.
At the upper surface,
oC

A -- /

(3
C4

e

t+,4Ar

,

o e ,c

Y
4AWItG, P( ÷

e

(3-1o)

At the lower surface,
A

''

<Y_;

ri=Fr 4ý
-_

y0'0

ru and ri need to be described in terms of

,

A,

and• so

r,9,0. rethat the curl operation on the observation coordinates
may be per.?-med.

quired by equation (3-2),

A

A

A

(

F~

'Ile

q

X+4L

oM

(3-121)

Using the vector identities
A

A

I-

•_

Com

r--,

0O

149

+ C4'0)CO`O()

A

9,0(3-13)
(GO15)

A
in (3-12), r' may be written as follows.

Au4
3
±(4n-+
CC61

GcoG)

Col

(go

e-114

(3-16)CI

AA

A

ri is the same as ru' with 00 replaced by TV-00.

-(

Eo

+ A4ft (

Therefore,

o
C~r
C613 OQCC-

A0

AcYe~it)
Fc)'~

±(-AA~~tG9

Let

A
Also, deftne

u-x

)j

A

(3-20)

/

A

/

V(T- +
~±4zav
v(T+

(3-21)

VA~I

(3-22)

In the spherical coordinates r,0,0,

x-

m1 (_A

'Ae\A

A o__

+

A) Y- AAI•_

-- _

tt
Ae

+_

(3-23)

A_

Since only the theta and phi components of V xA which vary as 1/r are
needed to find the electric far fields of the biconical section, only
)Agand)Ao need to be computed.

Realizing that IZ7/,4

- v, from

(3-23). (3-2), and (3-3),

!/ )A

.O(F -)

(--

Also, trom (3-23), (3-2). and (3-3).

Eq)

C)

-t)(3-25)

Performing the operation Indicated by (3-24) oi (l-9) using (3-16)
through (3-22),

HYI~r%(r.f.
0

z

cccI$f

-40,

~e

r.:,

J

1

v

ce-J

P

ra

b%

(3o

-k4L60)
ofý

)Z~fue0co-C{Go

4[vaL..
-lv

ýO~

+ C-0,0eAC<70,

4

C(oI)A
tee o [LVI, -Ikvyi]&

f

0 -eo

The primes associated with the various V's indicate diff'erentiation
4ith respect to the argument of the V in question.
operation indicated by

C3-2)

on (3-9) using

Performing the

(3-16) through (3-22),

PO2

Th
rmsascae wt
haiu''
ndct
ifrnito
0 -" 0

0o

0
[Vi

±cac'JT

Vi~c~(3c~g~ (3-27)

The transient electric far fields of a biconical antenna could
be found from equations (3-26) and (3-27) as follows.

If the spher-

ical TEM wave described by equations (2-i) and (2-2) in Section 2.1
of Chapter 2 is a reasonable approximation to the electromagnetic
fields exciting the biconical antenna, simply replace P. by TT in the
limits of integration in equations (3-26) and (3-27).
biconical antennas, f(G),

(3)

i/(-TT - 2%o).

For wide-angle

For other biconical

antennas, another form of f(Oe.f ) would have to be determined.

Equa-

tions (3-26) and (3-27) could then be programmed for execution on a
digital computer using a given form for the voltage V(t) exciting the
apex of the bicone.

The approximate numerical solutions would be

valid for an arbitrarj observation
3.3

,.:nt P(Q.0) in the far field.

AU'ROXQXXAT.- CLOSKD !'ORM SOLIThIO3 ?WN"
l THE
THEM CO,,.'.. ,NN"" OF TH}E, ELECitIC v.l .'. I
V4 THE AZI1"Wi iJLýARS

Consider equation (3-26) for the theta conporent of the electrtc far field.
-

I.

In the azimuth (9 - 900) pla.:e, co0@ - 0 and sing

Therefore, the first, secodd, fourth, and fifth lines of (3-26)

are zero.

Consider now a TEM horn with small flare in the E-plane.
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Then f(0,0
Therefore,

i/(1iT - 20) and sing0coso%

(sin2%o)/2

20)12.

n

(3-28)

(",-26) may be written in the azimuth plane as

4rrvrE(r,t)j

0

90°
g
~ i

(+- 1-K
From (3-10), in the azimuth plane, reu

0).

r'cos((
x(cos( 3

(TT•-

r singoS(
C (
A

-

From (3-11), in the azimuth plane, rAr

))r'cos((3

-

)

-

-r'sinQ0

Thus, by inspection of (3-19) throug~h

(3-22),

4r•vrt'0o(irt) Io

900
1

S('

((3-29)

Utilizing the substitution

r"

-ET

0

-'-LT-

o

, '

r- (I

(3-301

,3-33)

• _ ,vJ..j

Consider now the case wher the front aperture of the approx-

imate TEM horn is electrically small, that is--when 2ra( 3 o/v and
ra(IT - 2%)/v are less than or comparable with the exciting wave-

form's characteristic time dimensions.

Then, the integration over

(.

in (3-29) will be approximated by 2 No times the value of the Inner
integral over r' evaluated at (0.where
and

Thus,

(3is some

angle between

-

ý

(3-29) may be written in the azimuth plane as

4TTvrE 9,(it)j

90g

-ET-

ýi

SV

-VET--

0))-jk

Consider Oirst the boreaight (3 - 0o) d retion.
two tem•4 of (3-34) may the. be combined to fo'

The f•Irst

an approximate

den--

4.tve as follows.

LT(3-35)

.7sne
A

fro~m 1,
A13-0 IVSmall4-0,r t o -tlyTdlfrent

1

"ct8is

omsne, I~

-

',

I.

s notd~ifrent
groatly

15

Lan(.dhrfoe

from
coTerfoe

-

__CL
^60

GBORESIGH•

-

2lTT

'[--]

•eo'•

N12 Vr I

-.

(3t@
-36

Rzuation (3-36) is identical to equation (2-26) in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2.

Therefore, the approximate theta component of the electric far

field in the boresight direction using the vector potential approach
is self-consistent with the result obtained by the aperture approach.

Consider next the backfire

(0

1800) direction.

The third

and fourth terms of (3-34) may then be combined to form an approximate

derivative as follows.

VET-

VT

V[ /_•

-(-

I
-c

I + cos ,

(3-3)

J)
A

A
Again, since

-]

is small, coso is not greatly different from 1, and

Is not greatly different froa I + cos (o"

Li
RACFUR

q

rVi

-VLv- -A

e3v• TT' -i-

a4uation (3-38) Is Identleal to the cum of oq-zation
dlvided by "TTr.

Therefore,

(3-36

(2-13) and (2-29)

Therefore, the apor-oxinate theta component of the

electric far field In the backfire direction using the vector potential
approxch Is also self-comsintent with the resuult obtained by the aperttze aptpxoach dlscuased 14 Section 2.3 of Chapter 2.
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Consider finally directions in the azimuth plane well removed
from the boresight and backfire directions (directions for which 0 is
neither near 00 nor near 1800).

tions 1 - cos( v Hence,

) / 1 - cos,

Since N

is small, in these direc-

and 1 + cos(

+

-

Co05.

(3-34) may be written as

EQ(ý,t)

-Vo

p180 0

QTTr(L-c-

V
VL4j

- Tv'ý

0)
[T-

(3-39)

Equation (3-39) is identical to equation (2-30) divided by
41Tr.

Therefore, using the vector potential approach, in directions

well removed from boresight and backfire, the total radiation of the
TEM horn consists of a series of delayed replicas of the excitation
applied to the apex.

However, thb derivative radiation of the front

aperture as given by equation (2-9) does not appear in (3-39).
discussed in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2,

As

the superposition of the deriv-

ative radiation upon the delayed repli.ca radiation is due to the approximation of the TEM horn as a structure of three apertures when the
front aperture is electrically very small.

Chapter 4
THE TRANSIENT ELECTRIC FAR FIELDS OF A
!ARABOLOID REFLECTOR/FOI!Tr SOURCE FEED
ANTENNA SYSTEM

4.1

INTRODUCTION

Coa'ider the paraboloid reflector shown in Figure 4.1.

This

figure is identical to Figure C.A on the second page of Appendix C,
and it

Is repeated here for the convenience of the reader.

The var-

ious coordinate systems shown in Figure 4.1 axe discussed ia Section
C.I of Appendix CI
Assume that at the focus of the paraboloid, located at 0, there
exists a spherical-wave point source radiator which has the following
electric far field components in trims of the spherical coordinates

and

(4-2)
That is--it is assumed that the paraboloid reflector 13 In the far
field of the point source.

E

nd

TEM spherical wave propagating in the

m58

represct coaponents of a
direction,

V1 and V2 are

)

II

-

~/

S//

×M

D • exit apertr.-e diameter
M - observation point
OF - f - focal length
z0
center of exit aperture
. half-angular aperture

@ .TV

-

G

Figure 4.1
Geometry for the 1'araboloid Reflector/Point Source Feed
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general functions of"V,$, and t, runctions V1 and V2 may be applied
to any transient or cw feed which may be approximated as a point source
radiator located at the focus of the paraboloid.

Thus, V1 and V2 are

not limited to an approximation of the TEM horn feed.

4.2 THE TRANSIE1NT ELECTRIC FAR FIELDS OF THE
SYSTEM IN TERMS OF T'E EXIT APERTURE FIELDS
The electric far fields of the point source as given by equations (4-1) and (4-2), along with 1heir associated magnetic fields,
then impinge upon the perfectly coiducting paraboloid reflector surface.

The complete mathematical details of the derivation of the elec-

tric far fields of the paraboloid reflector/point source feed antenna
system in terms of the fields over the exit aperture are given in
Appendix C.
The derivation of the system far fields in terms of the fields
over the exit aperture of the paraboloid utilizes four basic assump-

tionst
1. The paraboloid reflector is assumed to be sufficiently

smooth to allow application of the plane wave boundary
conditions at the perfectly conducting surface.

2. The geometrical optics approximation i- invoked to afford
a one-to-one, point-to-point transformation between the
fields at the paraboloid surface and the fields at the
exit aperture.

3, The Chernousov formulation requires a closed aperture
surface S..

In keeping with common practine, Sa is taken

60

as a plane containing the exit aperture of the paraboloid
and closed at infinity, and the fields over the non-aperture
part of the plane are taken as approximately zero (Ramo and

4hinnery, 1956%530,532).
4. Edge effects at the exit aperture are not considered.
Employing the geometrical optics approximation, the values of
ViA and V2A'

V1

and V2 evaluated at the exit aperture respectively,

may be easily found.

V1A is the same as VI if the time retardation

from the focus to the exit aperture is taken into account.
has the same relationship to V2 .

Also, V2 A

The time retardation from the focus

to the exit aperture is simply the length of the optical path divided
by v, the velocity of propagation in the medium.

Therefore,

/D)4

and

~~•~777i9(4-4)
The relations~hip between'9

and r In terms of f is given by equation

(0-32) wo, tho seventh pago of Appendix C. The Chernousov formulation,
nAmely equation (C-45) or, Oh

thirteenth jIgc of Appendix C, is now

applied to the eleetrom-gnetle fields exlatlag over the exit aperture

of the p4rabo)IGd.

The application of theo
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hernousov (1965) formulation

results in equations (C-92) and (C-93) in Section C.4 of Appendix C.
The primes associated with VIA and V2A in equations (C-92) and (C-93)
indicate differentiation with respect to the time argument of the V
in question,
respectively.

VIA and ViA are given by equations (C-68) and (C-69)
The time arguments of VIA and V.A are given by equation

(c-95).
4.3 TRANSFORMATIONS BETWEEN THE POINT SOURCE FEED
OBSERVATION COORDINATES AND THE
EXIT APERTURE COORDINATES
The purpose of this section is to determine the transformations
between VI and V2 , as given in equations (4-i) and (4-2), and the
normalized electric far fields of a point source feed, located at the
focus of the paraboloid, which has cartesian observation coordinates
XHYH'ZH'

The subscript "H" is used from here on for all feed coor-

dinates to avoid confusion between feed and paraboloid coordinate
systems.
The orientation

of the feed cartesian coordinates xHIYHZH

with respect to the paraboloid cartiz!an coordinates x,y,z is shown
In Figure 4.2.

The spherical feed coordinates corresponding to the

feýd car-sian coordinates are rH0AHOH.
dinates for the paraboloid are
ifor

paraboloid axe r

,

4, z.

The spherical source coorand the exit aperture coorThe paraboloid source coor-

dirttes and exit aperture coordinates are shiwn In Figure 4.1.
Lot the nora~lized ele•tric far field components of the feed
be designated by r

H62

and r VE .

These normalized field components
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"7--

Cartesian feed coordinates (x,,,Y, 1,z)1
Spherical feeAl coordinates ('" g 0 )
Y,.,z
(cartesian paxaboloid coor4inates

Spherical paraboloid source coordinates

(~'.

Figure 4*.2
£eed and Paraboloid Cartesian Coordinates
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used
are physically more typical for a feed than V, and V2, which were
for the sake of mathematical simplicity in the derivation in Appendix
C.
First, V1 and V2 are found in terms of the normalized field
components of the feed and the spherical paraboloid source coordinates
Secondly, V1 and V2 are found in terms of the normalized

,,.

field components of the feed and the paraboloid exit aperture coordinates r,f

,z.

The relationships between the two cartesian systems are given
by

X

-(4-5)
(4-6)

---

XH

(4-7)
and
aHG,*,

Also, since the origins of the spherical systems
coincide,

(4-6)
The following vector identities are employed.

(9H -

C-JGH C4'

A

A

A

A

~N H V+co'oG18a

O

(4-9)

4-ý

(A-1o)

A
/

A
C 4-)
A

A
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4-3

The spherical systems are related to the corresponding cartesian systems by the following relationships.

)(H-

AH

:H

rH •

H

rH 'cC43

(4-15)

O

(4-16)

qP

(4-17)

rH
X

4•

g

(4-19)

~

A

Using (4-5) through (4-19), after numerous manipulations,
A
A
(4-20)

,

and

A
01i

A

A-

__

_.,§
and V 2 ''~t.used

(4-21)

Ifl the derivation of the

electric far fields of the paraboloid ref'lector/point source feed
system, are now found in terms of r

and r

electric far fields of the point source feed.

.E(.,

the normalized

'he normalized elec-

tric far field of the feed Is

L
tiZ~

4~

%'rorequations

. H~

±E
+i

(4-1) and (4-2), the normalized electric far field
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(4-22)

exciting the paraboloid may also be written as

(4-2-3)

VZ()

Ve+

Suating (4-22) and (4-23), and utilizing (4-20) and (4-21),

V,
v=

67 E(r-H COvO-+

(4-24)

and

'V'aN% •

"

(rtA

(4-25)

CY'''

-••

-- (He''•

-'Aaý

AeHY4

__HEO

To write (4-24) and .(4-25) in terms of the exit aperture coordinates r,l,z,

the relationships

c.

•_

(1+ra-/'NS-)
(1- •/

(4-26)

and

are employed.

Therefore,

-IT:

I1

i5-CH

and

v

+~)

-rc
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_

i

____

____

____(4-29)

____

4.4 A SOLUTION FOR THE FAR FIELDS OF THE
ANTENNA SYSEM IN THE BORESIGHP DIHECIION
FOR AN ISOTROPIC FEED

Consider the case when the point source feed has an E., elecIn accordance with equations (C-68)

tric far field component only.
and (C-69) in Appendix C, define

V/HA A (- EO
That is,

VH

(4-30)

the partial derivative of r HH with respect to its

time argument when r EAH is

evaluated at the exit aperture of the

parainlold.
In the boresight (9

- 00) direction,

in Appendi4; C, the time argument of rK,, 13 T
T - t - (R/v).

I

KE•

Therefore.
-

equation (C-95)

Fro

(2f/v), where

-

,(r

(4-31)t•-

Consider as an illustrative exam!ý!a a point source feed whoso
angular radiation pAttern ts lsotroplc (gain
least constanit over the solid angle subtandel

';j

equat

The isotropic

n (II) on ;aje 419 with

&v- aQI )

&~ ti)ir ~

=(XT-_
67

- only as

This

iA

eed tis equivalent to Silver' s
-

___

paraboloid.

'.

produces an exit aperture illumination which va-'r
(See Silver (19650419).

- 1) or is at

(:('N ,

h(en)

$b)L(-32)
S
z-/-)

From equations (C-68) and (c-69), using (4-28), (4-29), and (4-32),

V•A
--

Z/4-5;1/• ) clý v'

VIA

(4-33)

and

r •h
V1
.- A'-

V= Z(I+ r/
Define

Q = YJ-

SA~--r2

(4-35)

Substituting (4-33) and (4-34) into equations (C-92) and (C-93) in
Appendix C, the® and 0 components of the electric far fields of the
paraboloid reflector/point source feed antenna system in the boresight
'(t-

00) direction may be written as follows.

R (B r RTO, D/0
T-

U/

_

0

S0

1

ooQ

J

0o

R 0 (-k) i)I

0

.16=00

_

_

Cib'_

2_V T D . /

10_ (T0

•,o1o k -T

by considering
quations (4-36) and (L.-7) n(ay be si3mplified
the various integrals over

.

First, utilizing several straight-

forward trigonometric substitutions,

I

.

seconoly. let

07

,!•."

("'-9)

-*e.. after the UtilItation of a nvuber a," t

3ubntutloný,

_<.:

+

fi~~'

-

AMt

only when r u2:.".) Fr~-iAJ
4,1. r. (1t-r~a
on ý SI xl a l r t o, t h o s e U j,01
e t r I C tau lýt l tu t l~
l y , a trf or u t il l z~ n g tr ! ;v-o n~

uchere

o

_2a

to derive (4-JO).
0
CL-

n
I

and (4-37),
Substituting (4-38), (4-40) and (4-41) into (4-36)

,IE.(-R,t) may be written In the
with a2 given by (4-39). RE•S(W,t) and
boresight direction as follows*

..,gj

O

-

ColoFa/1JL
1\1T

/ d---(4-42)

r-

rd

0

0
and

S~oo

aVc-0
-

•0v

_4k_

2f.

-

--

'"

-

The 1ntega1nd

r <

_

T,

In (4-"?.)

Therefore, the Integrals
,fret the

HS

"0

F'

-&/

"

4 (4-43) are 1,1tive definite for
th"-3alvu

are

,Le-A..ht d1rectlm at

is given by (l•-4Q)
"(°.?°) Is ero.

Therefor.
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otLMve

0 .

With coao

-

for

r

K

2•T.

hen

1, a.nd

the form of the eoectric

far field of the paraboloid reflector/point source feed system in the
booesight direction is the negative time derivative of the excitation.
As a check on the (0 ,)

0)(0

(@,

g9o0)

direction.

zero and REg(Rt)i((•)

- (00, 0)

results, consider the

Then Rh•(l(,t)(,

(00,900)

(0)o,90o)

is

is identical to RE®(R,t)I((),

(00,00)0
2he thczretical nume.-Ical solution of txuatlon (4-42) for
the paraboloid studied by Martins et al.
5.5 of Chapter 5.

(1973) is shown in Figure

Chapter 5 also presents theoretical solutions for

directions away from boresight for the isotropic feed considered in
Section .4.4.
In addition, Chapter 5 presents theoretical and experimental
solutions for the radlation fields of

paraboloid reflector/TEM

horn antenna system when the eight-inch T21M horn studied by Vartin6
et al.

(1973)

is approximated by a point source radiator located at

the focus of the jaraboloid.

In this case, the vlectric far fields

of the TEM horn are not isotropic in the angular coordinatesvY and
S.

Also, the time waveshape 3f the horn far fields varies with the

angular position ( Y,7

) in space.

The angular and time variations

of the waveshape for the normalized eIectric far fields of the eightinch TEM horn are shown in Pig"ces 5.1 through 5.4 in Chapter 5.
Figures 5.1 through 5.4 characterize the electric far fields Of the
eight-inch horn over the exit aperture of the parabcloid.
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Chapter 5
THE TRANSIENT ELECTRIC FAR FIELDS OF A

PARABOLOID REFLECTOR/TEM HORN FEED
ANTENNA SYSTEM
5.1

THE NUMERICALLY COMPUTED ELECrRIC FAR FIELD1jS
OF THE EIGHt'-iNCH TEEM HORN

OVER THE EXIT APERrURE
In this chapter, as in Chapter

4

, the coordinate systems of the

feed are designated by the subscript "H" to avoid confusion between the
feed coordinates and the paraboloid coordinates.

Euations (B-89) and

(B-90) in Section B.5 of Appendix B were programmned in Fortran for
execution on a digital computer using unit amplitude gaussian excitation
at the apex of the TEM horn.

The approximation of the eight-inch TEM

horn, studied by Martins et al. (1973),

by a Sperry Rand TEM horn is

discussed in Section 2.5 of Chapter 2.
Computer rurs were perCormned In both the azimuth and polar
planes of the approximate eight-inch TEM horn to characterize the
electric far fields over the angular aperture of the paraboloid.
half-angular aperture T

The

of the paraboloid is given in terms of f

and D, as shown in Figure 4.1, by the relationship

The paraboloid used by MArtins et al. (1973) had f - 20.16" and D - 48".
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61.40.

Therefore,>

In terms of spherical feed observation coordinates rH,.GJH,
indicated in Figure 4.2, the boresight direction for the feed is
(9HH) - (900,00).

Therefore, since the half-angular aperture of

the paraboloid is approximately 600, azimuth plane runs were performed from (9HOH)

- (900,600) to (9HOH) = (900,-600).

plane runs were performed from '9
(1500,00).

(3000)

Also,

polar

to

Both rHE0H and rHEGH were considered.

The relative amplitudes of the results of the computer runs
for rHE H and rHEOH are shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4.

The

absolute value of the boresight response shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2
is the same.

The relative amplitude of the boresight response was

scaled down in Figure 5.2 so that the family of curves would fit
properly on the given grid.
In the aý.imuth :..ane, r VEh is symmetric about the boresight
direction.

Therefore, rHEOH(90M,0

) = rHEOH(90o,-0H).

In the polar

plane, rHE9H is also symmetric about the boresight direction, so that
rHE9H(9H,0°) = r HEH(90g

- @HO0).

In the azimuth plane, rHEgH is antisymmetric about the boresight direction.

Therefore, rHEoi(90 0 ,•H)

-rH FH(900 ,-OH).

In the

polar plane, rHEA.is also antisymmetric about the boresight direction,
so that rHE01(qH,O ) = -r HEOH(90g

5.2

- @Ht 0).

AN APPROXI?'ATE CLOSED FORM SOLJIO.N -O REPRESENT

THE ILLUMINATION OF THE EXIT APERTURE
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BDM 8-INCH TEM HtRDN--AZIMUTH RXETHETR
------ Theoretical Results fron, Chernousov Formulation and Computer Runs

T

t - (r H/v)

0

30°.•;
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-

...

-'/ _ .
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.

0,00

_

1.00

.50

T

1.50

(NRNGSELGNDS )
Figure 5.1

rHE9H in the Azimuth (9H ' 900) Plane for the
Approximate Eight-Inch TEM Horn
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Figure 5.2
r£Hin the Polar (•'

= 0)

Plane for the

Approximate Eight-Inch TEM Horn
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xlO0 in the Azimuth (9il , 900) llanp for the
Approximate Eight-Inch TEM Horn
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1)200

Figure 5.4
r Eg
1 ,XIOO in the Polar (OH

_ _

__

The boresight rHEGH response of the approximate eight-inch
TEM horn, shown at the bottom of Figure 5.1,

is approximately propor-

tional to the derivative of the gaussian excitation at the apex of the
TEM horn if the small positive response about the retarded time T =
t - (rH/v) = 1.25 nanoseconds is neglected.

Therefore, an approximate

closed form solution to represent the theta component of the radiation in the boresight direction is

f~

(5-2)

for gaussian excitation

e
at the apex.

(5-3)

K is a constant.

However, Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show additional features of the
r E H component of the radiation.
1. In both the azimuth and polar planes, the time occurrence
of the central zero crossing progresses away from the time
T - 0.00 nanoseconds in the boresight direction.
2. There is considerable stretching of the response in time
in the azimuth plane for directions away from boresight.
3. There are variations in the amplitudes of the response in
both the azimuth and polar planes for directions away
from boresight.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the rH ugH component of the radiation
with amplitudes relative to the rilE GH component.
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The amplitudes shown

in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 have been multiplied by 100.

Therefore, the

maximum value of rHEOH over the angular aperture Is approximately 40
db down from the maximum value of r HWEH
To determine an approximate closed form solution to represent
the electric far fields of the eight-inch TEM horn over the exit aperture of the paraboloid, with coordinates r,F,z as shown in Figure 4.1,
neglect rHE$H with respect to rHE

and suppose that r E H(r,

may

,t)

be written as

ALF

K is the same constant as in equation (5-2),

,t)

This form of rE H(r,

involves only simple functions of r and ý and allows for the various
characteristics of the radiation described on the previous page.
equation (5-4)

7

0 is the same as %,in equations (5-2) and (5-3).

In
The

five parameters a,b,c,d, and e will now be determined from Figures 5.1
and 5.2.
Consider first Figure 5.2 (•

o,•T).

when r - D/2, QH%

1
because the half-angular aperture of the paraboloid, ?,

is about 600.

By measuring the difference in time between central zero crossings
(55/32" - V")xO.50naoc/", or
at | - 300 and 0 - 900, (aD/2v)
(aD/2v) - 0.359 nsec.

Since L

)"', a - 0.177.
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300

Consider secondly Figure 5.1 ($ -±T/2) and measure the difference in time between the central zero crossings at Oi " 600 and

-H
.

00.

Then (bD/2v) - (5/4" - I")xO.50nsec/", or b - 0.0615.
Thirdly, consider again Figure 5.1 and measure thi distances
I- maxima of the response at OH " 600 and 0H = 0 0 *

between

For a

gaussian derivative pulse of the form

e
the distance between maxima is^CCZ.

(5-5)

Then (cD/2v) =

CZ

a - (53/32" - 29/32")xo.5onsec/" - 0.375 nsec, or

Z0 =C
•
0

O

Next,

0.204 nsec.

0.265 nnec.

the parameter d is found from Figure 5.1 by measuring

is proportional to

i/'1C

,

0

600 and

mX

is proportional to 9/32".

0°"

rH

which is proportional to 13/32".

rHE;H(0H - 600) is proportional to i/((1 * d)(t'Z

$

-

o

rhus c - 0.030.

the positive maximum amplitudes at

at

-c 0

(OH($H
00)
Also,

+ (cD/2v))), which

Solving the ratio of the relative amplitude

0 to the relative amplitude at

0

" 600, d - 0.110.

Finally, the parameter e Is found from
the positive maximum amplitudes at

" 30

i'igure 5.2 by measuring

and 9

0 900,

rEH(O

90°) is proportional to 1/1ý , which is proportional to 7/32".
0

Also,

r E: (0 - 300) is proportional to 1/(TO(I - e)), which is proportional to 12/32".

Solving the ratio of the relative amplitude at

0H - 900 to the relative amplitude at 0H W 300'

e - 0.417.

To summarize, an approximate closed form solution for the
rHEGH component of the radiation from the eight-inch TEM horn is
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Ai

taken as equation (5-4) with the following parameters, to
seconds, D - 48", a - 0.177, b - 0.00.5, c - 0.030, d

-

204 pico-

0.110, and

e - 0.417.
5.3

THOMiETICAL RESULTS FOR CAUSSIAN-DERIVAPIVE
ILLUMINATION OF THE E.XIF AiERNrIRE
FOR AN ISOTUOPIC FEED

in this s',efion, as a first order approximation to the electric
far fields of the elght-inch TEM horn over the exit aperture of the
paraboloid,

equation (5-2) Is used for riHEGH, and the rH EOH component

of the electric far field of the eight-inch horn is neglected with
respect to the rHE H component.

That is,

as discussed in Section 4.4

of Chapter 4, the eight-Inch TEM horn is considered as a point source
feed, located at the focus of the paraboloid, whose angular radiation
pattern is isotropic (gain G(1, •)

1) or is at least constant over

the solid angle subtended by the paraboloid.

This produces an exit

aperture Illumination which varies only as 1/c.
419).

(See Silver (19651

The isotropic feed is equivalent to Silver's equation (11)

page 149 with GO,)

on

I

In Section 5.4, the Illunination used will be a better approxInation to the actual tapered Illumination i-oiticed by the eight-inch
".'EM horn.

Thi..; better approximation is given by tuuat.on (5-4) and

Is hereafter identifiei

by the wordo "tapered illumination".

ý)uations ("-92) and (C-93)

In Appendix Z were then programmed

In Fortran for ext.cutIon on a digital computer using equations (4-28)
and (4-29) in Chapter 4.

The relationship between V1 and VA is given
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by equation (C-68)

in Appendix C. The relationship between V2 and V'A

is given by equation (C-69)
(C-69),

in Appendix C.

In equations (C-68) and

the retarded time T is given by T - t - (R/v).

The spherical

observation coordinates R,BV for the paraboloid reflector/TEN horn
feed antenna system are indicated in Figure 4.1 of Chapter 4.

A

complete description and listing of the Fortran program utilizing
equation (5-2) is given in Section E.1 of Appendix E,
To employ equation (5-2) for numerical computations,
of the constant K had to be determined.
follows.

the value

This was accomplished as

For the gaussian-derivative form given by equation (5-2),

the maximum value of r HI'

is given by r 4E ghmaa

=(/)

.

The

gaussian pulse used by Yartins et al. (1973) had a half-amplitude
width of 340 picoseconds.
second*.

Therefore, for this pulse.

Consider now Figure 2.? In Chapter 2.

"e - 204 pico-

•'rom Figure 2.7, the

positive maximum value of the gaussian-derivative response is rH2011
4.088 x 10-2.
K - 9.74 x 10

Therefore, for the approximate eight-inch TEM horn,
.

This value of K was included In the theoretical

numerical program to compute the electric far flelds of the paraboloid
reflector/TEm, horn feed anterua system.
The responses 3hown in subsequent figures In this chapter
were computed for the paraboloid reflector, studied by ýartins et

al. (1,973), with f

-

20.16' and D - 48%

The theoretical borezicght rosponae of the antenna systen for

an isotroplc feed,

EG@(ift)1(@,)

. (oO,oO), Is shown In Fiuro5

This reaponse Is the negative second derivative of the gausalan

8DM PARRBROLOJD/F-:D SYSTEM--BORESIGHT
-------Theoretical Results from Chernousov Formulation and Computer Runs
T,t
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Figure 5.5
Boresight RE®(Rt) at

-

00 for the System

for an Isotropic Feed
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4.5)

excitation applied to the apex of the TEM horn,

The gaussian exci-

tation was assumed to have unit amplitude, as given by equation (5-3).
However, as discussed in Section 2.6 of Chapter 2, the illumination
function of the TEM horn, f(<,(3), was normalized to unity for convenience In the theoretical numerical computations.

)

The actual value

of f(o<

*

5.62.

Therefore, the value of the theoretical amplitude computed in

for the approximate eight-inch TEM horn was shown to be

Figure 5.5 should be multiplied by 5.62.

The boresight response shown

in Figure 5.5 is the theoretical numerical solution of equation (4-42)
in Section 4.4 of Chapter 4 for the paraboloid studied by Martins et

al.. (1973).
Figure 5.6 shows the relative amplitudes of iRi@(.t)
for several values of 10.

4

v

0

The boresight (Q{) - 03) response is the

same as that shown in Figure 5.5.
in the

g:

In dlrect ons away from boresight

00 nlane, the resaptnme of the syv:ttm changes fron the

nes-ttve second dertvzttve of the
apex of the Th
derivatives,

autsliin oxcitatlon applied to the

horni to a serels of delayed replicas of gaussian
The center of the re5nosq in dlreýtianas &way fro-i

boresi.ght is locatzi in ttme at the cuenter of the nc•atIve secor-d
derivative response

in the boresight directton.

qausslan derivative roplictas appear to emanate

Also, the delayed

rron opposite

L4ge3

of the ext apert-4re of the paraboloid.
As a check en the reGults ahwn in F14,gure 5.4,

"4-Q0 w~s cotputtl for the a-ie values of (H.
tdentical to those sih.n in

"igure 5.6.

"aECt at

These results ar•r
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5.4 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR
GAUSSIAN-DERIVATIVE TAPERED ILLUAINATION
OF THE EXIT APERTURE
In this section, equation (5-4) is used as an approximation
to the electric far field component r Alf of the eight-inch TEM horn
over the exit aperture.

Also, as in Section 5.3, the rH,,QH component

of the electric far fleld of the eight-inch horn is neglected with
respect to the rHEGH component.
The Fortran computer program used to determine the theoretical
:eesrponses for the tapered illumination uses the same equations as
those discussed Jn Section 5.3, except that equation (5-4) was su•,stituted for equation (5-2).

A complete description and listing of the

Fortran progl'am utilizing equation (5-4) is given In Section E.2 of
Appendix E.
Figure 5.7 shows the theoretical and experimentally measured
boresight response of the system, that is,

REg(R,t)l(•,)

(0,00o).

The experimental response, obtained by Martins et al. (1973:235),

was

normalized to have the same maximum amplitude as the theoretical
response,.

A discussion of the absolute amplitude of the experimental

response is reserved for Chapter 6.

Also, as discussed in Section

5.3, the values of the amplitudes of both the theoretical and experimental responses shown in Figure 5.? should be multiplied by 5.62.
The asymmetry of the experimental response in Figure 5.7 is
believed to be due to the asyrmmetry of the experimental gaussianderivative fields exciting the paraboloid as indicated in Figure 2.7.
By comparison of Figure 5.7 with Figure 5.5, the effect of tapering
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4.50

the exciting fields in space and time over the exit aperture is to
reduce the boresight response in amplitude and to smear the boresight
response in time.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the theoretical relative responses

for HEO(N~t)1 0 .
respectively.

and RE0 (K.t)o .Qo

for several values of9

The boresight (9 = 00) response for the system is

Phtwn to be the same in both Figures 5.8 and 5.9, as expected.

This

theoretical boresight response is the same as that shown in Figure

5.7.
The results shown in Figure 5.8 indicate that the maximum
value of the response regresses from T'

t - (R/v) = 3.70 nano-

seconds in the boresight direction to T' = 3.00 nanoseconds at G
300.

=

Analytical attempts were made to demonstrate this regression

in closed form, but they proved unsuccessful.

This is due to the fact

that the function chosen to represent the r HGH component of the
electric far field of the eight-inch horn, namely equation (5-4),
involves tapering in both space and time.

Therefore, the time function

cannot be brought outside the double integrals which represent the
far fields of the system in terms of the fields over the exit aperture.

Also, the sidelobe structure for the system with tapered

illuminration of the exit aperture is more complicated than for the
case of illuminatiom by an isotropic feed, as given by equation (5-2).

In Figure 5.9, the time regression of the maximum value of
the response from the boresight (@()-

00) direction to the (

- 309

direction is much less pronouncod, and the reoults shown in Figuro

•

.-

-.
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5.9 are not identical to those shown in Figure 5.8, except in the
boresight direction.

These effects are also due to the tapering of

the illumination of the exit aperture in both space and time.
The inability to arrive at simple closed form solutions to
characterize the sidelobe structure of the antenna system could be
predicted from the results of equation (4-42) in Chapter 4.

That is,

equation (4-42) represents the boresight response of the system for
illumination of the exit aperture by an isotropic point source feed.
Even for this simple case, the response is shown to be of the form of
the negative time derivative of the fields exciting the exit aperture
multiplied by double integrals in space.

Since the inner integrals

are similar to elliptic integrals, the double integrals could not be
evaluated in clo~sed form.

In directions away from boresight, the

time fun-tAon cannot be brought outside the double Integrals which
represent the far flelde of the system in terms of the fields over
the exit aperture. even for the simple case of illumination of the
exit aperture by an Isotropic point source feed.

chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
6.1

IILrRODUCr IO

In this chapter are summarized the principal theoretical
results obtained in this thesis and comparisons with available experimental data.
6.2

COMPARISON OF THEORY WIPH EXYF2INESNr

It has turned out to be impracticable to compare the various
theoretical results derived in this thesis with the experimental values
obtained by Martins et al. (1973) on an absolute basis.

The reason is

that it appears that further work is necessary to render self-consistent the various transmit and receive measured data in Paz-Ins' work
with his Own theory.

There axe variations as large as four to one

among Partlns' theoretically predic. A values and experimentally
measured values.

Also, Nlartins did not use any sensor whose abso-

lute calibration is established beyond question.

Thus, the sensors

used by Martins have not been calibrated against a "standard" sensor.
The Introduction of standards in tIme domain measurements is ani area
which needs much more work.
The experimental facilitles at the Ulvorsity of Veraont are
Inadequato to duplicate, much less refine, the key moasurements made
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by Yartins.

Because of this, and because of the large degree of uncer-

tainty concerning the absolute values as established by Martins' measurements, it was decided to be impractical to make any comparisons
with Martins on an absolute basis,
424-44)

Also, Susman arid Lamensdorf (19701

made experimental measurements on a relative basis only.

There-

fore, necessar'ly, all comparisons butween theory and experiment have
been made on a relative basis.

This is effected by normalizing the

experimental boresight response to have the same peak value as the
corresponding theoretical boresight response.

Once this is done, the

theoretical and experimental curves may then be compared with respect
to shape, slope, relative values of other peaks, zero crossings, etc.
Figures 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 show the comparison between theoretically computed responses and experimentally measured responses
for the three TF. horns studied experimentally by Susman and Laftensdorf (

r7Gi' 2.luZ'j.

In Figure 2.1.

The r•o•.eo

.j

for these thret TEN horns is shown

As discussed in the previous Varagraph, the experl-

mental bores1ght (0 0 00) response was normalized to have the same
peak value as the theoretically cor,.-,.ed renponse.
Figiures

In ge•ieral,

.323.4.
,
ftnd 2.5 show reasonable agreemsent between theory

and experinent.

In Figure 2.3, spikes appear on the theoretical

results for 0 - 60'. 900, and 1200.

This effect Is believed to be

due to the approximation of the TSM horn as a set of three radiat~ng

apertures when the front aperture is electrically s=all, that is-when the elevtrlcal dimensions of the front aperture are less than

or comparable with the excitlng waveform's characteristic time
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dimensions.

(For a more detailed discussion see pages 32 and 36.)

This spike phenomenon does not occur in directions at or near boresight, which is the important direction for the paraboloid/horn system.

Also, there are differences in the dc levels of the theoretical

and experimental respontbes for 0 between 1200 and 1800.

This effect

is believed to be due to the fact that Susman and Lamensdorf (1970)
established the experimental zero level in these directions to be the
amplitude of the positive delayed replica response when this amplitude
was small and not noticeable experimentally.

Flnally, for 0 between

900 and 1800, the experimental responses are s.tered in time with
respect to the theoretically computed responses.

This effect has not

been explained theoretically.
The eight-inch TEM horn studied by Yartins et al. (1973) is
shown ir Figure 2.6.

This horn was approximated by a horn of the type

shown in Figure 2,1, and the approximation Is discussed In Section
2.5.

The theoretical and experimental results for the eight-inch

TFY horn are shown for three angular directions in the azimuth plane
In Flgures 2.?, 2.B, and 2.9.

!n ,•;'ure 2.?, the experimental bore-

sight response was normalied to have the same peak value as the thao-retlcally computed response,
fox .igures 2.8 and 2.9.

This 4cailng factor was left unchanged

Consider first Figure 2.?.

The theoretical

boresight retponje Is an approximately %yametric derivative of the
exeiting gauslan pulse followed by a xWItlve replica of the exci•u.g
pulse retarded by the round tU-p t1at froc the apex.

The expert-

me.tal response is a derivattv-type radiation of the exciting gau3,san

pulse followed by a more complicated series of delayed replicas approximately delayed in time by the round trip time from the apex.

The

asymmetry in the experimental derivative response is believed to be

due to the effect of the rectangular front aperture of the actual
This effect is discussed in

eight-inch horn shown In Figure 2.6.
Section 2.6.

The negative going experimental pulses located near the

round trip time from the apex appear to be due to the theoretical
neglect of the finiteness of the gap at the apex.
Figure 2.8.

Consider secondly

Again, the experimental asymmetry of the gaussian deriv-

ative response is evident.

Consider finally Figure 2.9.

This figure

shows reasonable agreement between theory and experiment except that
the experimentally measured response is relatively flat around the
retarded time 0.50 nanoseconds for a duration of approximately 300
picoreconds.

Thus, the theoretically computed second and third

delayed replicas are displaced in time from the experimentally determined second and third delayed replicas by approxinately 300 pico4econds.

The reason for the experimental flat response about the

.-etarde- time 0.50 nai'osecondo has

.t

bt:n reS*Aved.

`4i-ure 5.? shovn the t oret!cal and experimena
re*;w,_e for the eiSht-Inch TN
by mrtlns et ai. (1973).

hWoresight

thorn feo4lng the ;araboloid stttded

The pxrabol.d had f - 20.16' and 0-

,8".

The theoretical response vas- coaputed by reductng tUe elght-lnch T:-;X,
horn to a peoint uource fee4 Located at the focuz of the parab-oloid,
using the gcoetrical optics approximation, and employing equation

(5-'l)to repre3ent the normalized electric far flelds over the exit
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aperture of the paraboloid.

The tochbilque of reducing the eight-inch

horn to an approximate point source radiator is discussed in Sections
5.1 and 5.2.

In Figure 3.7, the experimental response was normalized

to have the same peak value as the theoretical response.
agreement between theory and experiment Is indicated.

Reasonable

The asymmetry

of the experimental response is due to the asymmetry of the experimental gaussian derivative fields exciting the paraboloid as indicate-0
in Figures 2.7 and 2.8.
6.3

SUMPARY

The primary objective of this research was to study theoretically, directly in the time domain, the elect÷romagnetic far fields of
a paraboloid reflector fed by a TEM horn.
shown in Figure 1.1.

This antenna system is

The TEM horn, located near the focus of the

paraboloid, is excited at its apex by a voltage V(t).

The TEN horn

consists of two metallic circular sectors separated by a small gap

at the apex and flared apart avay from the apex.

At the present time,

no direct time doRain models exist In describe the radiation of the
TS14. hcrn or the jaraboloLd reflector/TA

horn antemn

system at an

&rbit-ary obaervation point in the far fleld.
!SKp-AicAlly, the study of the above antenna syatez was
accoapliahed as follovs.

A gtneral theoretIcal etodel applicable to

aperture antenna* of any type excited by eledtramatetle flelds of
any for* In slace and time il a sat of twne doaaln Integala which
were derived by Chernousov (1965).

7he electro
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latlo fields over

a closed surface including the aperture surface must be known (or
guessed at).

The geometry for the Chernousov derivation is shown in

Figure A.1, and the complete mathematical details of the Chernousov
derivation are presented in Appendix A.

The resulting equation which

describes the electric far fields of the aperture antenna in terms of
the fields exciting the aperture is equation (A-102).

The magnetic

far fields are related to the electric far fields by the simple
relationship (A-103).
The TEM horn of the type studied by Susman and Lamensdorf
(19?0,1971)

is shown in Figure 2.1.

As discussed in Section 2.1,

this TEM horn was approximated by a set of three radiating apertures.
These three apertures consist of a front aperture and two wedgeshaped side apertures.

The horn shown in Figure 2.1 was assumed to

be excited at its apex by a voltage V(t), and the Chernousov formu*

lation was applied to the fields existing over the three apertures.
Complete mathematical details of the application of the Chernousov
formulation to the TEM horn are furnished in Appendix B.

The result-

ing expressions for the components uf the electric far fields of the
TEM horn are givea by equations (B-89) and (B-90).
Next. approximate closed form solutions for (B-89) were found
in tlhe azimuth plene of the TEM horn when the front aperture is
e'tectricall'y small, that is--wh.en the electrical dimensions of the
front aperture are less than or comparable with the exciting waveform's chazucteristi.. time dimensions. These closed form solutions
givo engiaearing insight into the behavior of the TEM horn, and the
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details of the derivation are presented in Section 2,3,

Equation

(2-26) is the approximate closed form solution for the radiation from
the TEM horn in the boresight direction, aAd it
the reader's convenience.

r
(Lt

EQ

'2

is repeated below for

oV 1_T
1T~

BORESIGHT

V-[co)
VT-

{Vt[T-

rc

(6-1)

This radiation is shown to be a combination of two forms of far fie]ds.
The first term of (6-I) is a field which is the time derivative of the
excitation at the apex.

The second and third terms of (6-1) are of

the form of c4elayed replicas of the excitation.
Fr%,, 1 equations (2-13) and (2-29), the approximate closed form
solution for radiation from the TEM horn in the backfire direction is

BACKFIR E

+-+

3c

]

,r7 y -

Vt[T]-VL[T

I
-- L-4(±

ý0}
OO

This radiation is also a combination if two forms of far fields.

(6-2)
The

first term of (6-2) is a negative time derivative of the excitation
which occurs at the round trip time from the apex.

The second and

third terms of (6-2) are of the form of de2.Uyed replicas of the excitation.

The ratio of the amplitude of the backfi.ra derivative response

to the boresight derivative response is minus the refloction coefficient at the front aperture of the TEN horn.
From equations (2-9) and (2-30), the approximato closed form
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solution for directions in the azimuth plane well removed from boresight and backfire for the TEM horn is

(rat)

+

0)

/

+

+c460 '

This radiation also consists of two forms.
p

O

__ý

One form is a sum of three

delayed replicas of the excitation at the apex of the TEM horn.

The

amplitude and time occurrence of these replicas depend upon the angular direction in the azimuth plane.

The other form is a delayed time

derivative of the excitation at the apex whose amplitude and time
occurrence also depend upon the angular direction in the azimuth
plane.

Ehuations (B-89) and (B-90) were then programmed in Fortran
for execution on a digital computer, in order to determine numerically
the electric far fields of a given TEM horn of the type utudied by
-Sus.man and Lamensdorf (1970,1971).

The comparison of theoretical and

experimental results for the three TEM horns studied experimentally
by Susman and lAmensdorf ie presented in Figures 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5.
In general, there is good agreement between theory and experiment.
A more detailed discussion of the comparison between theory and experiment for Figures 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 is given
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inSection 6.2.

The eight-inch TEM horn, studied by Martins et. al. (1973),
shown in Figure 2.6.

This horn was approximated by the type of TEM

horn studied by Susman and Lamensdorf (1970,1971),
Section 2.5.

is

as discussed in

Utilizing the Fortran program for executing equations

(B-89) and (B-90) on a digital computer, the theoretical results were
compared with experimental results obtained by M!artins et al.
as shown in Figures 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9.

(1973)

In general, there is reason-

abie agreement between theory and experiment.

A more detailed dis-

cussion of Figures 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 is given in Section 6.2.
For the saka of completeness, the theoretical waveforms of
relative amplitudes vs. time of the approximate eight-inch TEM horn
electric far field 4re given in Figure 2.10 for various azimuthal
dixections.
In Chapter 3, an approximate model of the TEM horn is considered to be a section of ý biconical antenna.

The vector poten-

tial formulation Is then used to determine the electiic far fields
of the bioonltal section in term- of thi fields arising within the
antenna region due to the excitatior ','(t) at the apex.

Approximate

closed form solutions for the electric far field oV the biconical section

in the atimuth plane axe also found.

Equation 03-36) is the

approximate ulosed fnrm solution in the boresight direction, and thi.s
equation is identital to equbdlon (6-i) obtained using the apertu..-i
mods1 of the TV horn.

Equation (3-38) is 4he approximate closed

form solution in the backfire dix 3ction and is identical "o equation
(6-2) obtained usirn

the aperture model.
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Therelore, in the boresight

and backfire directions, the vector potential approach is self-consistent with the results obtained by the aperture approach.

In directions

well removed from boresight and backfire, the vector potential approach
produces the approximate closed form solution given by equation (3-39).
This result differs from the closed form result equation (6-3) obtained
from the aperture model in that the derivative radiation of the front
aperture given in equation (6-3) does iot appear in (3-39).

As dis-

cussed in Section 2.4, the superposition of the derivative radiation
upon the delayed replica radiation is due to the approximation of the
TEM horn as a structure of three apertures when the front aperture is
electrically very small.
In Chapter 4, the electric far fields of a paraboloid reflector/point source feed antenna system are found in terms of the fields
of the feed over the exit aperture of the paraboloid.
plished as follows.

This was accom-

It was assumed that at the focus of the parab-

oloid there exists a spherical-wave point source radiator whose electric far field components may be described by rquations (4-I) and
(4-2).

Next, the follow•ng assumptions were made,

(1) The parab-

oloid reflector was assumed to be in the far field of the point source
feed.

(2) The reflector was assumed to be sufficiently smooth to

allow the application of the plane wave boundary conditions at the
parfectly conducting surface.

(3) The geometrical optics apploxi-

mation was invoked to afford a one-to-one, point-to-point transformation between the flelds at the paraboloid &urface and the fields
at the exit aperture.

('4)The Chernouoov (1965) formulation requires
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In keeping with common practice, this

a closed aperture surface.

closed surface is taken as a plane containing the exit aperture of
the paraboloid and closed at infinity, and the fields over the nonaperture part of the plane are taken as approximately zero (Ramo
and Whinnery, 19560530,532).
are not considered.

(5) Edge effects at the exit aperture

The Chernousov formulation was then applied to

find the electric far fields of the paraboloid reflector/point source
feed antenna system in terms of the fields existing over the exit
aperture.

(4-2).

The excitation used is described by equations (4-1) and

The complete mathematical details of the application of the

Chernousov formulation are presented in Appendix C. The resulting
electric far fields of the paraboloid reflector/polnt source feed
are given by equations (C-92) and (C-93).
In Section 4.4, solutions for the electric far fields of the
paraboloid reflector/point source feed are derived for the case when
the point source feed has an angular radiation pattern which is isotropic (gain - 1) or is at least constant over the solid angle subtended by the paraboloid.

The resu'*ing electric far fields are given

for the boresight direction by equations (4-42) aýld (4-43).

These

equations show that the form of the boresight fiels is the negative
time derivative of the fields exciting the exit aperture.
Chapter 5 presents theoretical and experimental results for
the paraboloid reflector/TEM horn feed antenna system and also theoretical results for a paraboloid reflector fed by an isotropic point
source feed.

Sections 5.1 and 5.2 present the method of reducing the
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eight-inch TEM horn studied by Martins et al. (1973) to a point source
feed located at the focus of the paraboloid.
plished as follows.

This reduction was accom-

First, the eight-inch TEM horn, shown in Figure

2.6, was approximated by a TEM horn of the type studied by Susman and
Lamensdorf (1970,1971), shown in Figure 2.1.

Secondly, for unit

amplitude gaussian excitation at the apex of the approximate eightinch TEM horn, equations (B-89) and (B-90) were programmed in Fortran
for execution on a digital computer.

These equations represent the

application of the Chernousov (1965) formulation to the TEM horn,
which is considered as a structure of three apertures.

Computer runs

of (B-89) and (B-90) were then performed to characterize the fields
of the eight-inch TEM horn over the angular aperture of the 48-inch
paraboloid with f - 20.16" studied by Martins et al. (1973).

The

results of the computer runs in both the azimuth and polar planes of
the horn are shown In Figures 5.1 through 5.4.

Thirdly, from the

results of the computer runs, an approximate closed form solution for
the far fields of the TEM horn was developed.
form is given by equation (5-4).

This approximate closed

By inspection of Figures 5.1 and 5,2,

the various parameters involved in equation (5-4) were determined.
Section 5.3 presents theoretical results for the 48-inch paraboloid when fed by an isotropic p'Int source feed located at the focus
of the paraboloid.

The electric far field of the Isotropic point

source feed was taken as equation (5-2), and equations (C-92) and
(C-93) were programmed in Fortran for execution on a digital computer.

The theoretical results of the computer runs for the isotropic
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feed are shown In Figures 5.5 and 5.6.

figure 5.5 is the theoretical

numerical solution of equation (4-42) for the 48-inch paraboloid.
Since the far field of the Isotropic feed was assumed to be gaussian
derivative in time, the boresight response of the paraboloid fed by
the isotropic feed is the negative of the second gaussian derivative
in time.

This ntmerical result from the g.aral equation (C-92)

confirms the form of the boresight solution givan by equation (4-42).
Figure 5.6 shows the response of the paraboloid reflector fed by an
Isotropic feed on boresight and for several directions away from boresight.

Away from boresight, the response of the system changes from

the negative second gaussian derivative response to delayed replicas
of the gaussian derivative fields exciting the exit aperture.

These

delayed replicas appear to emanate from diametrically opposite poirits
of the exit aperture.
Section 5.4 presents theoretical and experimental results for
the 48-tnch paraboloid reflector when excited by the point source
approximation of the eight-inch TEI4 horn as given by equation (5-4).
Computer runs were performed using eqýations (C-92) and (C-93), as
in Section 5.3, except that equation (5-4) was utilized rather than
equation (5-2).

The results of these computer runs are shovz in

Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9.

Figure 5.7 shows the theoreticaly com-

puted and experimentally measured boresight response of the 48-inch
paraboloid reflector/eight-inch TEN horn feed system.
mentally meacured response wan normalited to have the
amplitude as the theoretical response.
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The experimane maximum

Figure 5.7 indicates good

relative agreement between theory and experiment.

A more detailed

comparison between theory and experiment is given in Section 6.2.

The

effect of tapering the fields exciting the exit aperture in both space
and time, as indicated by comparison of Figure $.7 with Figure 5.5,
Is to reduce the boresight response in amplitude and to smear the boresight response in time.

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the response of the

48-inch paraboloid reflector/eight-inch TEM horn feed antenna system
on boresight and for several directions away from boresight for both
comporents of the electric far field of the system.

The theoretical

boresight response shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 is the same, as
expected.

However,

in directions away from boresight, the response

of the system changes from a negative second gaussian derivative
response to a series of delayed gaussian derivative replicas which
are no longer symmetric in amplitude or time with respect to the
boresight response.

Thus, the sidelobe structure of the 48-inch

paraboloid reflector/eight-inch TEN horn feed antenna system is more
complicated than the sidelobe structure for the paraboloid reflector
fed by an Isotroplc point source feed, as shown in Figure 5.6.

This

is due to the fact that the electric far field of the approximate

point source T&M horn, as given by equation (5-4). Is tapered kn both
space and time.
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Appendix A
DMIVATION OF THE CHERNOUSOV FL4UATIONS
The purpose of this appendix Is to fill In the details of the
derivation of the equations which appear In the terse paper by Chernousov (1965).
The general theoretical expressions which were used in this
research are a set of integrals first derived by Chernousov (1965).
These Integrals are derived directly In the time domain.

They describe

the electromagr tic fields arising from a closed aperture surface Sa
In a homogeneous source-free medium excited by fields of any form in
space and time.

The fields exciting the aperture surface must be

known (or guessed at).

The Huygens-Kirchhoff principle is used in

the derivation--that is, the electromagnetic fields arising from Sa
are calculated from secondary sources at the antenna surface due to
the boundary conditions there.
The deri.vation of the basic equations rarallels the development
given In Jordan and Ualsain (1968•3i
the probles is shown In F•i-ure A.I.

15•,6-54669).

The geovmtry for

The various quantltioa used In

the derivation are%
r the vector from the orivin to the suaface eleert
A
n, the outward norma to ds,
r, the vector froa the origin to the observation point i(i).

ee

pglit

Figure A. I
Geometry fIXr the Chernousov Derivation

'

..

12
i

i--o
ro, the unit vector in the r direction,
R, the vector from ds to M(r),
the unit vector in the R direction

the impedance of the medium,

A,
,

the permeability of the medium,
the permittivity of the medium, and

v, the velocity of propagation in the medium.
Including both a fictitious magnetic current M and a fictitious
magnetic charge density P

as well as an electric current J and an

electric charge density

Ma,xwell's equations would be written as

follows: *
e

7xHU*
-M
7x
7

.

(A-1)
~

(A-2)

(A-3)

Define the total electric field E as

*
A dot over a quantity indicates partial differentiation
with respect to time. Two dots indicate second partial differentiation
with respect to time.
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Define the total magnetic field H as

H

" e

(A-6)
---.

Writing Maxwell's equations for magnetic currents and charges only,

L

x

=7 cE

(A-7)

.x

(A-8)

-

0'-

(A-9o)

Writing Maxwell's equations for electric currents and charges only,

Vx-He

E

\-7x Ee

+ \

(A-11)

.

(A-12)

A

77.

W~=o(A-13)

EeC
First,

ftxwall's equations for electric charges and currents only are

considered.
say AE.

(A-14)

(A-13) is satisfied if ýe is the curl of some vector,

Therefore, define

Substituting (A-15) into (A-12),

Vx(Eo +

o
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(A-16)

(A-16) is satisfied if Ee + AB is the gradient of a scalar, say V.
Therefore, define
0

pEA7-V -ArE
(A-I1)

(A-I?)

and (A-14) may now be used to derive differential equations for

the potential functions AE and V.

Substituting (A-15) and (A-I?) into

(A-11) yields

1VXVA-=6V'ý6AE

3-(A-18)

Using the vector identity

--- - 17.7,--F
V
7v7>VXA,-

•
7 AE

(A-19)

in (A-18),

7~-,A~+~t+7.A~
(A-20) is one of the differential equations for AE and V.
(A-17)

Substituting

into (A-14),

.

(A-21)

(A-20)

*

is the other differential equation for AE and V.

(A-21)

-Euations

(A-20) and (A-21) are coupled--that Is, they both involve AE and V.
To uncouple them, the "electric" Lorentz gauge condition is employed.
According to this condition, set

S(A-22)
=5
11E

The electric Lorentz gauge condition is equivalent to

V.:

V

~,CfAEdJ

(A-23)

(A-20) may be written as

Using (A-22),

0*

A~-~%A~
Using (A-22)

yLLI7

(A-24)

in (A-21),

V =

(A-25)

Squations (A-24) and (A-25) are the decoupled set for -A and Vs

The

potential function which solves (A-24) is known to be

AE(r t) may be shown to satisfy (A-241)

by substitution.

V is given

in terms of T., by (A-23).

"Maxwell's equations for magnetic charges and currents only are
now considered.

(A-10) will be satisfied if in is the curl of some

vector, say AH'

Therefore, define

x A-

-

(A-2)

Substituting (A-27) into (A-?),

7xr t(A-28) is satisfied if

Therefore,

H

0

*t A. is the gradient of a scalar, say

let
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(A-28i)

(A-29)
(A-27) and (A-.29) satisfy equations (A-?) and (A-10).

(A-8) and (A-9)

may now be used to derive differential equations for the potential
functions AH and

3:S.

Substituting (A-27) and (A-29) into (A-8),

-

+7~YAK3~-4LL

-(A-30)

Using the vector identity

=717-AH--V7

7x'7xA

AH

(A-31)

in (A-30),

1--Hs>lk7V.A

-

(A-32)

HH
(A-29) into (A-9),

(7 ni

7I A

j4

This is the other differential equation for AIand

(A-33)
T. (A-32) and

and 3n
(A-33) are coupled-that is, they both Involve AndH
then

itployed.gauge condition is
the vagnetic" Lorentz

to this condition, set

(A-7 A(A-34) ino
The magnetic Lorentz gauge condition is equivalent to
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To uncouple
According

Using the gauge condition (A-34),

(A-32) may be written as

vA~H>LA

(A-36)

-

Using (A-34) in (A-33),
=

(A-37)

(A-36) and (A-37) are the decoupled set for A-H and

5.

The potential

function which solves (A-36) is known to be

O=('\R
?I
rJ5
H(r,.t) may be shown to satisfy (A-36) by substitution.
in terms of AH by (A-35).

E(it)
AE,

is given

The results for E(rt) and •(•it) are

found using (A-5) and (A-6).

)

(A-38)

Adding (A-17) and (A-27),

-V-

A---V
E

(A-39)

may be written entirely in terms of the integrals defining V,
and A,.

LIng (A-23),

(A-26), and (A-28) in (A-39).

1I1TG
lie••
411&3

g~r-

I

_

_

_

_

_

J(ff .1--

ILL
-q-uv

As

aSLR
-

1J

T

(r

t-RAr)

cs.(A-40)

The limits of the time integral in (A-40) may be explained physically
as follows.

The excitation starts at time ti,

All contributions

from da are then integrated from ti to retarded time t - R/v to
account for the finite velocity of propagation, v, in the medium.
It is understood that the time integral is zero for all t

-

R/v

less than ti.

Adding (A-15) and (A-29),

R(i,t) may be written entirely in terms of the integrals defining

A., and AH

Using (A-26),

I

V1

(A-35), and (A-38) in (A-41),

t 5"D--19
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si• lcd•

3,

Xi

(L-42)

9M

As discussed in Jordan and Balmain (1968,468-469),

for a source-free

aperture surface, the equivalent electric current J and magnetic
current M are
A YL

R/Hf :9E--

(A-43)

The E and H fields used in (A-43) and (A-44) are the excitation fields
which illuminate the aperture surface.

Using (A-43) and (A-44) in

(A-40),

V Nr-,

HTI,

Wsing (A-43) and (-44)

in (A-42)0

-A.
R/f-V.4~~~

-~~~
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-Do

9 TT

two equations given
(A-4 5) and (A-46) are the correct versions of the
article, E and -Hare
by Chernousov (1965,l24?). In the Chernousov
The subsequent equations in the Chernousov

transposed in two places.
article are correct.
Let
"•~

)

(A-47)

.s•)_ Rl/•-R °

_ H

~ _ P/v)

and

Realizing that )AE

I/v2,

(r-,t) may be written as

4Tr 'S')[~

Ll-k Xff 0EC•-- i-)/R

-17'7#LP

1ToN(?,
A:1;L

_I:

I

}cH

r

(A-49)

Let a be an arbitrary scalar and B an arbitrary vector.

7)<(

.- )

Va7xP-+

Then

0 '7x-B

(A-5)

Using (A-50) in (A-49),

-evx
A-51
Let A be an arbitrary scalar and a be an arbitrary vector.

V77 (A a) ==7A'7*

Then
6

+ AV77-*Z

e 7AX(7XW+('I..7)7A

+ (7A-7) a

(A-52)

R

Let

I

t-

and
A

Y-) X

(A-54)

RV

Then

H((~

\H7

']~

L

Using (A-51) and (A-55) in (A-49),

)

j(r,t) may be written as
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(V55

UsingdE

-

1/v

,

(A.-46) may be wr\tten as

"0]:

H

HAr

V'

RR

RR
,•,•, (A-41)

A 0.Hxr-<

_ f:ANJ ~U..
:t K,•.•a,-,

H'r•-v)-

,_~~1(
... . . : --X,-- •....

58,1

From (A-52)

-Rr

x'

-S

[(A~O~

A-59)

-~

Using (A-58) and (A-59) in (A-57).

k4

I

\.

9/

%onsidor

~(A-60)
where •' •ay be e1ther • or •.

.£:

•the unit vector In 1.•

I- 4--4

F directioni.

f~t- R/i
•

Using (A-63) and (A-64),

`( , .' •

=(A-62)
-

may be written as

Lot a and b be two arbitrary vectors.
function.

(-V.&

R/V(
s.,t

4•

Let A be an arbitrary scalar

Then

A') = ZC ! A-V + A c , .*'

(A-66)

To employ identity (A-66), let
0
(A-67)

XIToil

(A-68)

~

and

.A-- WV

R/F5L )a

2V~

(A-6910

wilth A given by (A-6").

V-" A ;:: .....1

z..

25
.

(A-70)

F~ff
and a -

b.Va is found with bnx?

1Uy

~~EyK

it-Rly)(A-71)

Y
X')'~

A

+(1~)~(~)

(A)

(A-73)

(X- X
x

x
-=
The expressions for (b-Va)y and

(b-Va)z are similar to (A-74).

-Therefore,

f~al(A-75)

X

or

X

Substituting (A-63),

(A-64),

and (A-71)

.(A-76)

into (A-70),

VA---

, '
7~RAr
qi,--K')r(
Or+ --F
•FG~~-{/+

""•
AT=O

From (4-77)

with

n

-VA)
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(A-77)

ix
rA

Prom (A-?6) with

+2 K
A,

A(~.7~ A=F-

J'

(A-?8)

±

F

(

+

B-A

~&AA

-R/Arf

with al=•o
St~Fom
(A-78)

-3

(A-79)

., -d,"

I~ýa

Using (A-79)

,nd (A-80),

(A-61)

4-

may be written as

V-- [
127

x R(

R~I~Fy-j -~

4-

Rlvýj

But~
The first two terms of (A-81) may be combined using the following
met hod.
-~fs

-_

vV

--

_

_l_

.

__..

.

.

R

(A-82)

.______(A-83)

because H Is not a function of time.

Therefore,

F+

first two terms-

Lot

,

Let a

and c be arbitrary vectors.

Vbw and

Subatituting (JA-8)

E-

K)
R 0 ~o

Then

^W . Then

Into (A-84)0

1OWA

[

(A-84i)

Using (A-87) in (A-81)p

i-Ar

[[oVaL

X

+~~h

x

~

3f~O

AF~-A-

V

I~~~/

Vx7

1
F

BX(~;<

~-

R3R~
Consider no

Lk

Sir

X

R
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FM90

Therefore,

rS

[oA

J

\]IV

Substituting (A-88) and (A-91) into (A-56) and (A-60), I(i,t) and
H(rt) may be written everywhere as follows.

IXRL

S--o

GAL/,Vt

t

--

t K/130

,t -p.,

:e

Ir

XmRm v
vR

ýR

m

m

•j.m

) mm

mmmml

m•m

m

mm•ml

-1U

•ý

,•••

•:.

.

2

~[x[~{~

+, -Lr

3r

~(~st-Vrj]

-RP/

]
V-

•- .[
-.

(A.-93)

LA XHArA

$Lho

examined to see under what
Eq'uationsB 4A-68) and .(A.-91) ar~e now
to 1/R
2
IItO terms may be neglected with respect

conditions i/R

terms.

and

From(-9)

From (A-.88),

L

expressions for
yeeping only terms of the order of 11/i in the general

~(,)and

S given In (A-92) and (A-93), and roSU120An
Ui~t
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that

yE

-

i/Land v)-

•(i.t)
(,
and R(it) may be writtt in the far

field as

t

X)L K~~~
41T

-1i-

(A-96)

0~

+L~~~

(A-9?)

(A-96) and (A-97) may be simplified further by replacing R with its
approximate value in the far field.
by byfl-r-

.

In terms of r and r ,

is given

Therefore,

rf-

(A-98)

From the series

,-

-

.

<

)

j
Consider finally the quantity t

I)

(A-99)

)

-(A-1
-

(R/v).
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Le

T

-

t

-

(r/v).

Then

Replacing 1/R by I/r, and neglecting the angle between Wo and r-o

(A-102)

(A-102)

is the central equation which was used in the subsequent

research.
In the far field, i(i,t) may be found from E(i,t) by the
simple relationship

(F
!.

(-13
.~

Appendix B
DERIVATION OP THE ELECTRIC FAR FIELDS OF THE
SPERRY RAND TEN HORN ANTENNA UTILIZING
THE CHERNOUSOV METHOD
B.1

INTRODUCTION

This appendix presents a detailed mathematical derivation of
the electric far fields of the TEM horn antenna, shown in Figure B.i,
first studied experimentally by Susman and Lamensdorf (1970,1971).
This TEM horn consists of two perfectly conducting circular sectors of
angle $. and radius ra separated by a small gap at the apex and by a
distance 2h at re - ram

As derived in Appendix A, the equation used

to determine the electric far fields is

Hr~rx~jL~ xT
ýro

+

'

The va-rious quantities used in (B-i) areo
r,

the vector Prom the origin to the surface element do,

A
n, the outward normal to ds,

r, the vector from the origin to the observation point,
T, the retarded time, defined by T - t - r/v,
ro, the unit vector in the F direction,
v. the velocity of propagation in the medium, and
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(B-1)

ezo

y

I

Y)Y

Uarteaian soturce coordinates (x' y' z,z

()

Spherical source coordinates (r' 1 C: ,
Cartesian observation coorditiat.ws i.,y,z.)
Spherical. observation coordinates- 0(v,O.)

F'igure B.1

Horn Antenna
The TEAMl
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,

the impedance of the medium.

Assume that in the region between the two metallic wedges
,comprising the TEA hO•,,

if the apex is excited by V(t), the E field within the horn

That is,

arises from a forward propagating voltage V(t - r'/v) and a reflected
voltage kvV(t + r'/v - 2ra/v) propagating backward from the front
aperture located at r'

- ras

kv is the effective voltage reflection

coefficient determined from

(B3)

0

v

zeff is the effective ter=.Inating impedance of the front aperture,
and Z

is the characteristic impedance of the Ta:1 horn.

f(o<,(

is the function which describes the taper of the E field in the twn
angular coordinates o and (3.

Assuming that the E and H fields

comprise a TEM pair propagating in the free space which fills the
TEM horn,

(B-4,
As discussed in Chapter 2, three apertures consisting of free space
are consideredt
1. a front aperture which

extending from 0ý=v~

.sa spherical sector at r'

tUoý = r-c% 3

2. a bedge-shaped side aperture located at
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- ra

and f~rom ý

extonding

from r'

ra and from 04--c<o

= 0 to r'

to o(=--- 040 , and

3. another wedge-shaped side aperture located at
- 0 to r' - r

extending from r'

and from

-

to

oý. -o<

O< =IT - D(a
B.2

RAADIATION FROM THE FRONT AP1iTUHE

Consider first the front aperture located at r'

r a.

The

spherical source coordinates descibing the fields at the various
apertures are (r,o<D,•

3

The spherical observation coordinates

).

describing the radiated fields are (r,9,0).
A

AI

\ /

m= r
7

-~

~

oC4,

OCZ

At the front aperture
A

:Z

O

A

A =.,AA

r

rs

(B5)

(B-6)
(B-?)

'4 v

Therefore,

A

A

YL Xc

-3

A

At

(0()

Also,

A

.(

A

In terms of the spherical coordinates (r,,),

A

A
A

,A
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rv1

AA
,AA

A

,.

(-

Therefore,
A

From (B-13),

Lxo

x

2;BwcaX

8-14

--

Also,

In terms of cartesian coordinates (x,yz),
A

A

Using (B-10),

(B-11),

(8A-6)

and (B-12)

in (B-16),

A

C-0 Dý -.~a.141-

AA
A,4qf r-eC4A
'J5

A

' ,,

A

The next quatitIty which must be fowid Is

I

3ti

"-

~using (B-17).

A4 AL-A.

A

From (.-2)

at the front aperture at r'

Also, from (5-4) at the front aperture,

3)9

-

ra,

Define.

Also, at the front aperture

-LCý
Using (B-14).
and rE frot(r,t)

(B-19),

(B-20),

(B-24)

vS(

(B-21), and (B-23) in (B-1), rE frt(r,t)

may be written as follows.

r
+

(C<OV

Y

IV

A j"j

(Oj
-4K
0v&
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,Icka~

I

(B-25)

0<,

~xv-

-

0

IThe

Y

±
functions

-g)

c(1-26)

are discussed in the fourth section of

and

this appendix.
B.3

RADIATION FROM 7HE 4EU E-SHAFE, SIJE APIe&Uk•ES

Consider now the two wedge-shaped side apertures.
be designated by the subscripts I and 2 respectively.

Let them

The wedge

located at•--(:o is a surface of constant (3 with
A

A

The second wedge located at

s a surface of constant (

-
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with

/B-28)
0

Also,

rs~~

r'(B-29)

and
(B-30)

YI•rom (B-2), at the first wedge aperture W1

and
J-,/

V-t\

F

A•

ýj tz r11T

V

'

r.

\I

v]

(B-32)

Several cross products must now be determined.
A

A

A<
Yý
xix:•

A(,3----

(B-33)

V

where
A

O

(x-(5)

Therefore, to find the far flold radiation due to the first wedgernuut be lotormined.

aide aperture, WV,hapod
terme of cartesian coordinatos (x,yz),
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In

AA

A

(B.-36)
A

(B-10), (B-11), and (B-12),-rs

Using (B-36),

A

may be written as

rA

_

A

00
A

A

A

A

E)

0

Therefore,

'A

<kk

I

ý

A

I

A
e
-

A

I
a-

-(AAA3aC

.,"10

.

A

(B-3?)

From (B-6) and (B-29),

Define

+
+'

SLT-

t%-]

I 110

(B-40)
"U-

At the wedge aperture WI,

-

Using (B-31),

(B-38).

and (B-40) in

F'c
'c~p((B-41)
(B-1), rEW I(r,t)

and rEOw (r,t)

may be written as follows.

- sAe

,

Erw...)

.U, 0 4 (

__.4•

()

TT-b o0 c
•o' 0 O

W-

0

S•o

l(',
The function

o

iB3)

is discussed in the fourth section of this appendix.

Consider now the second wedge aperture, W2 .

From (B-2),

S~A
A

(B-44)

~

Also. from (B-4),
A

Again, several cross products must nr- be found.

A

A

A

A

where

A

(B47
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A

A

A

A

Y'ý ý3

0

-8)

Therefore, to find the far field radiation due to the second wedge

aperture,

]4 must

py I
W2 ,[ro*

be determined.

In terms of

cartesian coordinates (xty,z),

A

,

A

-,&-(3O&A4, +

Using (B-1O), (B-11), and (B-iz) in (B-49), r

,.-A

Croi O<

:i(-49

may be written as

A

A

AA

A

A

AA

A

0
AA

-

A,(A)
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(-0

"

Fom (B-6) and (B-30),

Define

FET-

S

+• V - .4+ r/ - - r,•/• -4- 2D
At the wedge aperture W2 ,
(B-54)

::7Also, from considerations of symmetry

Using (B-144), (B-51), and (B-53) in (B-2), rE0 • (r,t) and rEOW (i,t)
as follows.
may be written

N4TF

7

-1

(B-56)

I~~

0

:].

"L
:"

4,

":1

__K'

TC0

The function 0' is discussed in the following section of this appendix.
Z.4

LIMITS OF jNTEGRATION

The purpose of this section is to determine the limits of
.*'(() o, and o in terms of the easily measured TEM

integration 0
horn parameters

00

and

° shown in Figure B.i.

coordinate systems shown in Figure B.2.
right-handed cartesian system.

The

Consider now the

The x'y"z" system is a

'y'z'

system is also a right-

handed cartesian system obtained by rotating the x'y•"z" system through
a clockwise angle

6

from the z" axis in the x"z" plane.

= ON'

4

1483

/i

/
/

Figure B.2
CoordinaLte Syotema

to Determine the LUt.1t- of Integration
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Therefore,

-/

j-OP•c•"

OP

(B-61)

But

(8R-62)

PC0<3

000

X"
and

S"-0N"- ~oP~z•

I

X/I'
(B-63)

Therefor'e, the coordinate transformations may be written as

(' co~JY

•,JM& X"\

I-

(B-64)

The inverse coordinate transformations are given by

Conaider one wedge of the T&.4 horn lying In the x"y" plane and symmetric about the x" axis.

The oQuation of the circle describing the

outer edge of this wedge of the TEM horn In double-primed coordinateo

150

is given by

X

(B-66)

+•

Using coordinate transformations (B-65),

(B-66) may be expressed as

located
But on the surface of the sphere including the front aperture
at r'

ra,

rc

(B-68)
(B-69)

A1=YL

(B-70)

In order to determine Oca.K:as a function of
found.

Using (B-68),

+

(B-69),

(2and

must be

and (B-70) in (5-67),

maipltin utlir

I-

+

•X Cos•

After several manipul.ttonS utlizin• the identity sin'x ÷

(B-71)

or

o

,

reduces to

0ý0
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A-"

In polar coordinates in the double-primed coordinate system,

x

(B-74)

Also,

Therefore, using (B-74) and (B-75) in (B-66)

Fr-,om (•3-?3),

(B-77)

4=
CAI

Substituting (B-77)

in (B-76).

Solving (o-78) for.cos

Considering

(

to be a, positive angle between 0 and TT.

17

FInally,o( Its fou~nd as I f~unction 01"

and

FroA ~?)

-Y

1521

Using (B-81)

In (B-76),
(B3-82)

Solving (B-82) for cos o2,

Therefore,

horn,
Referring to Figures B.1 and B.2, at the upper wedge of the TEI

The limits of integ-ratle.,.. C~r(r3)
follows.

Using (B3-65)

efe.-zrt•g a."ai. to
'her'efore.

"Ing

andc( may then be written as

In (B3-73).

•-riurs, B.1 arnd 3.2, the 1.mit of
:.-/'.r

h::

5.-

is
i"

o/2.

B.5

SUMMARY

The total electric far fields of the TEM horn are due to the
sum of the radiation from the front aperture and the wedge-shaped side
apertures.

The theta component is

the sum of (a-25),

v~K

c

(B-42), and (B-56).

Therefore,

0

V'

VK~

-TTfolK
(3)

f (r3
,'.)
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((f.

0 0

o

Tr

C

CNo

to
x/CVCp(

AAC4<O010

o.(

V2 ', and
The limitSo()

0

given by (B-23).
a
are

arid (B-53) respectively.

(B-40),

and •o are given by (B-86) and (B-b?)

The phi component Is the sum of (3-26),

respectively.

(B-43), and (B-5?).

Therefore,

L|

G

41

Y- T[ -3x,>/

31T-" o "

-t•° :'55

"

'

1T- 0<'a

c-e-(

C

JT
1V~~c
0
01o

3

W~o
Co-c,

V I,,r

TT -Oeo rct
~

o(T
~

o<Is giver, by (B-88)w
The limit&

&'cSK

(B-90)

Appendix C

DERIVATION OW THE ELECTRIC FAR FIELDS OF THE
PARABOLOID R!7LECTOR/POINT SOURCE FEED

UT IIIZINC THE CHERNOUSOV METHOD
C.1

INTRODUCTIONJ

In this appendix, the Chernousov (1965) formulation is used to
derive the transient electric far fields of a paraboloid reflector fed
by a transient TEM spherical-wave point source located at the focus of
the paraboloid.

The refleci cr is absumed to '.e perfectly conducting,

to be in the far field of the feed, and to be sufficiently smooth to
allow application of the plane wave boundary conditions at the reflector
surface.
The geometrical optics approximation is invoked to allow a
one-to-one, point-to-point transformation of the fields emanating from
the focus to the fields at the exit aperture.

The electric far fields

of the paraboloid reflector/point L .:ce zystem are then formulated in
terms of the fields existing at the exit aperture.
Four coordinate systems are used in the derivation.
systems are shown In Figure C.I.

Tnse-ze

To describe the relation of the

point source feed pattern to the reflector surface, a cartesian
coordinate system x,ytz and a spherical system

(., •

are used.

The

focus of the paraboloid, 0, is located at the origIn of the cartesian

15?

-w.-

;.

-t4-k

D - exit aperture diameter
M - observation point
OP - f - fc7,l length
z - center of exit aperture
- half-angula- aperture

1Figlwa CX1
Geometry for the Paraboloid

I 58-

ieflector/Iolnt Source Feed

system, and the z-axis is the axis of revolution of the paraboloid.

To

describe the observation point in the far field of the antenna system,
a spherical coordinate system R,Qo is used.
is at the origin of the x,y,z system.

The origin of this system

To describe the distribution

of fields over the exit aperture, a polar system r, F,z is used.

The

r,ý plane is parallel to the x,y plane, and the origin is located at
the focus of the paraboloid.
C.2

THE GENERAL FORM OF THE FAR FIELDS ARISING
FROM THt POINT SOURCE AT THE FOCUS

Assume that at the focus of the paraboloid, located at 0, there
exists a spherical-wave point source described by the following radiated
E and H fields.

It is assumed that the paraboloid reflector is in the

far field of the point source.

That is,

the E-'leld components of the

radiation from the point source may be desci;bed as

--

(c-i)

and

(C-2)

..
(P,',

•)

and V, are

are the spherical coordinates discussed in Section C.1.

functions of 'eneral
T{, •. and t.

, and

E-field components of TEM waves propagating in the

A

V1

are the

direction.

Therefore,
-- YL

C-3)
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•

4.

and

41~S

where •is

(c-4)

the impedance of the medium.
feed for the paraboloid
Functions V1 and V2 may apply to any

a transient (or cw) spherical-wave
reflector which is approximated by
point source located at the focus.
C.-3

GENERAL GEOMTRICAL PROPERTIES

OF THE PARABOLOID RFwLECFOR

(OO.,F).
at (x,y.,)
The vertex of the paraboloid is located
is the z-axis. The equation
The axis of revolution of the paraboloid
of the paraboloid is

as given in Collin and Zucker (196939).
coordinate system,
With respect to the spherical source

(C-6)

V

(C-?)

substitutirg (c-6),

(C-7), and (c-b) Into (C-5),
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(C-9) is also given in Collin and Zucker (1969039).

However,

Therefore,

To determine the unit normal to the paraboloid surface, n p, in the
spherical e,T,,

system, the gradient of the equation of the surface

is taken and then properly normalized.

For a scalar function g,

A

A

Therefore,

7L):IQ

(C-13)
L

(C-14)

or

Therefore,

A

LS

-4

(c-iO6)
Substitutit* (C-13)

Into (c-16),
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A

A

A

(C-17) is also given in Collin and Zucker (1969039).
To determine the relationship between the focal length f, the
exit aperture diameter D, and the half-angular aperture
(C-ti)

is used.

t,

ec :ation

The various quantities used in this derivation are

indicated in Figure C.1.

At the edge of the reflector,

Prom (C-it),

--

Sot

(c-i9)

From (c-18).

o

(c-20)

.

Therefore, substituting (C-20) into ý2-19),

Solving (C-21)

for Cos,'.

" D: •

z0

(C-., )

I/<

and several tr1gonometric functions of

are also deterilned

in terms of the exit aperture coordinates r,• ,z.

X& + <

=
162

r

(c-23)

When z -

of

rH

(C-24)

Substituting (C-23) and (C-24) into (C-5),

_U

•J•-25)

-

(0€

or

0o

DEiG(4/D) - 1-1

(c-26)

Substituting (C-23) into (C-5) and solving for z,

ra,

1A9-I(C-2?)
But

(c-28)

Substituting (C-27)

into (C-28) and solving for

C.1,
As shown in Figure

ro

(C-31)

Using (C-27) and (C-29) In (c-30),

(c-3•)
16)

Usin•g (C-29) in (C-31),
_,4AM,(C-33)

To determine siny- and cosY , the trigonometric Identities
-

(c-34)

___

and

I(c-35)

Aisv~~
are employed.

Using (C-35) in (C-32),

(c-36)
Using (C-34) in (c-32),
(C-37)

C.4 THE ELEC•,IC FAI FIELDS OF [W&
AFRABOLOID HEFLE-'OA/RQIP;r SOURICE
IN TyMS OF ' THE Flk-•2S

AT THE bXI'i

The derivation in this

AP•ITUH

ut•c
ltiliZ.

V'our lusumptlonst

1. The reflected :lelds a. the parauolold surface are found by
applying plane wave bo.ýnday s.ndlt.ons.
2.

Tho geometric.l optici

I ivoked
Ip:r..oi
n
to afford

a one-to-or.e, pont-to-polnt t•n-"o.matlon between the
'ields

at the parabolold surface undi the fleds :.t the exit

aperture.

3. The Chernousov formulation requires a closed surface Sa.

In

keeping with common practice, Sa is taken as a plane containing the exit aperture and closed at infinity, and the
fields over the non-aperture part of the plane are taken as
approximately zero (Ramo and Whinnery,

19560530,532).

4. Edge effects at the exit aperture are not considered.
The plane wave boundary conditions for the electric fields at the
paraboloid surface are

A
A
-np x e,

A
A
np x er

(0-38)

ard

(c-39)

n-a.

nAp

A
A
where ei and e are unit vectors in the direction of the incident and
reflected electric fields respectively.
to the paraboloid.

"

A

t:
A
n

may be written as

"i

'_--_-_",'

The unit vectox,

the incident electric field

Using (C-i) and (C-2),

at the paraboloid surface,

--._•

A
np is the unit vector normal

•.

I / - ' 40

IYI

( -40)

normal to the paraboloid is

A-o•(-))
-(,c.,-41)c-!)
Yo(-383),

A

(C-4Oad

A

04)

0A
l..Y

,9-

p

C.,-

:
'? (-), ....

e)

-:t,

IY\
'

ar" (-),
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..-

First, the reflected E and T fields at the exit aperture are
found.

A

A-

-

Consider the expressions for np x Er and n.Er.*-•rom

A-

"•x
=

(C-42),

A
-

FO

(C-43),

Describing the reflected electric field E. in terms of normal and
tangential components.

irA

A

^w

A

A•
/

and

rI

Therefore,

employlng the trigonometric
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t3en

.

and

(C-50)

Coý~
A

E

AA

(c-51L

To find the reflected electric field at the exit aperture, ErA,
the geometrical cpLics approximation is applied.

Since all of the

reflected rays from the paraboloid surface are parallel, the field
intensity remains constant in magnitude between the paraboloid surface
and the exit aperture.

The geometrical optics approximation also

A
implies that the reflected field at the exit aperture can have no z
component.

Utilizing the vector identities

I%

/%A

A

(C-.52

X

(c-53)
2rA may be written as

-e-

rA

V

and

aare

exll &aperttwro.

the fnCtiojn- V: and V r;:ctively,
:
But In the exit aper-ture courdi.-.teso
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4P

evlruated at
r,• ,z

the

Therefore,

VIA A

A
AV

Z~7~(C-56)

EY~A

To determine the reflected magnetic fi~ld a- the exit aperture,

HrA,

the condition

HL
is

employed.

(C-57)

FA

simply states that E

A
pair propagating in the -z direction,
F

rA

E7A]
a-

ErA

(C-57)
H

comprise a TEM

rA cmrs

Substituting

E

(C-56) into (C-5?),

may be written az
A

A

VIA

To complete the Chernousov

(-3d)
0-

(1965) forr'-ia'icn in terms of E A

and H A over the exit aperture in the coordinates r,•

must be found.

:Z, V1A and V2A

Using (C-29) in (C-.-3(),

-i(.

(C-59)
Using (C-29)

in

(C-36).

Employing the geometrical optics approximation,
if

ViA is

the same as V1

the time retardation from the focus to the exit aperture is

into account.

Also, V2 A has the same relationship to V2 .

taken

The time

retardation from the focus to the exit aperture iL the length of the
optical path divided by v,

the velocity of -.. opagation in the medium.
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By inspection of Figure C.,I

+ -z

optical path

(0-61)

o

Sm -

--

,xLJ"

v
Substituting (C-26) into (C-61),

o

DT
-s:/

__ptia _~t

- D•(a/;ý

(c-D

D)T

(c-63)

C-2

___

Therefore,
V,,,r

-V1
and

l•£•
Va j5/•a
-uJj

I- l•"

-- "

;I.

-J

The relationship between"V and r in terms of f is given by (C-32).
Consider the Cherrnousov far field formulation of the fields
over the exit aperture in terms of the spherical observation coordinates
R ,g, 0.

E(R,

-

[ F•r-•

)E " iti6
]J. s
r x×•
L•'xr,-a.
----1
,-

,r-A

XIifA

(C-65)

This equation is of the same form as equation (A-102) on the last page
of Appendix A.

The various quantities involved in (C-65) aret
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ds, the differential surface element of the exit aperture,
ErA, the reflected E field evaluated at the exit aperture,
XrA, the reflected H field evaluated at the exit apertu-e,
A

n, the unit vector outward from the exit aperture,
•o

the unit vector in the R direction,

SA, the surface of the exit aperture,
v, the velocity of propagation in the medium, and
medium.
q , the impedance of the
The open surface of the exit apartare, SA, is taken as an
approximation to the closed surface Sa required by the Chernousov
formulation.

This j.s because edge effects are not considered,

and

because the fields over the remainder of the closed surface are
considered to be negligible.
•

Since neither

T

,

=

t - (?/v),I and r S is

given by (C-77).

nor r, •,z are functions of time,

(c-66)

From (C-56),
AA

V IA

(c-67)
-.

-_

Where

V__A

--

---

VFI(r.-S
and

~1Q ~T

_

_L

17

ý

-

) j
W-S
D)_

J

'

(c-68)

0- FS

(C-69)

From (0-58),

--

_

VOA

(c-?o)

Let

5-A A(-and

HAA

(C-72)

-/

'A and HA are easily found in terms of the exit aperture
coordinates r,

,z by the use of (C-29) in (C-67) and (C-70).

AS-Aa -•7T-

_r

A

(C-74)

The surface element ds at the exit aperture is

as

= 7&ýI

(c-75)

The unit vector in the T direction, -* is given by

-°R=
_•"

The vector r

A

A

-e

(0-76)

from the origin to the exit aperture surface element ds is
A

A

But
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A

r

AA

(C-78)

Therefore,
A

A

and

--

Fx

0

F>

/

-rd. k;- 6 7) and (C-71):
Fom

must now be deerri.

VýAc-81) A

,1

The unit vector n normal to the ezit apertLze is -z.
I

A

,'

Therefore,

(c-

A

But

÷_.• v;,}(C-83)
r- A=:.o<:•:×

A

_

AA

Also,

A

A

X

=.•,.A'

G.

A

A

c<
E)
¢ p+cooa,
k+ COI2O
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<•ý:
6

((C-86)

A

A

7- = C

R-

Substituting (C-83),

(Cr-84),

(C-85),

A

e E(c-8))
(C-86),

and (C-87)

into (C-82),

,'A

A
A

A.A~cY
+~

(c-88A

A

t,'/

Also,

"IV (ýx
Substituting

(o-d9>

H. _,j-="A •+ V-,,

-83), (c-84), (.-85N,

(,-o),

and 'Z-87'

V(AMAW

e

Co,
V
,¢,
-- Vl• AI•>COCCT

1"/0

into

(C-89),

@
V•A- C03

'

(c-90)

This notation is used for consistency with engineering practice since
0 is the boresight direction for the antenna system and @

TT

is the backfire direction for the antenna system.
Using (C-29),

(C-88), and (C-90), the Chernousov expressions

for the electric far fields of the paraboloid reflector/point source
feed system may be written in the spherical observation coordinates

as

ýIT D/Z
,--

.QTr
O/ .
0

0+

c

0

0!c•
ttr5•S,•
+
d Tfl

4-o

+

aLL
0
I74

0

cc:3

-ao

(C-92)

+

0
and

D/ Z

~

-

aTT

SD/2

0

0

IJ
!

*
VIA and V

J0

Colo-~

{

(C-93)

are given by (C-68) and (C-69) respectively.

Equations (C-92) and (C-93) are not restricted to the TEM horn feed.
They apply to any feed which may be approximated by a transient (or cw)
TEM spherical-wave point source located at the focus of the paraboloid.
Using (C-26) and (C-91)

in (C-8O),

(Ii .

)/v may be written in

spherical observation coordinates R,Oo as

- i",

(c-94)
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The time arguments of ViA and V2A as given by (C-68) and (C-69) may then
be written as

T-+

176

Appendix D

DESCRIPTION AND LISTING OF THE FORTRAN PROGRAMS
TO COMPUTE THE ELECTRIC FAR FIELDS
OF TEM HORN ANTENNAS

D.1

PROGRAM FOR GAUSSIAN EXCITATION
AT THE APEX

This section riescribes and lists

the Fortran IV program which

computes the electric far fields of the TEM horn antenna from equations
(B-89) and (B-90) as given in
horn is

shown in

Section B.5.

The geometry for the TEM

Figure B.1 on the second page of Appendix B.

The

program was written for the Xerox XDS Sigma 6 digital computer (with
80k words of main memory)

located at the Cook Physical Science Building

at the University of Vermont.
The projram assumes unit gaussian excitation at the apex of
the TEM horn.

That is,

V(t) is given by

e-

(D-1)

The mainline program establishes various constants and quantities

which are used throughout the analysis,

increments the discrete

valu's of time at which the electric far fields P.re computed, and
computes the numerical value of (B-39) and (B-90) at the various
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discrete times.

The mainline also calls several subroutines which

perform other functions.
The

SUBROUTINE INPUT reads the input data for the program.
first

line of data read is

MODE,

an integer set equal to 1, 2, or 3,

When MODE equals 1, only the theta component of the electric far
fields is

computed.

only the phi component of

When MODE equals 2,

the electric far fields is

When MODE equals 3,

computed.

both the

MODE was incorporated into

theta and phi components are computed.

the program to conserve execution time if

only the theta component

or only the phi component is desired.
The second line of data read are HEIGHT,
WIDTH.

HEIGHT is

ra in inches.

the parameter h in inches.

PHIZD is

the parameter

$o

RAINCH,

RAINCH is

in degrees.

PHIZD, and
the parameter

WIDTH is

the

3-db width of the gaussian pulse exciting the TEM horn in seconds.
The third line of data read are two integers,

NDIV and NPTS.

NDIV establishes a subdivision criterion for the numerical integration
routine.

For best accuracy in the numerical integration routine,

NDIV should be an even integer, at least as large as 4.
may be used, depending upon limits for execution time.

Larger values
NPTS is an

integer determining the number of discrete values of time at which
the field components will be computed at each observation point P(9,0).
The maximum value for NPTS is 200.

An approximate minimum value for

NPTS to properly characterize the electric far fields may be found
from the largest of npts 1 , npts 2 , and npts 3 , where
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(D-2)

(D-3)

t V-

'YLt 3V

(D-4)

v is the velocity of propagation in the medium.

-C•is related to WIDTH

by the relationship

(D-5)

WI DTH

The fourth line of data read is

ZEFF and ZZERO.

ZUFF is

the

effective terminating impedance of the front aperture of the TEM horn
in

ohms, and ZZERO is the characteristic impedance of the TEM horn in

ohms.

If time domain refl•ctometry were used to measure ZZERO and

the reflection coefficient k V from the front aperture, ZEFF could be
calculated from the relationship

F: '
::FE FZ:•EO

•• -•.

/

(D-6)

The fifth and following linus of data read are the locations
of the observation points at which the electric far fields are to be
computed.
meter

$

THETAD is the parameter 0 in degrees.

in degrees.

PHID is the para-

One observation point THETAD,PHID is read per line.

As many observation points as desired may be listed, depending upon
th6 time limits for execution.
The following is an example input file used to execute the
program.
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3

0.6,7.3,59. 0, 340.OE-12
8,80
283.0,50.0
90.0,0.0

90.0,30.0
90.0,60.0
90.0,90.0
90.0,120.0

90.0,150.0

90.0,180.0
For the example shown,
rE (r,t)

MODE was set equal to 3 so that both

and rEV(ý,t) were computed.

0.6", ra = 7.3", and 0o - 59.00.

The horn dimensions were h -

WIDTH was 340.0 picoseconds.

was set equal to 8 and NPTS was set equal to 80.

NDIV

The effective

terminating impedance of the front aperture was 283.0 ohms, and the
characteristic impedance of the TEM horn was 50.0 ohms.

The electric

far fields were computed at seven different observation pointst

P(0,0)-

(90.00,0.00), (90.0',30.00), (90.00,60.00), (90.00,90.00),

(90.00,120.00), (90.00,150.00), and (90.0°,i80.0 0 ).
The program for gaussian excitation with the associated Fortran
library routines required approximately 10k words of memory.

The

execution for the example input file required 89.7 minutes of central
processing unit time.

The execution time for the program varies

directly as NPTS and directly as the number of observation points
P(9,0).

Also, the execution time varies approximately as NDIV2
SUBROUTINE TSETUP computes the limits of integration L~4 and

, and establishes the numerical time window for the field compu-

tations.

ALPHAZ is eoin radians.

end of the time window, TMIN,

BETAZ is

in radians.

is determined from
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The low

TMUIJ

(D-7)

--

The high end of the time window, TMAX,

T M A(X

is determined from-

r,/)

The numerical time window TMAX

-

(D-8)

TMIN was established so that execution

time would not be wasted computing many double integrals at times for
which the physical fields would be negligible with respect to their
maximum value.
SUBROUTINE SUBDIV establishes the subdivisions for the numerical
integration routine.

NFRONT is the number of subdivisions used to

divide the alpha integration at the front aperture.

NFRONT is deter-

mined from

NFRoNTF

WtV

L+

(12TT
e)]

(D-9)

MFRONT is the number of subdivisions used to divide the beta integration at the front aperture.

MFRONT is determined from

MrFRONT = NIVL t

(D-1o)

NSIDE is the number of subdivisions used to divide the alpha integration at the wedge-shaped side apertures.

NS DE =NDIV I+ 'v

NSIDE is determined from

(TT

2

MSIDE is the number of subdivisions used to divide the r'
tion at the wedge-shaped side apertures.
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integra-

MSIDE is determined from

MSIDE

NPIVH-t]-

SUBROUTINE DBLINT(G,X1,X2,Y1,Y2,N,M)

(D-i1)

computes the iterated

double integral of C(X,Y) from XI(Y) to X2(Y) and then from Y1 to
Y2 using N equal subdivisions in X2(Y) - XI(Y) and M equal subdivisions
in Y.

The subroutine uses the "iterated" trapezoidal rule.

greatest accuracy,

N and M should be even integers.

For

The trapezoidal

rule integration was chosen as a compromise between precision of
integration and execution ttime required.
FUNCTION FRONT(ALPhA,3ETA)
front averture.

determines tne integrand for the

In this function subroutine,

assumed to be unity.

%he taper f(oc, (3) was

This assumption would affect the absolut, values

of the electric far fields computed.

It can be shown that for TEM

horns with small flare In the E-plare

Therefore, tine absolute value of the fields computed ihould be multiplied by (D-13)

for horns with small 2 olane flare.

For TEM horns

with arbitrary flare in the E and 1iplanes, another form of
would have to be deterxincd, depending upu, tho geometry of the horn
in quertion.

However, all horns which were studied numericslly did

have soall E-plane flare, so that (D-13)

would be the appropriate

r~ultlpiying factor to find the absolute value of the far field3.
iuNicriOn SIDE(ALPHA.RIPMIE) deternlaos the integrands for the
wedge-shaped side apartures.

Again, in this fuictio

subroutine,

f(c•,o 3)

was assumed to be unity.

This assumption affects the abso-

lute value of the fields computed.

The same comments as for FUNCTION

FRONT (ALPHA, BETPA) apply.
FUNCTION ALPHAI(BETA), FUNCTION ALPHA2(iBrA), FUNCTION
ALPHA3(BETA), and. FUNCTION ALPHA4(BETA) establish the limits of
integration •o(J),Tr-

o",, and 7T-o( respectively.
0o((),

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT generates the numerical output of the program.

This subroutine contains sufficient Hollerith statements to

be splf-explanatory.

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT was pzogrammed to be able to

hzandle a wide range of horn dimensions, pulse widths, terminating
impedance, and characteristic impedance.
A listing of the Fortran IV program for gaussian excitation
at the apex of the TEM horn follows on the next page.
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C
C
C
C

p

MAINLINE FOR THE TEM HORN TRANSIENT PESPONSE CONSIDERING
BOTH THE FP-,OrT AND W'EDGE-SHAPED SIDE APER.TUPES
USING NUML RICAL INTEGRATION OF'
GAUSSIAN EXCITATION AT THE APEX
DIMENSION FEETHET(200), P.EPHI(200), TP.ET (200)
COMMON/lt3LCKI1/SINT

COMNO~ !/I'3LCK(3 /TT'HETZ
COMP1OV/~3L-Cll/TPR I DE, AT I 1E, TAUJ, PA, Vi, I1
COtMr'Ol'N/5LCI(5/SITIIET, COTIIET, SIPIII, COPHI
COMMION/13LCI(6 /THIETAZ, P11 IZ, ALPHiA?, I3ETAZ
C0D M0ON'/ EL CK7 /71IAX., TM I N
COMMON/DLLC:•8 /ifE I G H" 9A INWCH, PH I Z D,,,I DTH
COMMlON /F-L C K9 /H'D I k, NP T S
~COMM~f:/E3LC 100/THETAD, PH ID
COMN'-ON/BLCK I1I / I COUNT
CONIION/FiLCK I 2./BETHET, REPH I .. TRET
CUNMON/5LCI13/ INlEXA, I VDEXL3
COMM'ON/53LCK I 14/ANGLIE, P.ADF'AC
COMMON/B3LCK I 5/ZEFF, ZZERO, R-EFL
CO>IMON /ELCI 1 6 /MODE
COMMON/13LCI( 177/ SETA7, CBETAZ
.EXTERlNAL FRON4T, SIDE, ALPHiA 1 ALPH)A2, ALP'IiA3, ALPHA4
ICOlJNT =0
1000
CALL INPUTI
IF (T'ijETAD)
V2ý,']1005, 1005
1005 PA =lIC/930
V = 2. 0 97176L+06
21I
3.11-159
AtGL ASIN(HEIGHT/P.AINCH)
ThLVTA'1 = (I22)ANGLZ
RAPFAC =I13.
'AT

7 H ETA

FA0
ACI
F'AC T2

A;.

7

;l::
=

CflTHETT
COTHi17

1

*0

A I";

i4~
C~4 *C

I~ IC,"

513FTA?.

i

1,4

A

=~~rEz

CnETA7 = COScub:TAZ)

C
C

INQ~ C011O-iT
, -A
ir:

:.hTAc~,1r (
Wvr4

V
riCr

NTIME
0
DO 1300 NTjIME = 1,PTS, 1
I
AMT IIME = NTIM1E
tJPTS -I
ANPTS
TPMIME =TMIN + ((AMTlt'1E/ANPTS)*(T',IAX
ATH-ETA = 0.0
APHiI =0.0
3TH~ETA = 0.0
BPHI = 0.0
INDE.XA =0
INDFX9 = 0
GO TO C110 ls1102,1101)A MODE
1100
KOUNTA = 5
1101
GO TO 1105
1102
KOUNTA = 4
DO 1175 INDEXA = ,KOIJNTA,l
1105
OCALL D13LINTCFiRONT,ALPHiA1ALPHA2,
1-BETAZ,BIETAZ, NFRONT, M-FF'-ON1T)
GO TO (l1110,1120,1l30.11 kj01150). INDEXA
+ ATIIETA
1110
ATIIETA = (CPLU5*fIPIIfI*SINT)
APH I = CCPLlJS*COTIIET*COPliI*SIWT) + APHI
GO TO 1175
1120
ATUETA = (CPLUS*COP1{1*SINT) + ATIIETA
APlilI
(Ct'L!JS*COT1{E-T*SIP1{I*SltýT) +APHI
G O TO 1 17 5
T C li
c
l Z A
1*) + A
TiT
-1 ltN)+
(CMI1NTJS*COTliET~O~
;,,TI 7'PA
1130
+
APHII
*SINT)
(tl~J*IPHI
APHI- =
GO TO 1175
ATICTA = (CMI~tiT*COTiI{ETOSIPlil5ItSNT) + ATHETA
1 140
APHI
= (ClvMINUjS*COPHiI*5INT) +APILI
GO TO 1175
1150, ATHiETA = (CIIINULOSITiELTOSTNT) + ATUiTi\
CONT fNtUE1 175
1200
GO TO (1201. 1202,)~202), NODE
-mt

1201

IFO!Ti3NT= 2

1202

GO TO 1205
i(-OM:7 '3
r, 0~

12 05

n~m

1

hLI2TC$I9,APA.LPA4

0 CALL

GO TO (12-0&.1207, 1207), XQD-1206 GO TO (1210, 1230), Itar!-X
1207 GO TO (1210, 1220, 1230, 12ýG)o Ir I')
1210 OIýJTHZTA
(I1CA"'1T

URiPHiI

:z

GO TO 1275
11-Pil m -(SITIMTOSINT)
GO TO 1275
1230 013T!hTA
1220

17

TiTOPI*iTA'
+ 5PRM

185

0!3?IfI = -(COTI1ET*CCPHlI*CI3ETAZ*SiNT)
1+(C0THET*SIP{ii*SBETAZ*SIIt1T) + SPHI
GO TO 1275
(SITHET*SINT) +BPHI
llPHil
1240
1275 CONT IN(E
I ATHETA) + (FACT'?*U3T~i{TA)
=FACT
7-ETHfETM'TI':!:E'
+ (FACT"'*114!1111
PEPH
(U IME= CFACT I*APUIH)
TM1II'E
TPET(t'TIUE)
CONT INUE
1300
I COUJNT = I COUNT + 1
CALL OUTPUT
GO TO 1000
END
1500
C 5113ROIITINE TO'. READ INPUT DATA
C FOR THE TEM HORN TRANSIENT RESPONSE PP.OGTRAM
C DATA R~EAD Ann- EXECUTION MODE DESIRED,

C

HORN DIM~EN1SIONS AND ANGLES.,

C
C
C
C
C
C

HALF-WIDTH OF THE EXCITIMNG VOLTAGE PULSE,
t
INTEGFIATION],
A 5'JIbDI\'ISIGN C:RITER.ION FOR TliHE: Nl:M*EPIcAL
NUMB3ER OF COM~PUTED POINTS .%T EACH C5SE'-7VAT;ON POINT.EFFECTIVE TE71MINATING IMPEDANCE OF THE 7n3N-T APERTtURE,
C1iAnACTERISTIG IMPEDANCE OF rTEE HIORN, ANID
LOCATION OF THE OUSEAIVATION POINT P(7Wh-TA,?)it).
ý-U.JROUTINZ INU1T
D i
Pt7 LM
NCH,lRI
CO':t: /L. CK'i /1I 1'I G11T, 7A 101
W,
NT S
C0- T/0M 5L C eig ,t:V
I~,C
I / I COUNT
COM'MoN
CGMMO!/E3LCI( I S/ZEFF,i :'TRO, REFL
C0INIWIO . / PL cK 1 6 / Mc)1)E
-330
IF ( ICO11 NT ) I G1,01501,

1501

PEA 1) ( 10 5, 15"15) 'M01)DE

1505
1510

F OTRAT '%I)
rEAt) (13T,l1 c 0)(IHICMP'JDT
F )!*A T (.4 . 1)

IS2

FhA

1525

FOý,RM AT

: ADL)

1I

13

t 1)IVF ,:~E

.1
F -I~

*-,+

C

S UEYMOU-l INV TO M.TAiLISH TWE TIl:
C L1
t0-"PUTE.'
THE TMHOrNU. XA-Lzs

"*:Zc

C10111
ONLC 4TP I?71ME , AT I ME, TA I', riA V P I
A,LP ItAZ , WETAZ
C MM i 0LCK 6 /TH E TA Z, a! i

"186

ALP){23 = SORT(1.0 + ALPIIZ2)
ALPHAZ =ACOS(ALPHiZI/ALPHZ3)
1.0 - (ALMI10*1~2.0)
13ETA71
UETAZ2
SQFJPT( I. * 0 (SETAZ I/ALi'7.2))
ACOjr(ALP1(7./t3LTAZ2)
I3ETAZ

TN1AX =30AI1~
TMIrl = ..C3.0*TAIJ)

+

(3.0*TA!J)

PET U flN

C
C

ZrND
SUBfROUTINE TO LSTABLISH1 SUBDDIVI SIONS
FOR THE. UUIIEICAL iINTEGRATIOtI ROUTINE
SU137O01TINE SUBDIV
COMW10N/DLCKý2/NJFiiONT, MFRON4T, -S I Dr,II SIDE
COMMON/13LCI(/4/TPRIH'E,-ATI ME, TAU, BA,'!, P1
COMiMON /i3LC(6 /TiETAZ, PHI Z, ALPHiAZ, I3ZTAZ'
CONMONl/!3LC(9 /ND IV, NTS
NSTART
NSTART

(ATINIE/TAU)*CPI

-(2.0*THETAZ))

NTART
+ I
111111 V*N STARTI

Z.F ROT
MSTAPT =(AT
IME/TAU)*PliI Z
MSTAPT = tIS7ART +,I
MFNONT = N'D I V rSTART
JSTAP.T =
AfI/A)(I-C.*LA?)
J:'ýTA *:NT =J.FTA"T
+ I
X(S7ART
I(STfOPT

CAT IU.t*7'A'!)

+~T2
I

C

P E:T t P!'
N
END
SU13ROUTI.-

C
C

OF G(X,Y) FROMh 'XIC)
TO X2CY) AtND -HEN WH1O.tISICG N EQU.AL. c!T7Dl'-'!'lrlOtS I!: X (Y) - XI Y)

C
C

TH
tTU.tE
FOR GPF-ATF-T ACit;Ac,

TO COMPUTE' THE. ITERATED) V.OtUILE INTEGRAL
YI TO Y2
I TFOA.7.
:
I

xI

Z XTRVA L G X.

Y: I Y.2i

X
F ~IE-APH
~
~ POT
~~"...

00 260 4
oNlt
L
J
I
AJ m J
AL =L
1
0
YL
YI * (ALOOFLTAY)
SYI + (AJ*VZLTAY)
XI YL)
X

TAPEJ710A. RULE.
"-u
tALP 'i::: EVE

16?

",ALPH1A3,ALN'HA4

X I(YJ)
V
DZLTXL =(X2(YL)

-

)Al

rDLLTXJ =()(2(YJ)

-

V1D

flO 130. 1

,1

12

Al =I
AK=K
XKl(, = 11 +(AI(*DE*:LTXL)
XIL = If (AIODELTXL)
(AiX*D*E:LTXJ)
XKj = V
V +(Al*DELTXJ)
XIJ
A =G(XKL.,YL)
D = G(XILPYL)
C = G (X;ýJYj)
D =G(X!JYJ)
IF (I - 1) 5.S.30
(A/2-0) +1B
RI.
(C/2.0) +D
nj
GO To !30
+~ 1)) 35,65,65
IF (I 3,RL
+
=A
P.L
= C~* D +RJ
GO T0 130
TIt
A + (?0)+
P.

5

30
35

65
130

CONTI11]Ui
qL07;.ýTYL
n-L
tRj

=ý"rL

~15~0
d-1
01L/2-0) * R
195
S260
Ir (d - ol + 1) 2P.5")5 5.,25 5
220
~~2I =L -~ + PJ. ri
OO260
fL + PJ/Z-.0) e
F
25
IF
nl

ttITy

C~

CAT

.CT!'01.

COT0

Fn0T(Al. t 1A:*Fl.7A)

ItLC1V,13 1 tia'

COS(ALPITA)
SITNC3E~TA)
COSC(.iETA)
C OEFIVE TbK ARGiUMENT OF' VG~ -- (5 * TVt!'i,
SAi'
SAPiO3T
AITGAF'

fD EXb
N

COAL~li
SM~ETA
Cr'!ZTA

FOR THlE FR'ONT
Ro
cP/!
C~.!77V))

18.8

IALPH*SIBETA*SITHET*SIPhlI

ARCI3F =
ARGCF

= COALP11*COTI{ET

AP.ODF = AP.GAF + AP.GI3 + AP.GCF
TPnIIE - ATIDIZ + (ATI4E*ARGD7)
AnGF
DEFINE V' FOR THlE FRONT APERTURE.
IJPRF = 2.0*(ARGF/(TAU**2.a) )*EYP(-( CARGF/TAU)**2.0))

C

DEFINE THE; AMGIULAn TAPEq OF THE EXCITATION
FOP, THE FPONT APERTURE, TA2EP.F =F (ALPHA.- BETA).
1.0
TAPERF
TAPERF*VPRF'
DEDTF

C
C

INDEXA

310

GO TO (310,320,330.,340,350),
FRONT =SI13ElTA*SIALPH.*DEDTF
R.ETUM1 .N

320

FR.ONT =CO13ETA*SIALPh{*DZDTF

330

RETURN
FflONT = COI3ETA*COALPH*SIALPii*DE0TF
RETURN

340
350

C
C

FRONT =SI13ETA*COALPH*SIALPiH*DEDTF
FRETURNI
F`:ONT = SIALPH*5lALPI6*DEDTF
R-ETURN
END
DEFINEE THlE INTEGRANID FOP. THlE t!lDGE-.SHAPE'D
SIDE APERTUtIRS, S1OE(AL?1iA,*RPP.I~liE;).
FtUt:C7 110: S IDE (ALPHA, rPq INTE)
7-PIX, 'ATINE, TAU, PAj, Pl~I
CoMMElO;/HL CK4 ,'*rf
CTHE
0HT T, S IPitII, C OP ItI
CO!O/L.C(5/C
C 0 vM,1C-!/

,L'LC!13 /I MID NA , ITN ýX h

COMMON/fit.C( 16 MOD7EE,'?UO.L

C VMM,0LNCK 17 / qh TACUETA4,
_lAAlPI-

SIN(ALPHA)

COALPHi

COS(ALPIIA)

C1;

Oý

T1,-1H
AZT~

h ARGA

i1Ai

Ar'1IA

C

-7

C A''GUiDS

512-

A7`4
CT'*

AR~tVA V CT*

-

Ar!CES t'(W21,31A
AFG!42A

Ri/')

-(i

11
AF-0*1**
lT1H;.
'

r0P1

0('/¶3)

-

(A`/%0)

lZ'!)

"'

+*

- ARr(7--

* TMIWXE

-

.l,

*

i-ir

',T;IME 4

"I

CrlG.!2/V))
C NG14211 = (T'* # 0'IV) - (21.A/Vt)
(2.O*ATllllK) *(iVTiiE*AqGES3)
*'TM
A:,GVi3= TPTRIME +
C
C

EFINE TH~E v'~A1ý0S VS Fr4PP
TME !iZD5L-SlW?)-D SIDZ AE'7

1b9

C = -2.0/(TAU**.2.0)
'JPRWIA = C*A'RGW1lA*EXP(-((ARGW1A/TAU)**2.0))
'JPR'JB =C*ARGW%113*EX'PC(c(ARGWI-13/TAU)**2.0))
VPR',.J2A = C*ARG,'.J2A*EXP(-((ARC.TJ2A/TAU)**2.0))
tJPRWJ2B = C*ARGW2E*EXPC(-C(ARGty23/TAU) **2. 0))
C DEFINE THE AINGULAR TAPER OF THE EXCITATION
C FOR THE WýEDGE-SHAPED SIDE APERTURES,
C TAPERS =F(ALPHA,D3ETAZ).
TAPERS =1.0
DEDTVI = TAPERS*(VPRWIA + (REFL*VPR.'jlP3))
DEDTW,2 = TAPEPS*(\IPRI2J2A + (REFL*VPPW2I3))
GO TO (500,600,600), M~ODE
GO TO (510,520), INDEXB3
500
510
SIDE = SIALPH*DEDTWI
RETURN
520
SIDE = SIALPH*DEDTW2
RETURNJ
GO TO (510,610,#520,620), INDEXB
600
SIDE =COALPH*DjEDTWl
610.
RETURN
620
SIDE = COALPH*DEDTIW.2
RET UR N
END
C DEFINE THE LOWER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION ON ALPHA
C FOR THE FRONJT APERTURE, ALPHAI(BETA).
FUNCT ION ALPH~AI (BETA)
COMMOrl/LLCK3/TTHETZ
ALPHAI =ATAN(TTHETZ/COS(BETA))
RETURN
END
C DEFINE THE UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION ON ALPHA
C FOR THE FRONT APE-RTUR'E, ALPHA2CDETA).
FUNCTION ALPHA2(BETA)
COM-MON/RLC;<4 /TP-RI M-E, AT IME, TAU.,PA, V, PI
EXTERNAL ALPHA I
ALPHA2 = PI - ALPHAI(i3ETA)
RETURN
END
C DEFINE THE LOVER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION ON! ALPHA
C FOR THE WEDGE-SHJAPED.SIDE APERTURES, ALPHA3(SETA).
FUNCTION ALPHA3(BETA)
COMI4ON/BLCI(6/THETAZ, PHI Z,ALPHAZo BETAZ
ALPIHA3 =ALPHAZ
cRETUIRN
END
C DEFINE THE UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION ON ALPHA
C FOR THE WEDGE-SHAPED SIDE APERTURES, ALPHA4(BETA).
FUNCTION ALPHA4(BETA)
COtMMON/L3LCK4/TPRIMIE, ATIME, TAU, RA, V, P
COrIMON/DLC(6 /THiETAZ PH I?, ALPHiAZ, IETAZ
PI!
ALPHAZ
ALPHA4
190
RETURN

C
C

END
SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE THE NUMERICAL OUTPUT
OF THE TEN HORN TRANSIENT RESPONSE PROGRAM
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
DIMENSION RETHET(200),
REPHI(200),
TRET(200)
COMNON'./iLCK2/NFFONT, M!FRONST. NS I DE., US IDE

COMMN01,.'/I3LCI}'(4/TPRI ME, ATI NE., TAU, RA, V., PI
COiM.ON/Y3LCK6/THETAZ, PHI Z., ALPHAZ, F3ETAZ
CONMON/N3LCK7/TMAX, TM I N
COMMON/OLCH8/HE I GHT, RA INCH, PH I ZD, WI DTH
COMMON/iJLCK9/NDIV., NPTS
COMMON/DLCK 10 /THETAD, PH I D
COMMON/DLCK I I/ICOUNT
COMMON/BLCK l2/PRETHETREPHI,TRET

COMMON/DLCKI 4/ANGLE, RADFAC

1501
1505

1510
1515
1520
1525

1530

COMMON/BLCK 15/ZEFF, ZZERO, REFL
COMMON/BLCK 16/MODE
IF
(ICOUNT - 1) 1501,1501,1900
'JRITE (108,1505)
FORMAT('CONSIDER A TEM HORN WITH')
WRITE (108,1510)
PIIIZD

FORMAT('A WEDGE ANGLE OF
WRITE (I108, 1515) HEIGHT

0FORMAT( 'THE

EFFECTIVE TERMINATING

1535 OFORHAT( 'THIEREFORE,

1545

1550
1555
1556
1560
1561
1565
1566

DECREES.,')

FORMAT( 'A HEIGGHT 1! = ',F6. 1,' ICHCES,')
WRITE (108, 1520) f.AINCH
FORMAT( 'AND A LENGTH L = ',F6. 1,
INCHES.')
',,!RITE (108, 1525) ZZERO
0FOPMAT(/'THlE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE OF THIS
I/'VAS FOUND TO BE ',F7.1,'
OHMS.')
WRITE (108,1530)
ZEFF
1/'WHICH 'WAS USED WAS ',F7.
:..RITE (108,1535)
REFL

1540

',F6.1,'

1, '

HORN'

IMPEDANCE'

OHMS.')

THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE REFLECTION'

1/'COEFFICIENT COMPUTED `"t.:: ',F6.3,'.')
WRITE (108, 1540 )
0FORMAT(/'TH[E CHERNOUSOV ANALYSIS OF THIS HORN'
1/'WAS PERFORMED USING GAUSSIAN EXCITATION')
PWIDTH = lJIDTH*( I .0E+12)
WRITE (108, 1545) P1.11IDTH
FORMAT('"..IT} A HALF-W.IDTH OF ',F7.1,'
PICOSECONDS.')
WP.ITE (108, 1550) MODE

FORMAT(/'THE PROGRAM WAS EXECUTED
GO TO (1555,1560,1565),
MODE
WRITE (108,1556)

IN MODE

'"I1,'.I

FORMAT('RXETHETA(R,T-R/V)
ONLY WAS COMPUTED')
GO TO 1570
WRITE (108,1561)
FORMAT('RXEPIII(RT-R/V)
ONLY WAS COMPUTED')
GO TO 1570
,dRITE (108,1566)
OFORMAT('BOT1T
RXETHETA(R,T-R/U)
AN'D'
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)

1570
1575

1580

1585
1590
1595

1600

1900
1905
1910

1915
1920

1/'RXEPHI(R,T-R/V) WERE COMPUTED')
W4RITE (108,1575) NPTS
EQUALLY SPACED VALUES OF'
OFORMAT('AT ',13,'
1/'RETARDED TIME T'" = T-R/V WHICH FELL WITHIN'
2/'THE NUMIERICALLY ESTABLISHED TIME W.%INDOW.')
TLOWER = THIN*(I.0E+09)
TUPPER = TIAX*(I.0E+09)
W.RITE (U08, 1580) TLOWER, TUPPER
NANOSECONDS'
OFORMAT,'TIME WINDOW STARTED AT ',F7.3,'
1/'AND ENDED AT ',F7.3, ' NANOSECONDS.')
VWIDTH = TUPPER - TLOWJER
WRITE (1 08, 1585) WWIDTH
NANOSECONDS.''
FORMAT('THE WINDOW WIDTH WAS ',F7.3,'
WRITE (108, 1590)
FORMAT(/'FOR THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION ROUTINE,')
WRITE (108,1595) NFRONT,MFRONT
0FORMAT('THE FRONT APERTURE WAS DIVIDED'
1/'INrO ',14, ' SUBDIVISIONS IN ALPHA,'
2/'AND ',14,' SUBDIVISIONS IN BETA.')
WRITE (108,1600)
NSIDE,MSIDE
OFORMAT('THE WEDGE-SHAPED SIDE APERTURES WERE DIVIDED'
1/'INTO ',14,' SUBDIVISIONS IN ALPHA,'
SUBDIVISIONS IN R'".')
2/'AND ',IL,
WRITE (108,1965)
ICOUNT
# ',13)
FORMAT(///'OBSERVATION POINT P(THETA, PHI)
WRITE (108,1910) THETAD,PHID
',
DEGREES,
0FORMAT('TllET:h = ',F6.1,'
I'PHI = ',F6.1,'" DEGREES')
MODE
GO TO (1915,19"15,1915),
WRITE (108,1920)
FOLLOWS.'
OFORMAT(/'A TABLE OF T-R/V,RXETHETA(RT-R/V)
1/'T-R/V IS IN NANOSECONDS AND RXETHETA IS IN VOLTS.')
JIVE =

19 25
1930
1935
1940
1945

0

DO 1930 JIVE = I,NPTS, I
TNANO = CTRET(JIVE))*(1.nE+09)
WRITE (1.06,1925) TNANOREi'HET(JIVE)
FORt*IAT(F7.3,',',IPZ!0.3)
CONTINUE
MODE
GO TO (1960,1940,1940),
WRITE (108,1945)
OFORMAT(/'A TABLE

1/'T-R/V

IS

OF

T-R/VRXEPHIC(R,T-R/V)

IN NANOSECONDS

AND ..XEPHI

JAZZ = 0
DO 1955 JAZZ = 1,NPTSi
TNJANO = (TRET(JAZZ))*(l.0E+09)

1950
1955
1960

WRITE (108,1950) TNANO,REPHI(JAZZ)
FOnMAT(F73,','., PEl0.3)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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IS

FOLLOWS.'

IN VOLTS.')

D.2

PROGRAM FOR ERROR FUNCrION EXCITATION
AT THE APEX

This section describes and lists the Fortran IV program which
computes the electric far fields of the TEM horn antenna from equations
(B-89) and (B-90) as given in Section B.5.

The geometry for the TEM

horn is shown in Figure B.1 on the second page of appendix B.

The

program was written for the Xerox XDS Sigma 6 digital computer (with
80k words of main memory) located at the Cook Physical Science Building
at the University of Vermont.
The program assumes unit error function excitation at the apex
of the TEM horn.

That is,

V(t) is given by

Vt -) t

D14

This program is the same as the program discussed in Section
D.I, except for four differences.
First, the quantity WIDTH read in the second line of data of
SUBROUJTINE INPUT is the 3-db width of the derivative of V(t) given by
(D-14).

That is,

WIDTH is determined from

I'-'

with

-W___
I

9T3H
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(D-15)

Secondly, since this program was used mainly to determine
r%(rit) in the azimuth plane of the TEM horns studied experimentally
by Susman and Lamensdorf (1970,1971), the discrete values of time
at which the fields were computed were adaptively spaced within the
rumerical time window.

This was accomplished as follows.

TSETUP establishes the values of TMIN and TMAX.

SUBROUTINE

In the mainline pro-

gram, another value of time, TMID, is established depending upon the
value of • at the desired observation point P(9,0) in the azimuth
plane (9

900).

Half of the discrete values of time are placed

between TMIN and TMID, and the other half are plpced between TMID and
TMAX.

If

'

If

$

is between 00 and 900, TMID is given by

is between 900 and 1800, TMID is given by

Tv

:rL

Cr

/

(D-16)

Finally, FUNCTION FRONT(ALPHA,BETA) and FUNCTION SIDE(ALPHA,
RPRIME) were modified to account for the unit error function excitatiun
of the apex as given by (D-14).
The execution time and. space requ.rement of this lpogram are
approximately the same as the program for gaussian excitation discussed
in Section D.I.

For the sake of completeness, a complete listing of

the Fortran IV program for unit error furiction exci tation at the apex
of the TEM horn follows on the next page.
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C

MAINLINE WCfl THE TEM XOPýN TR~ANSIENT PESPONSE CONSIDERING

C
C
C
C
C

BOTH THE FR.ONT AND W4EDGE-SHAPED SIDE APERTURFES
USING NUMERICAL INTEGFRATION OF
ERROR FUNCTION EXCITATION AT THE APEX
AND ADAPTIVYE TIME INCPEMENTS
WITHIN THE IiUMEPICAL TI1'.'E !VIMD1DO
DIMENSION RETHET(200), REPHI(200), TRTET (200)
COI*ION/BLCK(1/S INT
COMMDN/BLCK2/NFRONTAiFRON4TNSI DE~tlSIDE
COMMON/I3LCK3 /TTHETZ
COMMt'.O/DLCX4/TPP.IME,ATIME,TAURAV,PI
COM4MON/BLCX5/SITHET, oCOTmET, SIPHI ,CCOPII
COMMONJ/DLCH(6/THiETAZ, PHIZ..ALPHAZ, E3ETAZ
CO?41mON/I3LCK7/TMAX, TMIN
COMM4ON/BLCK8/HEIGHT,!RAINCHPHIZDWIDTH
COT,'M0N/3LCK9/ND IV, NPTS
COMMON'/SLC;( 10/TfHETADPHI D
COMMON/I3LCKI 1/ICOIINT
COMMON/I3LCK 12/P.ETHET, REPHI.-{,TYET
COMMON/BLCX1 3/1NF'1EXA, INDEXB
3OMMON/BLCK1I4/ANGLE, PADF'AC
CrOhMONl/fLCKil5/?EFF, ZZEPO,R~EFL
. MION/BLCK 16 /NMOD-(.0MMICN/13LCXI7/53ETA?, CBETA7-

1000
1005

EXTEP.NAL Fr!.O?:T, SI1BE,- ALPHIA! , ALPHA2.I ALPHA3, ALPHA4
ICOtUt!T = 0
CALL INPUT
IF (TI{ETAD) 1500, 1005, 1005
R~A = RAINCH/39.370L3
V = 2.99776E+08
P1 = 3-14~159
ANGLE =ASIN(HEIGHT/I.AINCH)
THETAZ
(?1/2.0) - ANGLE
PADFAC
P1/180.0
PHIL
RADFACOPHIZI)
THETA = '-ADFACOTHETAD
PHi = RADFACOPHID
ATIME =TAk
FaCT1
ATlMZ7/(4.0'*PI)
1FACT2 = (1.0/V)/(4.G*P1)
Cp1.1js = I - 0 * RFLI
CMINUS =1.0
TAUl -- J1DTI/(2.Ovrn(ALn7G(2.>))
TTHETZ
TAN(THETRZ)
SITHET
SINCTIIETA)
COTI4ET
COS(THETA)
SIPHiI
SIN(P11I)
COPHI
CQS(PHI)
CALL TS'ZT1!P
SI3ETPZ -S!IN(1ETAZ)
CBETAZ = COSCI3ETAiv.
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CALL SU~3-DIV
-RKFL

ROUTINE TO COMPUTE RXE'T1{ETA(RjT-P./V) AND/OR
RXEPHI.'R,-T-R/V> F~ROM THE CXERNOUSOV EXP!'.JSSION
NTIME =0
DO 1300 NTIME = lNPTSjl
IF (PIIID - 90.0) 1050#1050,P1060
1050
TtIID = (fATIME* 1.0 - COPIII)) + (3.0*TAU)
GOI TO 1070
1060
TMID =(ATII'E4 (I.0 - COPHI)) - (3.0*TAU)
1070
IF (NTIME - iNPTS/2)) 1080,1080,1090
1080
AMTIMTE
NTIME - I
ANS'TS = (14PTS/2) -I
TPRIME =TMIN + ((AMTIM~E/ANPlTS)*(TMID - TMIN))
CC TO 1095
1090 AM1'IME
NTIME - (NPTS/2)
rNPT/2
A-."PTS
TPRIIIE = TMID + C(AMTIME/ANPTS%)*(TMAX
1095 ATHETA =0.0

C
C

IAPHI
i100
1101'
I1102
1105

11160

1120

1t30

1140

'150
;175
)200

120i2

-TMID))

=0.0

L'TliWTA =0.0
npilU = 0 .0
INDEXA
0
1 r4,DE.-X
0
GO TC (1101 1 11O2,11~1ýlf
lOUI'TA =5

MODE

KQUI'TA =
DO 1175 INDTXf = 1,1•OUNTA,1I
OCALL DE-LIN4T(FROW1T.ALSHA1,ALPHA2*

+ AT1{ETA
ATHETA = (CPLUS*SlPHil*S~iIN)
APHI = CPLUS*COTHET*COPliI*SLNT). +APHI
GO TO 1175
ATHET$A = (CPLUSvCQP1{1*SlN'1) + ATliETA
iAPmil (GPLUSOCTHET*'nHlWSINT) +APXI
Go~ To 1175a
ATHIIEA
(N
iSOhTGP1S
T)
AT$1:TA
APHI =- (Cr'1WU-S*3IP~lilS1NT) +
*
GO TO 1175~
AT)(rTA~ # (CMINUS-COTHETOS1P111*c'41'T)
+ ATfi-14A
APH= Ct'jtlNIS*Cf.'1i1SlflT) + A-Phi
GO~ TOl 1175
ATYI-CTA =(C1MNU)S*5THESTSINT) *AT!HlTA
CfsNT"I kuy
GO TO (126),1202,1202~)o XODE
GO TO 12105
i~tN11
0D
ii
IPY
111re(E~r
't It"ANT!1, I
OCALL DoI N*'r( SlDZ.AL%)iA,ALPKA4,,
fi.t"~.'
I

IDE,

WIDE

0~6

1206 GO TO (1~210o1230), INLJEXB
1207
Go0 TO C1210,122G,.1230..12140), INDEXD3
= (SIPH.I*CL3ETAZ*SINT)
OBTHETA
1210
1-CCOHI*SE-3ETAZ*SINT) +P'THETA
(IDPHI =(COTIIET*COPHiI*CBETAZ*SINT)
1+(COTI[ET*SIPHil*SDETAZ*ScINT) + EJPHrI
GO TO 1275
1220 SPHI = (SITXET*SINT) + UPHI
GO TO 1275
1230 OBTHETA = (SIPHI*CI3ETAZ*SINT)
1-CCOPH~I*SI3ETAZ*SINT) + THETA
013PH-I = -(COTHET*COPH~I*C13ETAZ*SINT)
1+CCOT11ET*SIPHI*SBETAZ4SINT) + 5PHIl
GO TO 12715
BPHiI = (SITI{ET*SINT) + DPHI1240
1275 CONTINUE
RETHET(NTIME) = FACTl*ATH-ETA) +(FACTl,!*BTHETA)
REPHI{NTIM~E)
CFACTI*APHI) + (FACT2*5?Y.Iý
TP7TUr.Y1IME.)

130 [

=TPRIME

CONTINUE
ICOUNT = ICCUNT + I

CALL O'TTPIT
GO TO 1000
END
is00
C SUDROUTUt'E TO READ I.NPUT DATA

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

FOE~ THE TEM! HOPRN TRANSIENT RESPONSE PROGPAM
DATA READ AP~E EXECUT!ON. MODE DESIRED,
HORN DIME-NSIO'.S %ND ANGLES,
HALF-WIDTH OF THE EXCITING VOLTAGE PULSE,
A SUB3DIVISION CRITLRIONI FOR THE NUMER:CGAL INTEGRATION,
NUMBER OF CONPUTEE' POINTS AT EACH OBSERVATION POINT,
EFFECTIVE Th:RMINATINcG IMP~ET)ANCE OF THE FRONT APERTURE,
CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANC. OF THE HORN, AND
LOCATION OF rHE OP1SERkIATON POINT P(THETA,P}{I),
SU!3ROUTT NE INPU'T
-lOt1MLN/93LCl4/'H~lGHT, P.A INCH,PHI ZD W: iTH
C0MM CNlNiYL CiK9 'NtiI V, WO 7 S
COMMON/BLCKI 0/THEIAD, PHID
COMMON/131LCli I I / I CotUt...
COMM0N/11L-Cl'. 5,1EFFo ZZERO, RZFL
C0M'.-O0t/E3LCK 16 'MC'OE
IF (IC'nUN". 155ýIl501,1530
1501
READ c105415CS) MODE
1505 FOIRhAT(l)
READ) (105*1510) HEIGHTo $.A&NCH*PlltZD,2VlDT)(
1510 FOS'MATC4E.1)
READ (1054152U: rDIVANP75
1520 FORMAT(2fl
READ (105j1525) ZEF1~,ZZERO
5ZQ3 VORM*AT(2E.1)
REFL =(ZEFF - Z'ý'ERO)/(ZEIFF
?7ZERO)
1530 slLAD C135,15a0) THETAl),PHID
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FORMAT(2E.1)
RET URN
END
C SUBROUTINE TO r:STA13LISII THE TIME WINDOW
C AND COMPUTE THE TEM1 HORN ANGLES
SUBROUTINE TSETUP
COMIMON*/BLCI{4/TPRIME,PATI[4ETAU, RA,PV,PI
COMMO~,ý13/LCI(6/THiETAZoP~IIZ,#ALPHAZ.,DETAZ
COMMON/13LCK7/TMAX, TMIN
ALPHZI = COS(PHIZ/2.0)
ALPHZ2 = (TAN(THETAZ>)**2-0
ALPH73 = SORfTd1.0 +ALPHZ2)
ACOS(ALPHZI/ALPH-Z3)
ALPHA7
BETA7.1 = 1.0 - (ALPXiZl**290)
(E3ETA?.I/ALPHZ2))
BETAZ2 =SORT(1.O
ACOS(ALPHZI/BETAZ2)
BETAZ
TMAX = 42.0*ATIME) + (3.O*TAU)
TMIN = -(3*0*TAU)
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TO ESTABLISH SUBDIVISIONS
C FOR THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION ROUTINE
SUB3ROUTINE SUBDIV
COMMON/T3LCI(2/NFRONT,oMFRONT, NSIDE,MSIDE
COMM1ON/BLCIf4/TPP.IME,ATIME,TAUfo,RA,V,PI
CQMMON/I3LCH(6/TliETA?.,PHIZAALPI-AZ,BETAZ
COtIMON/I3LCi(9/NDIV, NPTS
(2.0*THETAZ))
NS-TAPT =(ATI,4E/TAU)'(PI
NSTART =NSTAPT + I
NFRr)NT =NDII J*NSTAFRT
MSTART ta (TIME/TAU)*PHIZ
MSTART+I
MSTART
MFRONT =NDIV'MSTAFT
(ATITIE/TAU)*(PI
~JSTART
LUTART + I
JSTART
NDIVO4START
NSIDE
1($TAPT= (AT IME/TAUI)
I(START +I
XS-TAP.T
NDIV*KSTART
MSIDE
'.ET UR N
END
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE THlE ITERATED DOUBLE INTEGRAL
Cr
F GCXY) FflON~ XI(Y) TO X2cY) AND THLN FROM YI TO Y2
C USING N EQUALý SUBDIVISIONS IN X2(Y) - XICY)
C tkND M EOUAL SUBDIVISIONS IN Y.
C THE SUBtfOUTINE USES THlE ITERATED TRAPEZOIDAL SWULE.
CFOR. GRE.ATE-ST ACCURACY, N AND M SHOULD HE EVEN.
SUOROUTiNE. DBLINT(GX1,X2,YI,Y2,tNa4)
CO.MMON'IBLCKI/SISNIT
EXTERNAL GoXi X2
'E>TEnflAL FRONT, SI DE, ALPHA I, ALPHA2, ALPIIA3, ALPI{A4
tN
198
AiN
15'40

-(2.0*ALPHAZ))

M
AM
DELTAY =(Y2
d=0
DO 260 J = IM+lo2
-Y1)/AM

Ad = J
AL =L
YL = YI + (AL*DELTAY)
Yd = YI + (AJ*DELTAY)
11 =l XYL)
V =XJ(YJ)
DELTXL = (X2(YL) - U)/AW
DELTXJ = CX2(Y.J) - V)/AN
DO 130 1 = 1N+1,2

5

30
35

65
130

195
220
2 25
255
260

C
C

Al = I
AK = K
XKL = 11 + (Al(*DELTXL)
XIL = U + (AI*DELTXL)
XXJ = V +(Al(*DELTXJ)
V + (AI*DELTXJ)
XId
A = G(XKL.,YL)
B = G(XIL,YL)
C = G(XK(J,YJ)
D =G(Xld..YJ)
IF (I - 1) 5,5,')30
RL = (A/2-0) +1S
(C/2.0) + D,
Rd
GO TO 130
IF (I - (N + 1)) 35j6S,65
flL=A +B +RL
Rd = C + D +*R
GO TO 130
+ RI.
RL =A +(23/2.0)
C + (D/2.0) + Rd
Rd
CONTINUZ
nL L*DELTXL
RJODELTXkl
Rd
I~FW - 1) 195,195#220
(RL/2.0) +' RJ
R3
GO TO 26U
1)) 22Sa5,tS#255
IF Ud - CMe
nL +HJ +R
!)
GO TO 260
rl RI. + (RJ/2.0) + R
CONT INtJK
SINIT = 1,.DiLLTAY
RET URNI
DEFINE. THE alt-1TEGRAINm FOP, THE FAONT
APERTURE4 FP1ONT(ALPHA*B1ETA).
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FUNCTION FRONT(ALPHAoBETA)

COMMON/D3LCI(4/TPPIIE, AT IME, TAU,# RA,~ P, I
CONMtON/I3LCIK5/SITHETACOTHET, SIPHI.,COPHI
COMMCN/BLCKI 3/INDEXA, INDEXI3
"SIALPH =SIN(ALPHA)
COALPH = COSCALPHA)
SIBETA = SINIU3ETA)
COBETA =COS(I3ETA)
C
DEFINE THE ARGUMENT OF V' FOP. THE FRONT
C APERTURE, ARGF = (TI - (RA/V) + (RO.RS/V)).
ARGAF =SIALPH*COBETA*SITHET*COPHI
ARGI3F = SIALPlH*SIBETA*SqITHET*SIPHI
ARGCF =COALPH*COTEET
ARGDF = ARGAF +AP.GBF
+ ARGCF
ARGF = TPRIME - ATIME +(ATIME*AP.GDF)
C DEFINE V' FOR THE FRONT APERTURE.
VJPRF = (EXP(-((ARGF/TAU)**2.0)))/(1.77245*TAU)
C
DEFINE THE ANGULAR TAPER OF THE EXCITATION
C FOR THE FRONT APERTURE, TAPERF = F(ALPHAHETA).
TAPEP.F =1.0
DEDTF =TAPERF*VPRF
GO TO (310,320,330,340,350), INDEXA
FRONT = SI13ETA*SIALPH*DEDTF
310
R.ET URN'

320

FRONT =COBETA*S'IALPH*DEDTF

330

FR.ONT = COBETA*COALPHi*SIALPH*DEDTF
RETURP.N
FRONT = SIBETA*CQALPH*SIALPH*DEDTF

RETURN

340
350

RETURN
FRONT = SIALPH*SIALPHODEDTF
RE TUA~N
END

C

DEFINE THE INTEGPAND FOP TWE WEDGE-SHAPED

C

SIDE APERTURES, SIDECALPHA4RRINE,!).
FUNCTIION 5IOE(ALPHA,ZP.?>.:E)
COltOt./iLCý5/S ITHEi7T, COTHiETSI PliU,COPH I

C
C
C

COMi~i1ON./BLC(6 /ThE7TAZ, PHIlj, ALPHiA7., 1ETA.Z
COM'MON/I3LCKI 3/INDEXA, 1NDEXB
COMMQON/I3LCI(1 5/ZEFF, U.EROA.EFL
CON1ON./F3LCI< I6/MlODE
COlMMON/I3LCK 17 /SiETAZ, C0ETAZ
SiALPH = SIN(ALPHA)
COALPH =CGS(ALPIIA)
JTIME
iPRIME/V
ARGAS =SIALP1I*C9ETAZ*SITllET*COPHI
AR~GI3S = 5IALPH*SDEFTA?.'SITIiET*SIPHiI
ARGCS =COALPHOCOTI{ET
DEFINE THE ARGUMENTS OF V' FOR
THE '-fEDGE-SHAPED SIDE APERTUVIES.
ARSV'IA
(T*
RI/VP) + RPO.PSI/V))
-
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ARODS
APGAS + ARGSS + At{GCS
ARG'qIA
TPRIME - WTIME +(WTIME*ARGODS)
C ARGV'IB =CT' + (P'/V) - C(2RA/VJ) + CR0. RSI/V))
ARG'41!3 = TPP.IM~E + '.,TI!ME - (2O 0*ATIME) + (WTIME*ARGDS)
C ARGW2A =CT' - (P'/IJ) +CR.S/)
ARGES
ARGAS - ARG3S + ARuGCS
ARGWt,2A
TPP.IME - 'WTIME +CUTIM4E*APGES)
C AP.GW2B =CT' + (R.'/V) - C23A/V) + CRO.RS2/V))
ARGWI2B =TPRIME + WTINE -(2.0*ATI.I4E)
+ (IWTIME*ARGES)
C DEFINE THE VARIOUS V'S FOR
C THE WEDGE-SHAPED SIDE APERTURES.
DENOM = J.772145*TAU
VPP!J1A
(EXPC-((AP.GW1IA/TAU)'**2.0)))/DEN0N
VPRW1I = (EXP(-((APýGW1DI/TAU)**2.0)))/DENOM
VPRW2A =(EXP(-((AP.GW2A/TAU)**2.0)))/DENOM
VPP¶42B
( EXP(-((AP.GW2B/TAU)**2.0)))/DENOMN
C DEFINE THE ANGULAR TAPER OF THE EXCITATION
C FOR THlE 14EDGE-SHAPED SIDE APERTURES,
C TAPERS =F(ALPHAASETAZ).
TAPERS =1.0
DEDTW*1 = TAPERS*(VPRW1IA +CREFI.*VPRiWIB))
DEDT'J12 =TAPE-RS*(VPRW2A + REFL~lJPRV25*#)
GO TO (500A600i600).o MODE
500
GO TO (510,520)o INDEXB
510
SIDE =SIALPHi*DEDT.l1
RETURN
520
SIDE = SIALPli*DEDTU12
RE TURN
600
GO TO (510.610.#520.#620). INDEXD3
610
SIDE
COALPiI'DEDTWl
R ETUIRN
620
SIDE = COALPH*DEDTW42
RET URN
END
C DEFINE THE LO4E.R LIM1IT OF INTZGRATIOIN ON1 ALP114A
C FOR THE Fr.ONT 1PERTURF,. AIYI1MuE.3TA)FUNCTION AlPHM Cll(BTA)
C0MM0N/8LC1(3/TTHETZ
ALPHAI =ATANCTTHET?./COSCI3ETA))
PET URN
END
C DEFINE THE UPPER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION ON ALPHA
C FOP THlE FRONT APERTUP.Es ALPl(A2CDE-TA).
FUNCTION ALTPHA2Q3ETA)
COM!MON/I3LCK(4/TPR IME, AT IME, TAU.,RA tk, P I
EX~TERNAL ALPHA I
ALPIHA2 = PI - ALPRAI(I3ETA)
RETU'RN
ENID
C DEFINE THlE LOUER LIMIT OF INTEGRATION ON ALP)-'A
C FOR THE WEDGE.-SHAPED SIDE APERTUPES. ALPHiA3(BETA).
FUNCTION~ ALPHA3(IETA)
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COM4MON/BLCK6 /TtiETAZ, PHI Z,ALP HAZ, BETAZ
ALPHA3 =ALPHAZ
R ETURN
END
C DEFINE THE UPPER LIMIT OF' INTEGRATION ON ALPHA
C FOR THE WEDGE-SHAPED SIDE APERTURESP ALPHA4CBETA)*
FUnCTION ALPHA4(BETA)
COMMONJ/RLCK'4/TPR IM-E, AT IME, TAU, RA, ',P I
COMMON /BLCK6/THETAZPXHIZALPHAZ, BETAZ
ALPHA4 = PI - ALPHAZ
flETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE THE NUMERICAL OUTPUT
C OF THE TEN HORN TRANSIENT RESPONSE PROGRAM
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
DIMENSION RETHET(200)o REPHI(200), TRET(200)
COMMON/BLCK2/NFRQNT, MFRONT, NS IDEi,MS IDE
COt*ION/I3LCK4/TPRIME, AT IME, TAU, RA,VJIP
COMMON/BLCK6/THETAZ, PHI Z,ALPHAZ, BETAZ
COMMON/BLCK7 /TNAX, TNIN
COMIMON/BLCK8/HEZIGHT. RAINCH,.PIiIZD,WIDTHi
COMMON/BLCK9/ND IV, NPTS
COt*ION/DLCl( I /TiHETADoPHID
COMMQN/3LCKICI /ICOUNT
COMMONJ/BLCIf I2/RETHET,RFPHI,TRiET
CONMON/DBLCK1I4/ANGLE,vRADFAC
COMMON/BLCKI 5/ZEFF4ZZERO,REFL
CO!IMON/BLCK1I6/MODE
IF (ICOJUNT - 1) 1501o1501,1900
1501 WRITE (108,1505)
1505 FOPMAT('CONSIDER A TEM HORN WITH*)
14RITE (108,1510) PHIZO
1510 FORMAT(*A WEDGE ANGLE OF *,F6.1,* DEGREE-54.')
I&P.ITE, (108,1515) HEIGHT
1515 FORMATC'A HEIGHT it = *,F6.1o, INCHESi')
VRITZ (108h1520) RAINCH
1520 FORM1ATU'AND A LEENGTH L ý- *,F6.1,- iNCHES.#)
WRITE (10841525) ZZERO
1525 0FOrMAT(/'Tli.- CHjARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE OF. THIS .40R.N'
/WVAS FOUND TO BE *,F?.Io* OHMS.')
!-RITE (108,1530) ZEFF
1530 OF0ORM4T(*THL EFFECTIVE TERMINATING IMPEDANCE,
1/*WIIllICH t-AS USLD !,AS ',F7.ii,
OHMS.')
WRITE (100*1535) REFL
1 535 OPORMAT (*THF.REFORE. TllE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE REFLECTI ON*
1/*CQEFFICIENT COMPUTED WAS *oF6.3.'.*)
N'RITE (108,1540)
1540 OFOPrIIAT(/*Tl(E CHERNIOUSOV ANALYSIS OF THIS HOP.N'
I/'YAS PEP.FOMED USING A GAUSSIAN VOLTAGE DERIVATIVEP)
PtWIDTH = b410T40Cl.0EI2)
WRITE (108.I1545) PWIDTHi
1 l A IiALF-WIJ!TII OF *,F7.1.o'
1545 FOR11ATC'ITI
PICOSECONDS-*)
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1550

MODE
.RITE (108,1550)
FOPMAT(/ 'THE PROGRAM WAS EXECUTED

1555
1556

GO TO (1555,1560,1565), MODE
WRITE (108,1556)
ONLY WAS COMPUTEDO)
FORMAT(URXETHETA(RT-R/V)

1560

GO TO 1570
UPITE (108,1561)

1561

FORMAT('RXEP}II(RT-R/V)

1565

GO TO 1570
WRITE ( 1081566)

IN MODE

",Il.')

ONLY WAS COM'UTED')

1566 OFORMAT(CBOTH RXETHETA(RT-R/V) AND'
I/'RXEPHI(RiT-R/V) WEIRE COMPUTED')
WRITE (108,1575) NPTS
1570
1575 0FOPMAT('AT ',13.,' DIFFERENT VALUES OF'
1/'RETARDED TIME T"

= T-R/V WHICH FELL WITHIN'

2/°THE NUMERICALLY ESTABLISIiED TIME WINDOW.')
TLO0ER = TMIN*(!*OE+09)
TUPPER = TMAX*(I.OE+09)
WRITE

(108,

1580)

TLOV'ERTUPPER

1580 OFORMAT('TIME WINDOW STARTED AT ",F7.3,* NANOSECONDS'
1/'AND ENDED AT ",F7.3, ' NANOSECONDS.')
WWIDTi = TUPPER - TLOWER
WRITE (108,1585)

WWIDTH

INDO.4 WIDTH WAS '4F7.3,'

NANOSECONDS.')

1585

FORMAT('THE

1590

'RITE (108, 1590)
FORMATC/'FOR THE NUMEI CAL I NTEG RATION ROUTINE,')
WRITE (108,1595) NFP.0NT,MFRONT

1595 0FOPI.IAT('TIIE FRONT APERTURE 'W4AS DIVIDED'
SUBDIVISIONS IN ALP",iA,*
1/'INTO ',14,
2/'ARID *,14,' SUBDIVISIONS IN BETA.')
'..YRITE (108, 1600) NSIDEMSIDE
.1600 0FORMAT('THE WEDGE-SHAPED SIDE APERTURES WERE DIVIDED'

1/'INTO ",Io," SUBDIVISIONS IN ALPHA,'
2/'AND ",PI,' SUBDIVISIONS IN R'.*)
1900
14RITE (108,1905)
ICOUNT
1905 FORMAT(///*'O1SERUJATION :.`INT P(THETA#PHI)
THETADPPHID
t7RITE (lO8M1910)

1910 0FORM1AT(*THETA

,F6 .1,"

DEGREES,

0

°o13)

",

,I DEGREESV)
I "PHI =,F6.
MODE
GO TO (1915,1935,p1915).
"RITIET
(108,1920)
1915

192D OFORMAT(/'A TABLE OF T-R/VvR.ETHETA(!R,T-R/V)
1/'T-R/V IS It NANOSECONDS AND R!IXTIETA
JIVE = a
l,N'PTSl
"DO. 1930 JIVE
'~TNANO =(TRET(JIVE))C1|.OE.09)
•t~RITE (100,p1925)
TN•ANO,REThiETCJIVE)

"
•

"

-

,
1930
19i5
940
...

IS

FOLLO'W'S.'
IN VOLTS.')

CUNTTNUE

G' TLu (1960,1940,1940),

MODE

!'WRITE (!0,
1945)
'5QFORMAT(/'A TAULE OF T-R/V,RXEPHi(RT-P./V)
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FOLLOWS.'

1/'T-R/V IS IN NANOSECONDS AND PXEPHI IS IN 'JOLTS.')
JAZZ =0
DO 1955 JAZZ
1,NPTSAI
TWANO =(TRETCJAZZ),*(1.OE+09)
WRITE (1GS,1950) TNANO,!REPHiI(JAZZ)
1950 FOPR*IATcr7.3'.*',1PEl0.3)
1955 CONTINUE
1960
RETUPM
END
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Appendix E

DESCRIFrION AND LISTING OF THE FORTRA.rl PROGRAMS
TO COMPUTE THE ELECTRIC FAR FIELDS OF A

PARABOLOID REFLECTOR/POINT SOURCE FEED
iJMENNA SYSTEM
E.1

PROGRAM FOR AN iSOrROPIC FEED

This section describes and lists the Fortran IV program which
computes the electric far fields of a paraboloid reflector fed by an
isotropic point source feed located at the focus of the paraboloid.

The yrv ram utilizes equations (C-92) and (C-93) along with equations
The normalized electric far ftuid components of

(4-28) anir ((-29).
the feed, rHEH

d rHEOH reapectively, are discussed in Section 4.3.

The progam was written ior the Xerox XDS Sigma 6 digital computer
(with 80k words of main memory) located .t

tne Cook Phyz'ical Science

Building at the University of Vermont.
The Isotropic feed considered in this section had an rlhti
field component given by equation (5-2).

The rHEOH component was

neolocted with respect to the r 'f"H component.
iThe rainlin•

pro&=

establishes vWkrious constants and qion-

titles which are used throughout the aaaIy-sio, Increments the discrete
values of time at which the electric far fleld3 are coaputed, and
co-putes the numerical veaue of (C-92) and (--93)
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at the vSa-loU.

discrete times.

The mainline also calls several subroutines which

perform other functions.

SUBROUTINE INPL1 reads the input data for the program.

The

FINCH is the focal length

first line of data read is FINCH and DINCH.

of the paraboloid in inches, and DINCH is the diameter of the exit aperThe second line of data read is

ture of the paraboloid in inches.

FEED, which is an alphanumeric string of characters to describe the
point source feed which is

exciting the paraboloid.

FEED may be any

string of alphanumeric characters up to ?2 spaces in length.

The

third line of data read is WIDTH, which is the 3-db width of the
gaussian pulse exciting the feed in seconds.
read Is two integers, NDIV and NKTS.

The fourth line of data

NDIV establishes a subdivision

criterion for the numerical Integration routine.

For best accuracy

in the numerical integration routine, NDIV should be an integer at
least as large as 2.
for execution time.

Larger values may be used, depending upon limits
NFrS is

an integer datermining the number of

discrete values of time at which the field components will be computed
at each observation point P(0,0) in the far field of the paraboloid.
The maximum value of N1fS allowed 1z; 'M00

Ani apixoximate :Inl-.mu

value for NP.S to properly ck=&cteri-e the electric far fields may

be found ftom

NPTS -

(E-i)
"c'v

where D Is the exit aperttie diameter, Tis

Lhe eharacteriatic Pa=-

eter of tho gawieian p•Ide oxciting the fecd a3 given by ejuvation
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(5-3),

and v is the velocity of propagation in the medium.

VIs related to

WIDTH by the relationship

(-)

WIDTH

=

The fifth and following lines of data read are the locations of the
observation points at which the electric far fields are to be computed.

S

in degrees.

PHID is

THEMAD is

the parameter

degrees.

One observation point THWAD, PHID is

$

the parameter
read per line.

in

As

many observation points as desired may be listed, depending upon the
time limits for execution.
The following is an example input file used to execute the

program.
20.2,4*3.0

AN isomroPic GAuss!AN-DmIVATIVE PULSE.
340.0E-12

2,50
30.0,0.0
20.0,0.0
10.0,0.0

5.0.0.0
0.0,0.0
For the example shown, the focal length of the paxabolold was
20.2", and the exit aperture diaota,ý was 4.0".
20,2 and DINCH - 4M.0.
GAUMSIAN-tWM"IVATIVS, FUE%."

Therefore, .r

ws the alpanum-eric string "Al
wa
WIR-t Uas 340.0 ptcoseconds.

set equal to 2, and NlI!rS was act equal to 50.

).

ISoTaoPIC
uDIv was

The electrlc far fleld3

were computed at five different observation ;onts,i

0.00). (2o0.000.opo

-

®.0)

-

(30.00.

(5.00,0.00), And (0.0.00).

The progaz for an isotropic feed v5th the amsocated Fortran
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library routines -e-etired approximately 9.5k words of memory"

The

execution for the example input file required 173.1 minutes ',.f central
processing unit time.

The execution time for the program varies

directly as NETS and directly as the number of observatiun points
P(X,•).

Also, the execution time varies approximately as NDIV 2 .
SUBROUTINE TSETUP establishes the numerical time windi for

the field computations.

The low end of the time window, TMIN, is

determined from

Q) D)

+

3 Z2:

(E-3)

The high end of the time window, TMAX, is determined from

+T

+~

(E-4)

The numerical time window TMAX

-

TMIN was established so that execution

tire would not be wasted computing many double integrals at times for
which the physical fields would be u,.,ligible with respect to their
maximum value,
SUBROUTINE SUBDIV establishes the subdivisions for the numerical
integration routine.

NR is the number of subdivisions used to divide

the integration in r at the exit aperture.

NR=

NDN
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() +

NR is determined from

]

(E-5)

MXI is the number of subdivisions used to divide the integration in
at the exit aperture.

MXI is determined from

SUBROUTINE DBLINT(G,XI,X2,YI,Y2,N,M)

computes the double inte-

gral. of G(X,Y) from X1 to X2 and then from Yi to Y2 using N equal
subdivisions in X and M equal subdivisions in Y.
the trapezoidal rule.

The subroutine uses

The trapezoidal rule integration was chosen as

a cor~promise between precision of integration and execution time
required.
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT generates the numerical output of the pro-

gram.

This subroutine contains sufficient Hollerith statements to

be self-explanatory.

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT was programmed to be able to

handle a wide range of focal length and exit aperture diameter, pulse
widths, and alphanumeric strings describing the feed exciting the
Waal.oloid.
FUNCTION VTIETA(R,XI) describes the partial time derivative
of equation (.5-2)

evaluated at the exit aperture of the paraboloid.

Since the rHE H component of the nornalized electric far field of the
isotropic feed was neglected with rx.

'ect to the rHE9H component, no

corresponding FUNCrION VPHiI(RXI) was included in the program.
A listing of the Fortran IV program for the isotropic feed
described by equation (5-2) exciting
on the next page.
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a

paraboloid reflector follows

C
C
C
C
C
C

C

M1AINLINE FOP THE TR.ANSIENT P~ESPONSE 0OF
A PAPA1DOLOID 1PEFLECTOP./FEED At.TWt!A SYSTEill
IN ¶ZP.MIS OF THE FIELDS EXCITING T~llE, E.-:IT.APE!-:TUP.E.
THE FEED IS CONSIDEPE) -TO BE A POINiT-SCY.TPCE RADIATOP
LOCATEfl AT THE FOCUS OF THE PAPADOLOID.
THE FIELDS CF THE FEED EXCITING THE Z'E7,'T APEnTtPE
? ]--,I.:D
APZ DESCPIOUED It' THlE F,,.thC-7I nflW'
DI~EIl~f-:lrt* rTHET(200), PERJI(200), l¶PET(200)
CO*'rin::/13Lr:%2/tFr, iix z
C0!MON/l3LC)(3/F.- D.- F I DlCliI DINCH
COt*I1Cr/51-C:15/5 ITIIET, COTHET.,SIPIjI, CCPLI.
CO:ý!IOW1PLC:6/FEED( 18)
C04lMCM/ULCl<7 /TIAX, TI'iI N
CO~MC V/P LC K8/"'ID'71
CO!*!0tj/P.LCl(9/NlD1\', NPTS
rG0M!10fl/1LCV 1 0 /Ti-ETAD., PH I D
CC"'IM~fl?/!LCX( 1 / ICOUNT, I NDEX
CO.M1!ON/17iLCH 1 2/!lETHET, P.RFPHI i TRET

1000
I1G005

CALL ItrIPT!T
IF7 (T:ITAD) 1500,1005ý,1005
FI!!C1:/39.3700
F
D
DINJC!/317 3730
2.9~9776E+38
V
3'.14159
PI
PI/180.0
!!ADrPAC
r
ADFAC*TllETAD
THETA
nAliFACP0iIID
P-11
1-0/(4.4*1'I~tl)
FACT
'Ti(,*QPCLG?0)
TAU!

COTHET

C

C05(MU.TA)

CALL TSKT!!n
CAlL vt~t r: I '
RClUTIMIL TO COMPUTE PXETHiETA(rt,T-P/'V) W10D
NTMfE m0
'DO 1300 tiTIM
WTPIVE:
AP1I1

r:
0.0
0.0

,rTS
CCl.*
AtIT:EAP
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t

S

1,Y-U1

I NDEX

=0

1.4,1l
1DC 1175 INDEX
OCALL DELtN~,ýT(VJT1{ETAO.0, (D/2.0),*
10
11 10

112')0

1130

1175
C

TO0(2.10*P ,0112,11Xill

' INE

AT1HETA = -(SIPf'lI*SIt)T) + ATHETA
APHI = (COPHI*SItUT) + APIU
GO TO 1175
+ AT~iljTA
ATHETA = -COP)1I*SlXNT)
APH I = (SIP)4I*SINT) + APHI
GO TO 1175
ATHETA = (SIPHI*SINT) + ,\THETA
APHI = .CCOPH-I*SINT) + APHI-

GO NT IUUEtT

INCLUDE NEXT STATE1IENT IF 'JPHI = 0
GO TO 1280
DO 1275 INDEX =1,4.,1
OCALL DPLlHT(t7PH1O0.0,(D/2.0),

1210

1220

1240
1275
1280

GO TO (1210,,1220.,1210,12110)j INDEX
ATHETA =*.(SIPHI*SIMT) + AT}1ETA
(COPiI*SIf:T) + APHI
AP11I
GO TO 1275
ATliETA = (COrýiI*SýIVT) + PiThETA
APIKI = -(5ýIP1I*SIMT) +APHII
GO 7C 1275
ATHETA = (C0PHiI*.qIMT) + ATHETA
APIII = (SIPIiI*SINT) + APYX
CONT I EU1
CA7nD*ATtiETA
nTHET(,'lTUIE) =FACT*
FACT*CA7D*AP}{I
RT'7MlIIITI!VE')

CONrI TINjE
I CQTUlT =I COIUT +I
CALL OUTPUtT
GO TO 1000
EID
1500
CSUMICTITIVE,
.4 .. TO R!ýAD
"JT DATA
C FOR THE-E P~ARAS0L0I0/FSTD Tn.ANSIZNT PE75POtJSE PnOGRAt4.
C DATA R7A Arkl TIM FOCAL LEMHAN3D1~.~
c TE~:1*1E o Tu FED EXCITIUM; THE nA!(APOLUID.,
t,
.
CTHE uIALF-A."PLIT'JDE !-,IDThi Or TIHZ EC IT
C p. S11DIV1ISIN C4,IT-EFION FCY! THZE tt.'MiErIACL INTtloATtOMP
MC
W13
e E, rF cCIM!'!TEP ')OUN1S A' EACH 0VfIYWATIONl 710tNT,
PRI
t01
?THiiTAo
CAND LOCATION OF TY~O3I'TO
*SU1~loU~tI!1E INPUT
1300

COMIM0i2CIC6/F EEDC 18)
C0kOT1ON/E2LC1( P4 1 DT*H
COPIMOr./Lt'IC10 /N01)1 l NPTS
cW11:101 VI/Pu1.C 10 /T1iZTAb, P11 I D
MUMO/:iLCV I 1/1 COUIIT, PMJfEX

IF (ICOTMVT)
1501
1510

150 1 150 1 At550

PlEAD ( 10 5j1510 ) F INCHAD INCI 1
FOP?'IAT ( 2E 1I)

READ (105,1520) FEED
1520

FOPý11ATC( FlAll)

1530

P.EAD (105, 1530) UIDTI
FOP.MIA7 (7.1)
!r.zhi
10 5, 15140 Nt IV, trPTS

1540

F

1550

7 EAD (10 5.,1 510) THETA DoPI IID

C

I(

'I )

SUBR.OUTINE TO EST ABL I SHI
SU37CUTINE TSETUP

THIIE

COMMION /iLCX4 /T?TlIlIE, DT IEM,

'2IN
lE P.C AL

71 1E, '.I r D 0t

FT IME, PATIO0, TAUP AP I

CO0?M110tIOUB L C11,7/T IAX ATMI N
TI = FTIIIE*(1.0 + COTHET)
T2 = FTI1.!E*C 1.0 - COT1{ET)*7RATIO

T3 = (DTIME*SI'AH7ET)/2.Q

C
C

TMIN =Ti + T2 - T3 - (3.0*1"ATI)
THAX =TI + T2 + T3 +(5.0*TAIr)
P ETUTUI
EV!D
S1JD7O11TIN'E TO ESTA73L151[ SýB!DIVISIONS
FOR THE N1rl'r*IEPCfL N=T317ATIOl. WUtTIr!E
SUBRPOUTIN1E~ SUBTDIV
CON'liCt;/PLuC4/TP IME, DT ItE, FT I MZ, PATIO1,
COUliCt1/13LC(9 /ND IV, 2T S
iNSTAnT = PTI!.IE/(2.0*TAU)
NSTAP.T =
START + I
NR = 11UIVVS)TART

!41START =(1.110TIME)/TAll
IiISTAPIT = HSTA!T +
.I= r'DIV*JMSTART

I

C

SU~V"O1JTINZ TO COtr:?t!TE THlE DOUB3LE

C
C

OF G(XA') F!7011 XI TO X2 AND YI TO Y2
U1SING U1 EQUAL SUBDIVISI1ONS It!Y

C

Tli-- SUIflOUIJTNE UýEE THE~ 77APE7OIDAL
COMMiON/iltCK(I /SINT

EXTEPrIAL G
EXTEfliAL tTETA*VFHI

DLLTAN=

J

'

~

."-X

) /A1

212

INTEGPAL

L.

TAU, VA P I

5
30
35

DO 260 J3
1,.M+1,1
AJ
JY
Yl + CAJ*DELTAY)
1=0
DO 130 1 = 1,N+1,1
AI
I - I
X1 X
:I+
(AI*MELTAX)
A
G , IF (I - 1) 5,.5,30
RX =A/2.0
GO TO 130
IF UI - (N+1)) 335.65,.654
RX= A +

RX

GO TO 130
(A/2.0) + X
CONT I MUE
RX = P.X*DELTAX
IF (J - 1) 195,*195.#220
195
11 = pX/2.0
GO TO 260
220
IF (J3- 01I+1)) 225,255,255
225
R = ?X + P.
GO TO 260
255
p. = (PX</2.0) + 11
CONT IUUZ
260
SIN~T = 2*OELTAY
P ETTJP.t
EUD
C SUU.OUTITME TO GEW-7DATE THE~ NUtiEP.ICAL OUTPUT
C CF THE PArAU03LO1D/FZZD TR.ANSIEN~T PEP~EPROGRAM
$IJDPO11TVNE OUTPUT
riI!IEISIorI PEZT1ET(200), REPlt1(200), TYIET(200)
COMX'OM/BLCl(2/V?,l-1X I

65
130

RX=

COMMI.17BL.CI(/TPRIME, DT I ýIE, FT IME, PATIO,1 TA'Jt V, P1I
CO~tIO?:,PLC!",6FrEU:D I $

COtl!OI0/l!LCif9/MD IV, NPT5S

1501
1505
1510
1515
1520

COMMOV/13LCK I I/ICO1J'T.. II:D[EX
CO0.O1
M0 /K4L C K 12/PV IiZ T , "E-)iiI i,
IF CICOUN~T - I ) 1501,o 1501.,19 00
'TITE (108,1505)
rORMATC*CONSIDER A PARAB3OLOID flCFL7:CTOR')
t-YR ITE ( 10O8, 1510 ) F I MCH
FOIMATC"ý(ITI A FOCAL LENGTH OF ',F7.I,' INCHES*)
'MITE (108, I5IS) DINCH
1FO1'!ATe"AI: A DIAMELTZR OF ',F7.1.# INCHES.*)
%!Pl1gE (106,1520) F/0
FOR'IAT(TlZ' r/r.i RAiTIO It', TH15- W'-: IS ',oF7.3**.
"RIT1 (10C,1525) FEZD 213

1525 01FO!TATC/'ThiE APPROXIMATE EXIT APERTUFRE FIELDS#
1/'WERE DETERM1INED FOR EXCITATION BY,
2/, I 8A10
P'-.'IDTIt = VI~DT){*(1 .O+12)
VRITZ (108,1530) P!,IDTH
1530 0FORM~AT(/'T}lE, CHTEP.NOUSOV ANALYSIS FOP TH-E'
1/'?A7-AnCLCID/FEED ANTEINNA SYSTE!! ',TAS PERFOPMED FOR'
2/'A PTILSE ¶YITi1 HALF-WIDTH OF '-,Ffl.1,' PICOSE:'CONDS.')
1535 0FOP.NATl(/'!3OTl~i RXETHETA(P.,T-R/V) AND'
1/'TZXEPffI(P,T-Tl/V) WERE COMPUTED')
!WRITE (108,1540) NPTSS
1540 OFORMAT('AT 'A13,' EQUIALLY S~PACED VJALVES OF'
1/'RETARDED TINE T'' = (T - /'J) ?flhlC] FELL W-IIWIN'
2/'THE NTJ:.EPICALLY ESTABLISHED TIME, W-IINDOW.')
WJRITE (108,1550) N~pMxi
1550 0FORMAT(/'FOP. THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATIOlN ROUTINE,'
1/'THE EXIT APERTURE UAS DIVIDED*
2/'INTO ',114,1 SUBDIVISIONS IN fl,'
3/'AND ',1I4,' SUBDIVISIONS IN XI.')
1900 WRITE (108,1905) ICOUNT
1905 FORMAT(///'OBSERVATION POINT P(THLTA,PliI)
*,13)
WP.ITE (108,P1910) THETADPHID
1910 OFORMiAT('TIIZTA -2 ',F6.1,' DEGREES, 'i
1'PHI = ',F6.1,* DEGt`EES')
TLOJER = TriII'*(1.07E,09)
TUPPEF7 = T:!AX*'(1.0Z+09)
WWIDT1I = -611PPER! - TLO'*!Ell
".7)ITE (108, 1915) TLO!-ER,TUPPZR,WW4IDTll
1915 0FORMtATW/TtIME WIrlDOtW STARTED AT ',F9.3, * NANOSECONDS'
1/'AND ENDED AT ",F9.3.9 NANOSECONDS.'
2/'THE WINDOW WIDTH W!AS 'jF9.3,s
NAVOS=CONDS.')
WRITE (108,1920)
1920 OFORMAT(/'A TABLE OF T-!R/V,PXETHiETACPT-P/V) FOLLOVS.'
1/*T-7l/'
IS IN NANOSECONDS AND PXET)IIET'A IS IN VOLTS.*)
JIVE = 0
0O 1930 JIV~E = ,r1PTSo1
TNA*,h0
(T7RET(JIVE))*(1.OE+09)
WIRITE (108, 1925) TVANO,RSTllET(JIVZ)
1925 FOR~lAT(F9.3,',p',1PEJ0.3)
1930
CONT I tU7
¶'P!ITE (106, 1945)
1945 OFOP.MAT(/*A TA13LE CF -/VPEIC/-T/)FOLLOWS.'
1/'T-P/k? IS It: NANOSECONDS AND FIXLPlil IS IN VOLTS.')
JAZZ =0
DO 1955 JA7Z = 1,NPTS,l
TNANO = TR3ET(JAZ7))9U.0E+09.)
UPITE (IOP, 3950) TMANO,"EPh(I(JAZZ)
1950 FOpMAT(F9o3,',',IPEI.103)
1955 CONTIVUE
f ETurn1
EIJD
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DESCRIBE THE EXIT APERTURE FIELDS
DUE TO THE THETA COMPONENT
OF THE RADIATION FROM THE FEEDA VIA
AND DEFINE THE CORRESPONDING APERTURE INTEGRANDSA VTHETAo
FUNCTION VTIIETA(RjXI)
COf4MON/I3LCK3/Fj DiF INCHi D INCH
COMMON/I3LCI<4/TPRINIE,DTIME,oFTIME,-RATIOTAUVPPI
COMMON/BLCI(5/SITHiET, COTHiET, SIPHIl,COPHI
COi-IMON/BLClI 1/ICOUNr, INDEX
C DEFINE THE TIME ARGUMENT OF THE THETA COMPONENT.
SIXI = SIN(XI)
COXI = COS(XI)
FS(Q = F**2.0
ARGA = FTIME*(1.0 + COTIIET)
ARGB = FTIME*(1.0 - COTHET)*RATIO
ARGC = COXI*SITHET*COPHIi
ARGD =SIXI*SITHET*SIPHI
ARGE = R/V)*(ARGC +ARGD)
ARG =TPRIME - ARGA - ARGB + ARGE
C DEFINE THE FORM OF THE FEED'S THETA COMPONENT
C OVER THE EXIT APERTURE, VI.
TAU**2.0
TAUSQ
(ARG/TAU)**2.0
ARGTAU
VI = (2.1J/TAUSQ)*((2.0*ARGTAU) - 1.0)*EXP(-ARGTAU)
VI = Vl*(9.74E-12)
C DEFINE THE EXIT APERTURE INTEGRANDS
C CORRESPONDING TO Tlrr FEED'S THETA COMPONENT.
RSO
R**2.0
O = RSQ/(da.0*FSQ)
Q
OMINUS =1.0
+0
OPLUS =1.0
SORT((FSQ*(QPLUS**2.0)) - (PSQ*COXI*COXI))
DENOM
GO TO (I97I,11972,ol973,I197'0), INDEX
1971 k/THFA= (VJI* (C0MIN1JS/QPLUS) *SIX I*COX I R) /DENOM
C
C
C
C

RETURN

1972
1973
1974

'JTHETA CVI *(QMINUS/QPLU~SI*COXbOCOXI*R)/DENOM
RETURN
VJT~iETA=(V1 *SIXI*COXI*R)/DENOM
RETURN
klTHETA=(VI *SIXI*SIXI*R)/DENOM
RETURN
ýEND
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E.2

PROGRAM FOR TAPERED ILLUMINATION

This program is identical to the Fortran IV program described
in Section E.1, except that equation (5-4) is utilized rather than
equation (5-2)'to describe the r.E. component of the electric far field
of the point source feed located at the focus of the paraboloid.

In

this section, as in Section E. p the rHEOH component of the normalized
electric far field of the feed was neglected with respect to the

rH"oH component.
In the program for tapered illumination of the exit aperture
of the paraboloid, FUNCrION VHErA(R,XI) describes the partial derivative of equation (5-4) with respect to time evaluated at the
exit
aperture of the paraboloid.
The execution time and space requirement of this program are
approximately the same as the program discussed in Section E.i.

For

the sake of completeness, a listing of the routine FUNMCION VTH~rA(R,
XI) is given on the following pages.
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C
C
C
C

C

DESCRIB3E THE EXIT APEP.TUPE FIELDS
DUE -T0 THE THETA COMPONEINT
OF THE RADIATION FROM THlE FEED, V I.AND DEFINIE TIlE COnRPESPOI:DING APEPTURE I?3TEG]RANDS,
FUNCTION 'JTHETA(R,XI)
CO~tl0*?:/PLClX3/F, D,F Ir.ci -DINCli
CO!1MON/I3LC1(//T-PP IME, DT ItIE.PFTIýEIIACI 0,TATJ),VJP1

VTHiETA.

cOMMOlri/nLC1011/1 C0~lTj IND;EX
DEFINE THE TIME ARGUMENT OF THE THiETA COMPON~ENT.
SIXI
SItrcXI)
COXI =COS(XI)
F5Q =F**2.0
ARGA
FTIVIE*(1.0 +COTIIET)
ARG F)
FTrIME*(1.0
ARIGC
C0"X 1*SITH ET*C OPRI{
ARGD
SIXI*SITHET*SIPHII
A RG E
(P./VJ)*(ARGC +AROD)
ARGI =TPFIrlE
ARGA
ARGE
AA =0.177
313= 0.0615
CC = 0 .030
DD = 0.110
EE= 0.'417
ABSI = itLS(51XI)
AL3CO =A125(COXI)
APGF = AA*AL;CO
APOG G = B*Ai3SI
ARG2
(r/V)*(A7GF +AnGG)
-COTHET)*PRATIO

-AP.GB

AnGI

An

C
C

V1
C
C

-nQ

DEFINE TRE FORM OF THE FEED'S TH1ETA COXP0NENT
OVER THE EXIT APEnTURZE, VI.
TAL'A =TAU + (CC*R*AISI)/kI)
TANA*02.0
TAUASQ
(APG/'lAlJA)**o.
ARGTAtII
V1
(2.0/TAUAS0t)#((2.04,AIlGTAl1)
1- 0)*EX?(-ArGTAU)
DENO-I = 1.0 +((2.0*DDc-"*ALBI)/D)
TVENOM-2 =1.0 - C(2.0OPEE~!l*ADCO2/D)
VI/(DENOI0Dsr!0M

DE-FINE ThE EXIT APERT11PE INTGPRANnS
COR,nS?O0t'ING TO TRE FEE'D'S THETA\ Col::'OuNVT.
=R5Q/(4.0*FSO)

OPLUS =1.0 +
IDENOM =SQRT(FSQ'(QPL.US#*2.0))
GO TO 17,7217,9),inx
VTIIETAu(V 1 0 (Ot1s,IV .SQPLUsS)SIX I CO.IP/~o
9.ETUWtJ
VT2A VI(l.IU/P115
CXI*O
f
DNT
-(PSD*COXI*COXI))

0911
1972

REMO

~
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1973
1974i

TET=(I
SIXI
O "M-M
RETIJPDN
VTHETA=CJI *SIXI*SIXI*R)/DENO~.i
EN:D
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